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Preface 

The unification of the Community Is no longer the high-minded dream of a 
handful of visionaries but a tangible reality. The challenge of 
completing the internal market by 1992 has captured the popular 
Imagination not only Inside the Community but also beyond Its borders, 
particularly In Central and Eastern Europe. 

Energy too, both as consumer good and Indispensable working tool, is 
called upon to play its part in this process. 

A I ready significant progress has been made towards unifying Community 
energy systems in important areas such as natural gas and electricity. 
At the same time accompanying policies are being implemented in the 
energy sector to reinforce and expand infrastructure, particularly in 
less developed regions of the Community, in service to the wider aim of 
greater social and economic cohesion. 

The islands of the Community face specific problems in the area of 
energy supply precisely on account of their separation from continental 
Europe. They are also, however, some of the most promising locations for 
experimentation with alternative, local energy sources (e.g. solar, 
wind, biomass) which, besides providing energy supply, offer 
opportunities for employment and economic development. 

There are a I so various Community energy programmes (VALOR EN, THERM IE, 
regional energy planning, etc.), which, though not specifically aimed at 
the islands, can contribute to solving their problems. 

The Symposium in Crete was organized jointly by the Secretariat-General 
for the Region of Crete and the Directorate-General for Energy of. the 
Commission of the European Communities. Its main achievements were: 

(1) an Initial exchange of views and experiences between 
representatives of the islands, experts and Commission staff; 

(2) the creation of a preliminary informal network for future 
contacts; 

(3) the identification of sectors reQuiring In-depth study. 

This book wi II,· I believe, serve as a point of reference for the many 
who attended the Symposium and the many who did not have this 
opportunity, and - perhaps too - as a poInt of departure for further 
initiatives in the future. 

C.S. Maniatopoulos 
Director-General 



npoAoyoc; 

H KO I VOT I !<ii EVOnO i 11011 l)ev € i VO I nXEOV TO EUVEVtc; OVE I po 0~ i VWV 
OPOIJOT I OTWV OA~C 1J I a anri) npOVIJOT I KOTI")Ta. H np6K~I1011 TllC: 
EowT£PIKtic; Ayopac; rou 1992 EX£1 atunvio£1 ox1 JJ6vov rov n~.,euoJJ6 
TflC: EupwnaYKtiC: KOIVOTflTOc;, OAXO KOI a~Xouc; ~aouc;, li510iT£pa i5£ 
rnc; AvaTOAIKtic; Kat Ke:vrptKtiC: Eupwnflc;. 

H Ev£pyEIO, aya86 KaTOVOAWOI")c; KOI EU11~Epiac; O~WV O~AO KOI ~WTIKOc; 
napayovTa<; OTt")V napaywyiKri 5tai5tKOOia Tt")<; OIKOVO~io~, EKXf)St") Va 
noi~£1 To p6~o Til~- , 

, ETOI, OI")IJE I WVETO I Oll~OVT_I Kri npOOOOC: OTI")V KOTEU8UVOI") Tl")c; 
EVOnOI~O~«; TWV EVEPYEIOKWY OUOT~pOTWY Tl")~ KotVOTI")Ta~ 0£ 
OI")IJOVTIKOUC: TOJJEi<; 6nwc; TOU fUOIKOU OEpiou KOI TOU I")~EKTpiOJJOU. 
napa~~llAO, Ti8£VTOI OE EcpapJJOVi) OUVO~EUTIKE«; noAITIKE«; OTOV 
EV£py£ I OKO TOIJEa nou acpopouv TllV EV i OXUOfl KO I £nEK raOfl E:pywv 
unoi50J,Jric;, li51aiT£pa OTIC: ~1VOT£p0 OVEnTUVJJEV£~ ne:piOXE~ Tl'lC: 
Ko I VOTflTOc;, OU1Jf3C~AOVTOC: ETOI OTflV En i TEU~fl TOU OTOXOU VI 0 ~I 0 
IJEVO~UTEpl") KOIVWVIKri KOI OIKOVOIJI.Kri OUVOXri· 

Oc; vvwor6' TO VflO I a rnc; Ko I VOTI")Tac;' Xovw TflC: ve:wvpocp I Kri~ roue; 
anOIJOVWOflC: ana TOV flnEipWTIKa XWpo, aVTIJJETWni~OUV IOIOiTEpO 
npo~XriJ,Jara OTOV £VEPV£1aK6 roue; Ecpoi5JOOJ,Ja. LUVXPOVWc; OJ,JWc;, 
napouo 1 a~ouv Ka 1 e:Xn 1 oocpope:c; npoonr 1 Ktc; v 1 a rnv a~ 1 ono i 110'1 rwv 
e:vxwp i wv e:va~XaK T 1 KWV nl")ywv e:v£pye: 1 ac;, n. X. flA 1 OK ric;, a 1 oX 1 Kric;, 
~IOIJO~ac;, nou EKTOC: ana TOV EVEPV£1aK6 EcpOOiaOJ,JO, npoocpE:pouv Kat 
EUKOipie:c; anOOXOAI")OI")c; KOI OIKOVO~IKiic; OVOnTU~I")c;. 

~1acpopa KolvortKa e:ve:pye:taKa npoypaJJJJara onwc; n.x. ro VALOREN, ro 
THERMI E Ka 1 o ne:p 1 cpe:p£ 1 aKoc; e:ve:py£ 1 aKoc; npoypaiJJJOT 1 OJJ6c;, torw 
Kal av ox• EIOIKO oxe:oiOOIJEVa y1a ra VflOia, npoocp£povra1 y1a TflV 
EniAUOI") TWV npof3At11JCTWV roue;. 

To LU1Jn6olo nou opyavw81")KE OTflV Kpnrfl IJE TI")V ouve:pyaoia rnc; 
re:viKf)c; rpaJ.IJ.IOTEiac; TflC: n£ptcp£p£10c; Kpf)TI")c; KOI TI")C: re:viKriC: 
~1e:u8uvoflc; Evtpve:1ac; Tl")c; En1rponr;c; rwv Eupwna~Kwv Ko1vorr;rwv 
e:ntruxe:, IJETa~u aXXwv, 

a) J.IIO npWTI") OVTOAAOVri an6~£WV KOI EJ.InEipiWV IJETO~U TWV 
EKnpoownwv TWV VI")OIWV, EIJnEipOyVWIJOVWV, K08wc; KOI TWV 
unl")p£OIWV TflC: Entrponric;· 

f3) va OI")JJIOUPVri0£1 E:va npWTO aruno oiKTUO VIC JJEAAOVTIKEC: 
e:nacpE:c;· 

y} VO EniOI")JJCVEI TOJJEic; nou 80 np£n£1 VO JJEAETf180UV 0£ f3a8oc;. 

ntoi£UW OTI TO nEpiEXOJJEVO OUTOU TOU TOIJOU TOV onoio EXW TflV TIJ.Iri 
va npoAoyi~w, Sa anore:X€oe:1 J.IEOO avacpopac; v1a noXXouc;, aKOIJfl KOI 
o'aurouc; nou OEV EiXOV TI")V EUKOipia VO OUIJIJETOOXOUV OTO LUIJnOOIO, 
Kat iowc; va anore:X€oe:1 tvauo~a y1a ne:pa1r£pw npwrof3ouXie:c;. 
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AIM 

to investigate the specific energy problems in the Community islands in relation to the Com
munity framework and to discuss perspectives, especially in the context of the internal eneq,'Y 
market. 

PARTICIPANTS 

by invitation of CEC, about 150 representatives of island authorities, experts and decision makers 
involved in issues concerning energy in the islands. 

ORGANISATION 

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Directorate - General for Energy 
rue de Ia Loi 200, 
B-1049 Brussels, Belgium 

CONCEPT 

CEC DG XVII -ENERGY: 

NTUA-EPU: 

Dr G. GERINI, Mr I. GALANIS, 
Mrs E. TSANTEKIDOU-BORG 

Prof. J.-E. SAMOUILIDIS 
Dr Th. GOUMAS 

REGION OF CRETE/ G.S.: Mr G. SENETAKIS 

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

CEC DG XVII- ENERGY: Mrs C. THALASSO 
Tel:32/2/2361342,Fax:32/2/2350150 

NTUA- EPU: Mr G. GEORGOCOSTAS, Mrs X. MYLONAKI, Mrs H. AVLONITOU, 
Mrs H. MA VRODOPOULOU, Mrs G. BAKITA, Mrs A. PANAGOPOULOU 
Tel:30/1/3691428,Fax:30/1/3637312 

REGION OF CRETE / G.S.: Mrs A. MINADAKI, Mrs C. KOSMADAKI, 
Mr Z. RODITAKIS, Mr G. BALANTINAKIS, Mr M. MAVRAKIS, 
Mrs A. CHRISTOPOULOU, Mrs E. NIOTI, Mrs A. GIANNADAKI 
Tel:30/81/222529,Fax:30/81/222506 
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09:00 - 09:45 

(9:45 -10:15 

09:45 - 10:45 

09:45 - 10:00 
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10:30 - 10:45 
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11 November 

Registration at CAPSIS hotel 

12 November 

Registration 

OPENING SESSION 

Welcome address 
Mr G. SENETAKIS, General Secretary of the Region of Crete 

Community energy policy 
Mr C.S. MANIA TO POULOS, Director General of DG for Energy CEC 

Power Supply 10-year Development Programme for Crete 
Prof. Th. XANTHOPOULOS, Director General of the Public Power 
Corporation 

Press conference ) 

FIRST SESSION 
INTRODUCTION: THE COMMUNITY FRAMEWORK 

The internal energy market and flanking policies: 
Their relevance to the EC islands 
Dr G. GERINI, DG XVII 

The regional policy of EC, concerning energy: 
Community actions in Greece and future prospects 
Mr R. McKENNA, DG XVI 
Community initiatives (philosophy, initiatives adopted, REGIS, 
REGEN) 
Mr Th. SARAMANDIS, DG XVI 

Coffee Break 
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SECOND SESSION 
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Discussion 
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SYMPOSIUM: ENERGY ISSUES IN EC ISLANDS 

WELCOME ADDRESS 

by 

Mr G. SENETAKIS 
General Secretary for the Region of Crete 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It is a great pleasure to welcome you all in our Region, that 

is known to many of you, I believe, since it consists one of 

the greatest centers of tourists attraction in the Mediterranean 
Sea. 

I hope that this Congress will contribute to the exchange of 

information and become fruitful especially for the scientists 

of our Region specialized in energy issues, who broadly accepted 

our invitation 

With exceptional interest, we are going to listen to the 

presentation of the particular problems faced during the energy 
systems planning for EC islands and the chosen strategies for 

their solution. 

The economic development figures of the Region are higher than 

the respective national rates. The regional economy is directed 

towards activities of the tertiary sector, that has been 

developing significantly, while in the primary and secondary 

sectors, lower progress has been recorded. 

I believe that the choice of the Region of Crete, for the 

Congress holding, as a point of meeting for so many specialists 
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on energy issues to talk about the energy problems in European 

Community islands, was particularly successful since the most 

severe problem of the Region of Crete may be that of energy. 

Our first attempt is the application of a rational energy policy. 

The objectives of this policy are: 

To ensure the availability of multiple primary energy sources 
as the dependence on a limited number of sources sets up 

the threat of energy shortage. 

To achieve the exploitation of the local energy potential 

in the best way, technically, economically and socially. 

To aim at the improvement of energy use by avoiding the use 

of conventional fuels in cases that soft energy forms may 

cover the demand. 

To satisfy the particular demand for the environment pro

tection, which becomes a necessity of survival. 

Finally, to meet in time the growing requirements of the 
economic and social development of the region. 

The achievement of these energy policy aims seems to be par

ticularly difficult in remote regions and, especially, in the 

islands whose specific geographical characteristics don't allow 
them to enjoy the benefits of a generally adopted energy rolicy. 

So, it is necessary to plan a particular energy policy following 
the general National and Community framework. 

I am glad that the study of Prof. J.-E. Samouilidis' scientific 

team (National Technical University of Athens) will be presented 

in this Congress. 
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This energy study was carried out thanks to CEC's initiative 

and consists a contribution to the solution of Region's energy 

problems. The proposed energy plan will be discussed elaborately 

in a specific meeting that will be organized by the Region 

Authorities in collaboration with the Technical Chamber, the 

Public Power Corporation and the Ministry of Industry, Energy 

and Technology, during which all the related to the study issues 

will be discussed. 

For the achievement of the safest energy planning, the exchange 
of experience in dealing with such problems is also important. 

This change is given by this Congress. 

In particular, we expect to obtain data and proposals concerning 

the way the following problems can be dealt with: 

The multiplicity of the sources 

The improvement of energy use 

The protection of environment 

The use of new and renewable energy sources 

The planning of the islands' power systems. 

Our sensitivity to the islands' energy problems, concerning 

mainly their power systems, is enhanced. This is due to the 

inflexibility presented by the rapid increase of energy demand, 

especially that of electricity. 

According to estimations, the electricity demand covered by 

conventional fuels in the year 2000, if no interventions are 

made, will run at the rate of the 8300 TJ. On the other hand, 

if several already proposed investments, organizational and 

structural measures are taken, in 2000 the electricity energy 

demand will run at approximately 7100 TJ. 
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Consequently, according even to the most optimistic prospects, 

I would say that the best outcome that could be achieved is a 

reduction of only 15% in the power production by conventional 

means. 

Therefore, no matter what efforts will be made for the achievement 

of the above goals, I should mention that there will still 

remain some electricity demand to be covered which will be more 

or less the double of the one existing today and which we must 

meet by the appropriate planning and expansion of the power 

system of Crete. 

But as far as this is concerned, we will have the opportunity 

to listen to Mr Hamodrakas, Director of the Planning Department, 

of the Public Power Corporation. 

I welcome you honourable members of the Congress to the autumn 

Crete. I wish you a pleasant stay and success in the Congress. 
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EYMDOEIO: ENEPrEIAKA DPOB~HMATA ETA NHEIA THE EYPQllAIKHE 

KOINOTHTAE 

ENAKTHPIOE OMihiA 

't'OU 

x. r. EENETAKH 

revtxou rpa~~a"tea nept~epeta~ Kp~'t~~ 

KupCe~ xat Kuptot Euveopot, 

Me ~eyaA~ xapa aa~ XaAwoopC~w O't~V nept~epe LeX J.la~ 1tOU ae ltOAAouc; 
a1t6 aa~ 1tLO'teuw va eCvat ~5~ yvwo't~ a~ou a1to'te'AeC eva an6 Touc; 

~eyaAuTepou~ 1t6Aou~ SA~~~ TouptaTwv a't'~ Mea6yeto. 

To Euveopto auT6, euxo~aL va au~~cXA€L O't~V aAA~AOEV~~epwo~ 6Awv 

~a~ XaL L6La(Tepa 't'OU enLOT~~OVLXOU 6uva~LXOU 't~~ ITepL~epeLac;, 

et6txeu~evou ae evepyetaxa ee~a"ta, nou ~e ~eya'A~ npo8uJ1Ca 

avTanoxpC8~xe aT~v np6axA~a~ ~a~. 

Me t6LaCTepo ev6ta~epov Sa napaxoAou8~oou~e T~v napouaCaa~ LWV 

t6taC'tepwv npo~A~~a'twv 1rou napouata~eL o axe6taa~6~ LWV 

evepyetaxwv aua't~~a'twv 't'WV N~awv 't~~ Kotv6't~'ta~ xaL TLc; 

enLAey6~eve~ OTpa't~YLXE~ avTL~€TWnLO~~ 't'OU~. 

H DepL~epeta yvwp(~eL 6e(X't€~ OLXOVOJ.lLX~c; aV01tTU~~c; ltOU 

~e1tepVOUV Tl~ avT(O'tOLXE~ e8VLXE~ 't'L~e~. H 1t&pl~€p€LOX~ 

OLKOVO~(a O'tpe~e'taL 1tp0~ 6paa't~pt6't~'t€~ 't'OU TpLTOyEV~ TOJlE0 1 

0 ono(o~ ava1tTUOO€TaL O~~QVTLKO, €VW OTOV 1tpWTOyEV~ XaL 

6eUTepoyeVD 'tO~Ea napaT~pouvTaL xa~~A6Tepe~ €1tt66aeLc;. 

No~C~w 6't'L ~ ent'Aoy~ T~~ nept~epeta~ 't~~ Kp~'t~~ yta 't'l 6te~aywy~ 

Tou Euve6pCou, a~~eCo auvavT~a~~ T6awv et6txwv evepyetaxwv 

enLOT~~6vwv, yta OU~D't~O~ TWV EvepyetaKWV Dpo~A~~QTWV OTa N~OLO 
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"'Cll«; EupWTCa.LKfjc;; KOLV6"'Cll"'Cac;;, fj"'CaV Lf>La("'Ce:pa EltL"'CUXfic;; acpou (awe; 

'"CO Ult'apt.9~6v eva 1tp6~All~a "'Cll«; ne:pt.q>epe:t.ac;; "'Cll«; Kpfi"'Cll«; e(vat. ~ 

aV"'CL~E"'CWltLOll "'COU EVEpye:t.aKOU. 

H npW"'Cll npoana9e:t.a ~ac;; e:Cvat. 11 e:cpap~oyfj ~Lac; op9oAoyt.a~ev~c; 

e:ve:pye:t.aKfjc;; ltOAL"'Ct.Kfjc;;. AV"'CI.KEI.~EVI.KOL OKOltOL au"'Cfjc;; TTl«; ltOAL't'LK~c; 

e: Cvat.: 

Na e:~aaq>aAC~e:t. ltOAAaltA6"'Cll't'a Kat. e:vaAAaK"'CLK6"'Cll"'Ca aTt.c; 

npw"'Coye:ve:C~ e:ve:pye:t.aK€~ nllysc;;. H e:voe:x6~e:v11 e:~ap-r11a11 an6 

ltEpt.opt.a~evo apt.9~6 ltllYWV OUVLOTQ altELAfj e:vepyet.aKfjc; 

aacpu~Ca~. 

Na EltL"'CUYXaVEI. "'Cll ~SA"'CLO"tll "'CEXVLKa, OLKOVO~LKO XOL 

KOL VWVLKa, a~LOltOlllOll "'COU Uq>LO"'Ca~EVOU Eltl "'C61tL OU e:ve:pye: LOXOU 

5uva~LKOU. 

Na Eltt.5LWKEL "'Cll ~EATLWOll O"'Cll XPtlOll "'Cll~ e:vepyet.ac;; ~E xupt.o 

a~ova "'CllV altOq>Uyfj XPtl011«; evepyet.a~ a1t6 OU~~a"'Ct.Ka KaUOL~a 

EKe( 61tOU Ol avayKE~ ~ltopouv va E~U1t11PE"'C1190UV ~E XP~Oll ~ltlWV 

~opcpwv evtpyet.ac;;. 

Na LKaVOltOLEL "'CllV LOLaL"'CEPll altal"'C11011 1 11 OltO(a ~e:"'Ca"'CpEltE"'COL 

OE avayKll yt.a 81tL~(WOll 1 "'Cll~ 1tpOO"'Caa(a~ "'COU ltEpL~OAAOVTOc;. 

Kat. "'CBAoc;;, va av"taltOKplVE"'CaL eyKat.pa 1tpoc;; '"Ct.«; E~EAL006~e:ve:c; 

avayME~ "'Cll«; OLKOVO~LKfjc;; MaL KOLVWVLKfjc;; avalt"'CU~~c; 't'~c; 

1t8pLOXrl~· 

H 1tpay~a"'C01t0l11011 6AWV OU"'CWV "'CWV O"'C6XWV eve:pye:t.aKfjc;; ltOAL't'LKfjc; 

e:~q>avCC:e"'Cat. t.EnaC"'Cepa 5uaxepfj~ yt.a nept.oxec; "'Cllc;; nept.q>epet.ac;; xat. 

t.5t.aC"'Cepa OE NllOLa. 0 LOLa("'Cepo~ ye:wypaq>t.K6c;; xapaKTfjpac;; 't'WV 

N110t.WV 5e:v EltL"'CpBltEL OL N110t.W"'CI.K8«; ltEpLOXE~ va altOAauaouv Touc; 

KapltOU~ ~t.ac;; YEVLKa Ut.09E"'Cll~eV11~ E9Vt.Kfjc;; EVEpye:t.aMfjc; ltOAL1:LKfjc;. 
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AvLL9eLw~, enL~OAAELCXL vex oxeoLaoeeC LOLa(Lep~ evepyeLax~ 

nOALLLXfj, EV"t"CXYJ.l€V'l O"t'CX YEVLX6LEpCX E9VLXO XCXL XOLVOLLXO nACXLOlCX, 

nou 6JlW~ ea A.aJ.l~aveL un6~'1 -rL~ LOnLxt~ LOLCXl-rep6L'lLE~. 

To oLanLo-rwlltvo au-r6 o~u np6~A'llla -rwv LOLaL-repoL~Lwv tpxov-raL 

VCX 9epanEUOOUV Ol en( "t'OU"t'OU EXnOVOUJ.lEVE~ Lf>LCXLLEpE~ EVEpyE lCXXe<; 

J.lEAe-re~. 

XaCpoJ.lCXL nou o-ro EuveopLo auL6 ea napouoLaoeec ~ J.lEAeL~ -r~c; 

Ol!OOCX~ -rou Ka9. EMll Ellll• ECXllOU~A(O~ nou anOLEAEL lllCX OUll~OA~ 

L~~ KoLV6"t'l"t'CX~, CX~OU EXnovfl9'1XE J.lE npWLO~OUALCX L~~' npo<; "t'~V 

DEpL~epELCX "t''l~ Kpfl"t''l~· H J.lEAeL'l CXULfj ea ou~~L~eec OLE~OOLXO 0€ 

ELOLXfj 'lJ.lEpCoa, nou opyavwveL ~ nepL~epeLa oe ouvepyao(a llE -ro 

TEXVLX6 EnLJ.lEA'l"t'flpLO KpflL'1~ 1 L'l.nEH XCXL LO Ynoupye(o BLOJ.l~XCXV(a<;, 

EvepyeLa~ XCXL TEXVOAOy(a~, 6nou 9a OUVEXLLJ.l'19ouv AEnLOllEPW<; 

LOLCXLLEp6"t''l"t'E~ OE oxeo'l llE L'l llEAeL'l• EUXOJ.lCXL npayllCXLL CXUL~ ~ 

J.lEAeL'l va anoOELX9e( 6-rL J.lnope( va OUll~OAEl OL~V OLEUX6Auvo~ 

EnLAUO~~ LOU EVEpyELCXXOU npo~A~llCXLO~ L~<; llEpL~epeLa~. 

MeyaA~ enCo~<; atCa yLa LOV ao~aAEOLepo evepy£Lax6 ox£5Laoll6 

ELVCXL ~ CXV"tCXAACXYtl n£(pa~ O"t'~V CXVLlllELWTclO~ LeLOLWV npof3A~ll0"t'WV. 

IoLaC-repa nepLJ.levouJ.lE va anoxoJ.l(oouJ.le oeoolltva xaL ncxpaoLaoel<; 

YLCX "tO nw~ CXVLLJ.lE"tWX(~OVLCXL LCX npO~AtlJ.lCX"t'CX: 
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H euato8~o(a ~a~ yta 6AE~ aULS~ TL~ RAEUpe~ LOU EVepyelaxou 

npof3ATj~a"toc; "tW'V N~OLW'V J.lE SJ.lc:paOT) "tW'V ~AEX"tpLXW'V LOU~ OUOLT')l-HlLWV 1 

sCvat au~~~ev~ A6yw "t~~ aveAaO"tLX6L~La~ nou napouou:X(;ea 'l s~€AL~'l 

L~c; ~Tj"t~o~c; "tW'V 6tac:p6pwv ~opc:pwv svepyeta~ xat LOLaCLepa L~~ 

T')AEXLpLXTj~ evepyeta~. 

0L OLac:pope~ €X"tLJ.lTjOEl~ OUYXALVOU'V OLO 6LL OL avayxe~ LOU ETOU~ 

2000 OE T')A€X"tpLXTj evepyeta J.l€ OUJ.lf3a"tLXQ J.lSOa, eav Oe'V y(vouv 

napeJ.l~aoetc;, ea eCvat LT')c; "ta~.,c; "twv 8300 TJ, eav 5£ 

npay)..la"tOROLT')9ouv O"tO xpovtx6 E>LaO"tT')]..lQ llSXPL "tO 2000 €1tEVOUTLXa, 

opyavwLtxa xat otap8pwLtxa ~e"tpa, nou npo"teCvovLal OLT') llEA€T~, 

Sa ave).8ouv oe nep(nou 7100 TJ. 

E"toL xat ~e "tL~ nto atot66o~e~ npoonLLxec; yta LT')V xa).u~'l Twv 

avayxwv oe ~Aex"tptxtj evepyeLa an6 "tL~ onoLeoo~noTe napell~aoet~ 

~ac; O"tO OU'VOALX6 evepyetax6 LOO~UYL0 1 8a ERLLEUX9e(, LO ]..l€yLOL0 

9a e).eya, J.lLa J.lELWOT') LT')c; 1tp0~A€1t6]..l€VT')c; napaywy~~ T')A€X"tplX~~ 

evepyetac; J.l€ OU]..l~QTLXOUc; "tp6nouc; ll6Vo Xa"ta 15%. 

E"toL, napa TL c; 6not ec; npoonaee L ec; yta TT')V enCLeU~'l Tou napanavw 

o"t6xou 98Aw va ento~~avw 6LL napa~evouv ax6~'l yta va 

LXa'V01tOL~9ouv avayxec; 0€ T')AEX"tpLX~ evepyeta 1tOU ELVaL 1t€pl1tOU 

otn).aotec; an6 LLc; o~~eptvec;, LL~ onoCe~ xaAOUJ.le8a va 

e~un~pe"ttjOOU~€ J.l€ "tO'V XaLaAA~AO OX€0Lao~6 xaL aVcXnLU~T') TOU 

~A€X"tpLXOU OUO"tTjJ.laLO~ L~c; KptjL~~· 

A).).a nepC "tOU"tou ea exoJ.le "tT')V euxatpCa va aKouoouJ.le TT')V eLO~Y'lO'l 

LOU ~L€U9UVLTj DpoypaJ.l~aLLO~OU L~c; ~EH X. Xa}.l60paKa. 

Kuptot I:uveopot, 
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Mr Secretary-General for the Region of Crete, Mr Secretary-General for 
Energy, Mr Mayor, Representatives of the Islands of the European 
Community, Ladles and Gentlemen, 

It is a pleasure and an honour for me hereby to proclaim this Symposium 
open. 

First 1 would like to second the sentiments of the secretary-General 
for the Region and welcome you to the hospitable Island of Minos and of 
Europa, the unsuspecting girl once carried across the sea by a bul 1 to 
these shores, lending her name to a new continent of which this Island 
Is today the furthest outpost. 

Europa, through you, Is present here again today. You have come from 
the four corners of the Community, from farflung Islands In the 
Atlantic, Baltic, North Sea and Mediterranean, first and foremost 
because energy today is a subject of vIta I and urgent concern to 
everyone. But also because, scattered as you are around the Community 
per 1 phery, you, more than others, have an Interest In and need for 
collaboration and the exchange of views on all areas of contemporary 
European life. 

wish also, on behalf of the European Commission and, more 
particularly, of its Directorate-General for Energy, to thank the 
Secretariat-General of Crete for agreeing to host this Symposium and 
for its practical support In collaboration with local authorities and 
private initiatives. In particular I would like to thank Mr Senetakis, 
in charge of the organization of this Symposium. 

1 should also mention the team from the National Metsovios Polytechnic, 
which has collaborated closely with my staff In preparing this 
Symposium. Lastly I wish to thank Mr Gerlnl, head of the accompanying 
measures task force, and his team. 

Before our discussions begin, I propose to outline for you in brief the 
Community's energy policy. 

Today, on the thresho I d of a new m lllen·lum, the prospects are 
heartening for the future of Europe and for a new geopolitical order 
embracing, for the first time, the central and eastern regions of our 
continent. 
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Unfortunately, however, these prospects are overshadowed for the moment 
by the difficulties afflicting the Soviet economy and by recent events 
In the Middle East. 

Both subjects I ie, strictly speaking, outside our brief and, anyway, 
our time would not be sufficient to discuss the political and socio
economic lmpl !cations of the events of recent months. But weal 1 know 
how d Iff I cuI t It Is to make forecasts In the energy sector, where 
political factors play at least as Important a role as economic ones. 
Today we find ourselves faced with a new crisis on the oil market. 
Fortunately the Community Is better prepared to face such crises today 
than It was in 1973. 

And thanks to Cornrnun I ty po II c I es In the areas of energy savIng, the 
geographical diversification of energy supplies and alternatives to 
oi I, the Community today Is less vulnerable to ol I crises. The 
Commission, meantime, has been playing Its role, recently submitting to 
the Council a proposal for a global approach to the crisis situation 
(e.g. In respect of oil reserves and the EC's role In the International 
Energy Agency). 

Though the danger of an energy shortage Is limited and our experience 
of other crises means that this time European Industry will not have to 
mortgage Its future, the gravity of the situation should not be 
underestimated. The normal upturn In energy demand In winter-time and 
the poss I b I I I ty of a m I II tary engagement In the Gu If represent rea 1 
threats. We should therefore be fully prepared for the worst. 

Above a II we shou 1 d not under est I mate the II ke I y consequences of the 
present situation for the planet's poorer countries and more backward 
regions. These could be catastrophic for the economies of those 
countries, and might even pitch the present geopolitical order out of 
balance. 

Uncertainty and speculation In the area of prices are leading to 
instabl I lty and price increases, with the I lkel lhood of Increased 
Inflation and a downturn In economic growth. These problems are 
becoming Intolerable for developing countr les and the countries of 
Eastern Europe, which consume large quantities of energy. 

In summary I would say that the present crisis In the Gulf Is not an 
energy crisis but, in the profoundest sense, a political one: it is a 
crisis of Institutions and of geopolitical equilibria. 
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1 have touched on these topics by way of situating our discussions 
vis-a-vis recent world developments. 

Without further analysis, then, the conclusion must, in my view, be 
that the various oil crises of recent decades, coupled with the need 
for economic development and stabl lity In Eastern Europe and the 
developing countries, make a real Community energy policy more 
Imperative today than ever before. 

The main emphases of Community policy In this area to date have been: 

the reduction of dependence on oil; 

the diversIfIcatIon of energy sources and of their geograph i ca I 
distribution; 

the ro I e of coa I and nuc I ear energy In the structure of energy 
systems; 

greater utilization of new and renewable energy sources; 

- greater energy efficiency. 

The results to date have been Impressive. Dependence on oil has been 
brought down from 62% In 1973 to under 50% today. Energy efficiency 
has Increased by about 20% In the same period. 

At the same time, the healthy rate of economic growth In recent years 
has meant a concomitant increase In energy consumption. Also, 
comparatively low energy prices are a disincentive to efforts to 
Increase energy efficiency being sustained. 

The inevitable question, then, Is: 

"Given the limits on available energy sources, how can economic 
growth be stimulated while at the same time protecting the 
environment and without endangering energy supply security?" 

The first priority must be to restrain demand for energy through its 
more efficient utilization and redistribution. 

Various measures and proposals to this end are currently under 
examination, Including the famous energy tax proposal. 
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The second priority Is the rational management of available energy to 
cover development needs. This means the transfer of technological and 
funding resources to less advanced regions of the Community and to 
developing countries, which Is the aim of the new THERMIE programme 
(European technologies for energy management). Launched last June, it 
has a five-year budget of 700 million ECU. 

The Commission also recently adopted another new programme named SAVE 
{Specific Action for Vigorous Energy Efficiency) aimed at energy 
conservation and spread over a four-year period. 

More generally, a real and effective Community energy policy will have 
to reconcile the claims of energy supply security, economic growth and 
protection of the environment within the framework of a single Internal 
energy market on a new, pan-European scale. 

Regarding the Internal energy market, would here mention the 
sign if 1 cant progress towards unIfyIng the CommunIty's energy systems 
achieved at the two most recent Energy Minister Councils (in May and 
October). The adoption of three Community Directives on electrlcty and 
natural gas price transparency and the right to transit represents a 
first, but Important, step In the direction of a single energy market. 

In parallel with the completion of the Internal market, the so-cal led 
accompanying lfteasures are being Implemented to further economic and 
social cohesion. These policies will counteract the adverse effects of 
the unification of energy markets. 

A later speaker at today's session will go Into greater detal I on these 
points. 

It Is time to turn to the main theme of this Symposium and pose the 
Question: which energy problems are specific to the Community's 
Islands, and how can Community policies deal with these In such a way 
as to promote Community unification and economic and social cohesion? 

Without getting lost In a labyrinth of detail, the following problems 
can be Identified as common to most of the Community's offshore 
Islands: 

high cost of energy supply, due to geographical location; 

dependence on imported energy, particularly oil; 
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seasonal fluctuations In energy demand, often linked to intensive 
tourism; 

a dearth of material and technical Infrastructure In the energy 
sector; 

particularly severe environmental constrictions, combined with 
tourism and geographical Isolation. 

On the other hand, the islands frequently have access to significant 
alternative sources of energy such as wind, sun or tidal power. It is 
estimated that, properly harnessed, these could cover a major 
proportion of energy requirements In certain Isolated areas of the 
CommunIty. 

Directly and Indirectly, Community policies are attempting to make a 
contribution to solving the energy problems of the Islands through a 
whole range of Initiatives: VALOREN, THERMIE, REGEN, demonstration 
programmes (DEMO), R&D proJects, energy planning programmes, etc. 

This Symposium provides a unique opportunity to examine and, more 
Importantly, compare to what extent the above pol icles and programmes 
take due account of the specific features of the islands in the area of 
energy. 

Your participation, and the location and timing of this Symposium, wi II 
serve to enrich our objectives and our activities. 

Today we also have the opportunity to look at two matters of specific 
relevance to Crete but, I think, of general Interest: 

Firstly, the submission of the energy planning study for Crete. As you 
saw, 1 have been officially presented with the final version of this 
study. 1 do not want to go Into details here, nor am I In a position 
to at this stage. My staff will be making an ongoing assessment of 
this project and will, I trust, be forwarding Its main conclusions to 
alI the Interested parties throughout the Community. 

1 will confine myself to a few remarks relating to the more general 
economic and energy context of this study and to Its principal 
conclusions and proposals. 
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Firstly, the context: 

Crete enjoys a high rate of economic growth compared to the Greek 
average; it also, however, faces an ongoing rise in energy 
conswnpt ion; I realise that dependence on Imported oi 1, 
part lcular ly for electr lei ty product ion, gives cause for serious 
concern with regard to the future economic development of the 
Island; 

the distance from mainland Greece makes a link-up with the national 
electrlcty grid and future natural gas grid technically possible 
but extremely costly; 

Crete also has significant alternative energy sources (particularly 
sun, wind, hyrdoelectrlclty and biomass); the efficient 
exploitation of these sources could undoubtedly contribute to the 
Island's economic and social development, increasing its energy 
supply security. 

As far as the study's conclusions are concerned, It comes up with a 
global energy plan for the year 2000 and defines seven sectoral energy 
Initiatives to do with the exploitation of local energy sources and the 
rational utilization of energy. 

1 find particularly important the study's conclusion as to the need for 
organizational structures In Crete to facilitate implementation of the 
said energy plan. 

Incidentally, the conclusions and findings of the study are perfectly 
in tune with the general emphases of the Community's energy policy. 

It should be remembered, however, that this study, while undoubtedly of 
a high technical and scientific standard, Is not an end In Itself. The 
most Important thIng - and thIs goes for a II the energy p 1 ann i ng 
studies subsidized by the Directorate-General for Energy of the 
European Commission since 1982- Is that Its conclusions should be 
Implemented via concrete projects. Investments and organizational 
structures. etc. 

I therefore urge all those Involved In the energy sector in Greece to 
work actively towards the better and more efficient management of 
energy on this Island, lest energy become some new Minotaur sapping the 
life-force of Its population. Rather let It be a springboard for the 
island's social and economic advancement. 

The second matter. again. I think. of Interest to all. Is the 
Inauguration of the An6yla wind energy demonstration project, which is 
being co-financed by my Directorate-General. 
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am happy to see that the 
participants at this Symposium 
afternoon from 13.00 to 15.00. 

local authorities have invited 
to attend this inauguration 

the 
this 

A special booklet Is available with details of the project. 1 hope 
that you will be better able on the ground to assess Its various 
technical, economic and- for that matter- aesthetic aspects, and to 
exchange relevant experience. 

Here 1 will I lmlt myself to mentioning the significance of this project 
In terms of reducing water pumping costs In An6yla through the use of 
renewable energy sources. 

To finish: trust that this Symposium will, I ike Ar ladne's 
unravelling thread, help you steer a path through the energy problems 
of the Islands so that we may meet effectively the aspirations of the 
Inhabitants of alI the Community's regions, particularly in this 
critical period In which we find ourselves. 

Thank you. 
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flEV 80 np£nE I VO napoAE i lVW VO EUXOP I OTtiOW KO I TflV OJ.HJOO TOU 
Eev 1 Kou ME roof!£ i au noAUTEXVE i ou nou ouvEpyaornKE or Eva J..IE r 1 c; 

UnflpEoiE~ J..IOU VIC TllV opyavwon TOU ruJ.Jnooiou. TEAoc; 8EAW va 
Euxaplort;ow rov Kup1o Gerini, TJ..IIlJ..IOTOPX'l Tfl~ J..IOVaooc; ruvooEUTIKWV 
J..IErpwv Kol roue; ouvEpyarE~ rou. EuEAnlorw 6r1 01 EAnioEc; 6Awv J.Jac; 
eo OIKOIW8ouv •• 

npiV OJ..IW~ apxioOUV 01 OU~flTtiOEI~ Eni TOU OflJ..IEpiVOU 8EJ..IOTOc;, 8Ewpw 
anopa i TllTO VO 00~ napouo I OOW OUVTOJ..IO TO VEV I KOTEpa nAO i 0 I a Tfl<; 
KOIVOTIKti~ EVEPVEIOKti~ nOAITIKft~. 

KupiE~ KOI Kup101, OTO np68upa TOU VEOU OIWVO, ~piOKO~OOTE 

J.Jnpoora oE J..IIO vE:a npayJ.JaTIKornra VEJ..IOTil EAnioa y1a J..IIO vE:a 

Eupwnn, KOI J..IIO VEO VEWnOAITIKft OIOTO~fl (OOJ..Iti) nou VIO npWTfl ~opa 

EKTEiVOVTOI npo~ TflV KEVTpiKti KOI AVOTOAIKti 'HnEipO J..IO~. 

01 EAn i oE~ y 1 a r 1 ~ f!a8E 1 £~ OAAayE:c; nou o 1 avo i yovra 1 orov xwpo 
aura EnloKIO~ovral, ouoruxw~, oof!apa ana r1~ ouoKoAiEc; Kal 
OUOKOJ.JllliE<; TOU rof!IETIKOU OUOTtiJ..IOTO<; ot'Ev6c;, KOI a~'ETETpOU ana 
ra np6otara yEyovora ornv ME:on AvaroAt;. 

flEV EiVOI TO OVTIKEiJ..IEVO J..IO<; OAAO KOI OEV ea EnapKOUOE 0 xpovoc; 
y I a VO OU~flTtiOOUJ..IE EOW T I~ noA IT IKE<; KO I 0 I KOVOJ..II KOKO I VWV I KEc; 
0 I OOTOOE I c; TWV E~EA i ~EWV TWV J..IOA I c; T EAEUTO i WV J..lflVWV. , O~wc; OAO I 
OVT I AOJ..If!OVOJ..IOOTE n6oo OUOKOAO E i VO I VO Vi VOUV npof!AElVE I c; OTOV 
TOJ..IEO Til~ EvE:pyEioc; 6nou 01 nOAITIKoi napayovrEc; Eiva1 E~ioou, av 
OXI n10 OflJ..IOVTIKOi KOI an6 TOU<; OIKOVOJ..IIKOU<;. L~~Epa 

OVTIJ..IETWni~OUJ..IE J..IIO VEO KpiO'l OTflV nETpEAOiayopa. EUTUXWc;, 
OVTi8ETO an6 O,TI OUVEf!fl TO 1973, '1 KOIVOTf'lTO OtiJJEpa J!piOKETOI OE 
KOAUTEP'l ee:on VIO v'oVTIJ..IETWniOEI TETOIE~ KOTOOTOOEI<; Kpionc;. 
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JUl J3d~X Jll DIA 10~ OOQ 'J3d~X J3A3rlQOOnlUDAD Jll DIA 

OOQl DlXDlOQSD I DlAOA! A Q1nD DlDrl~~godu 01 J~Xn1onvr • JU~nlUQAD 

J~~lrlOAO~IO JU1 JUOM!3rl JU1 10~ ~0rl01dM9U~U nOA3rlQA3rlDAD 

no1 D!3Aurld3 u ~OQI "DI39QlOD AU! 10~ JI30Q1 J~~llUrlllDAD 

J 11 AnOA~A 13Q I U3 JnOl QQ3U! U3 01 13~! d090~ nou 'D! UO~OOQd3~ U 

10~ !31Dd~IU3 nou DlU1QID838D U 'J~rlll Jll Qdomo llQ 30 Od31!DIQI 

·o!uoddoo1 ~~lll~ouM3A ~Aid3rtuo u1 Anom~dloAo oA 

Aoooodourt oe Q~~D 'JnOl D!rlOAO~IO AU! DIA OAQrl IXQ J~~I1U3d1001D~ 
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ea n8EXO AOin6v va KOTaXn~w ~E TflV ano~n OTI on~Epa n Kpion OEV 
EiVOI EVEPVEIOKn OAAO ~08UTOTO nOAITIKn, EiVOI Kpion 8EO~WV KOI 
'UOIKO VEWnOXITIKWV IOOpponiWV. 

KupiE~ Kal Kup1o1, 

9Ewpnoa ra npoava,Ep8£vra anapairnra, y1a va rono8Ernow 11~ 

ou~nrno£1~ rou ru~nooiou ora nXaio1a rn~ EniKalpornra~. 

n I OTEUW OT I XWP i ~ n I 6 n£pa avaXUOfl ~nopw VO OU~nEpOVW, OT I o I 
nETpEXa¥Kt~ KpiOEI~ ~tXPI on~Epa, OAAO KOI n OIKOVO~IKn avanru~n 
KOI OT08Epornra rn~ AvaTOAIKn~ Eupwnn~ KOI TWV un6-avanru~n 

xwpwv, ana I TOUV on~Epa nEp I OOOTEPO ana nort OAAOT E' ~I a 
npay~OTIKn KOIVOTIKn EVEPVEICKn nOAITIKn. 

fl ~E i WOfl Tfl~ E~OpTflOfl~ an6 TO nETptXa I 0 Ka I ono I aoonnoT E 

axxn~ ~ovoE~aprnon~· 

f) li I a,opono i f)OI') TWV nnywv EVEPVE I 0~ Ka I Tfl~ VEWypa, I Kn~ 
rou~ npotXEuon~· 

0 pOAO~ TOU OV8pOKO Kal Tfl~ nupnVIKn~ EVtpy£10~ ornv oo~n 

rnv EVEPVEiaKWV OUOTfl~OTWV· 

fl nEpCITtpw a~IOnOif)Ofl TWV VtWV KOI aVOVEWOI~WV nnywv 

EVEPVEia~· 
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H IJEXP I rwpa KO I VOT I Kti EVEPVE I OKti no.h IT I Kti E i X£ a~ I 6)\oya 
anOTEAEOIJaTO. XapOKTflp I OT I KO, '1 E~OpTJlOfl ana TO nETp£)\a I 0 

IJEIW8f1KE an6 62% ro 1973 oe nepinou 50% otiiJEpa. rro i01o XPOVIK6 
OIOOTJliJa, '1 op8o.hoy1Kti XPtiOfl EVEPVEia~ au~ti8flK£ Kara 20% nEpinou. 

nap' 6.h 'OUTO, fl 0 I KOVOIJ I Kti avanTU(fl TWV TEAEUTa i WV aUTWV XPOVWV 
£ i xe oav enaK6.houeo rnv au(non rn~ Karava.hwofl~ evtpye 1 ac:. En i 
n.hE:ov 01 OXETIKO xaiJJlAE~ EVEPVEIOKE~ TIIJE~ aneeappuvav TIC: 
nepa1r£pw npoona8£1£~ y1a IJIC op8o.hoyiKOT£Pfl XPtiOfl ev£pye:1ac:. 

To ~ao1K6 epwrniJa nou ri8era1 .ho1n6v eiva1: 

pE 0010 Tpono Oa pnopOUOE YO EYIOXU0Ei ~ OIKOVOpiK~ 

avanTU~~, AappavovTa~ at'Evo~ unotq TOU~ nEpiOplopE:vou~ 

EYEPYEIOKOU~ nopou~, KOI at'ETEpOU T~V OVOYK~ TOUTOXpovq~ 

npOOTOOi 0~ TOU nEp I paUOVTO~ Xt.JPi ~ YO TE0Ei OE Ki YliUVO q 
aotaAEia EYEPYEiaKou EfO~Iaopou. 

H npwrr} nporepa 1 OTflTC e: iva 1 o £AEyxo~ · T~~ EVEPYE 1 aK~«; ~~rqoq~ 

IJE:ow IJIC~ anore.he:oiJCTIK6repn~ xption~ rn~ ev£pye1a~ Kal 1-11ac: 
op8o.hoyiKOTEpf1~ CVaKOTaVOIJtiC: Tfl~. 

Aura; rn OTIVIJti Ola,opa IJETpa Kal 10£e~ ou~nrouvral npo~ rnv 
Kare:ueuvon aura;. Ava1Je:oa oe: a.h.ha Kol o nepi,fliJOC: EVEPVEJaK6C: 
,ope~. 

H OEUTEPfl npore:paiOTflTa EiVal n OWOT~ liiOXEiploq T~«; lii08EOIIJq~ 

EVEpy£ I a~ VI 0 TflV KOAU'IJtl TWV avayKWV avanTU(tl~. TOUTO OfliJa i VE I 
TflV IJETa,opa TWV TEXVOAOVIKWV KOI XPqiJaTOOOTIKWV IJEOWV npoc: TIC: 
A I yore:po EUVOfliJEV£~ ne:p I OXE~ Tfl~ Ko I V0Tf1Ta~ Ka I TIC: 
avanTUOOOIJEV£~ xwpe:~. To VEO np6ypCIJIJa THERMIE (Technologie 
energetique pour la Maitrise de l'Energie} EniOIWKEI aura TOV 
oroxo. :::e:K i vnoe rev ne:paoiJE:vo Iouv 1 o Ko 1 e: iva 1 ouvo)\ 1 Kou ul~Jouc: 

700 EK. ECU y1a IJia ne:vrae:ria. 
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ru~nXnpw~ariKa, Kal ntpav rou THERMIE, n En1rponn u1o8tTnoe: 
np6ocpaTa tva vto np6ypa~~a To SAVE (Specific Action for Vigorous 
Energy Efficiency} T£rpae:Tou~ 61apKe:ia~ nou anooKone:i aKpl~w~ 

ornv e:vioxuon rn~ opeoxoyiK~~ xp~on~ e:vtpye:1a~. 

L£ ye;v I KOT£p0 nXa i 0 I a, ~I a npay~aT I K~ KO I 
KOIVOTIK~ £V£PV£10K~ nOAITIK~ 80 np£n£1 VO 
avayK£~ rn~ aocpaX£10~ EVEPVEIOKOU e;cpo~IOO~OU, 

anOTEAEO~aTIKn 

e:~1ooppone:i Tl~ 

Tn~ OIKOVO~IKn~ 

avanTu~n~ Kal Tn~ npooraoia~ TOU ne:pi~CAAOVTO~ ~EOa OTa nXaio1a 
Tn~ £VIaia~ EOWTEpiK~~ ayopa~ £V£py£1a~ Kal ~~a~ VEa~ 

~1e:upwnaYK~~ ~1aoraon~-

'Ooov acpopa Tnv EowTEP 1 Ki) AyopiJ EvE:pye 1 a~; eo ~ee:xa va avacpe:pew 
OTn on~OVTIK~ np60~0 npo~ Tnv KOT£U9uvon Tn~ EVOnoinon~ TWV 
e:ve:pye: 1 aKwv ouoTn~aTwv Tn~ Ko 1 vornTa~ nou e:n 1 Te:uxenKe: KaT a To 
~uo npoo,aTa Iu~~ouX1a Ynoupywv Evtpye:1a~, rou MaYou KOI rou 
0KTW~piou. H UI09trnon TWV TpiWV KOIVOTIKWV o5nyiWV nou acpopouv 
TnV ~I a,CV£ I 0 TWV T I ~WV nXe:KTp I K~~ EVEpye; I 0~ KO I TOU cpUO I KOU 
O£p i OU K09W~ KO I TO ~I KO i W~O 51 O~ETOKO~ I on~ (transit} TWV OUO 
aUTWV ~opcpwv e:vtpye; I a~ anore;Xe; i TO npWTO aXXa Ka i pI o fJn~a npo~ 

~1a Ev1aia Ayopa Evtpye:1a~. 

napaXXnXa ~£ rnv uXono i non rn~ £0WT£P I K~~ ayopa~' 0 I Xe:y6~EVE~ 

OUVO~EUTIKE«; DOAITIKE~ Ti9£VTOI 0£ E,ap~oy~ VIO rnv EniTEU~n TWV 
OTOXWV rn~ OIKOVO~IK~~ KOI KOIVWVIK~~ OUVOX~~· 01 nOAITIKE~ OUTE~ 

OVT I OT09~ i ~OUV T I~ OVEn I 9u~nT£~ En I nTWO£ I~ rn~ EVOnO i non~ TWV 
e:ve:pye:1aKwv ayopwv. 

ne:p I OOOTEp£~ A£nTo~£pe; I£~ OXET I KO Jj£ TO 5uo aUTO on~e: i a Sa oa~ 

OVOnTUX90UV OE En6~e;vn O~IXia rn~ on~EpiV~~ OUVE~piaon~. 
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No~i~w, Kupi£~ KOI Kup1o1, 6TI e:,Taa£ ~ OTIV~~ va 8£oou~£ Twpa 
TO £pWT~~a: no I 0 £iVa I £V npOK£ I ~EVW TO £15 I KOT£pa £V£pyE I OKO 
npO~A~~OTO nou acpopOUV TO V~OIO, KOI nw~ 01 KOIVOTIKE~ nOAITIKE~ 

~nopouv va Ta avaTI~£Twniaouv waT£ va npowe~aouv r~v KOIVOTIK~ 

£Vonoinan KOI rnv OIKOVO~IK~ KOI KOIVWVIK~ OUVOX~· 

Xwpi~ ~£~a1a va ~nou~£ arov Aa~up1v8o, ~nopou~£ va £nla~~avou~E 

~Ia 0£1p0 npoPAnpaTWV nou £iVai VO~i~W KOIVO VIC TO n£piOOOTEpa 
vnola: 

u'IJnAo K6oTo<; £V£PV£ 1 aKou £cpo5 1 aa~ou A6yw r~~ y£wypacp 1 K~~ 
an6araan~ Kal Tn~ 1li1o~opcpia<; TWV auv8~KWV· 

~EVOA~ £~apr nan an6 £I aay6~£V~ £VEPV£ I a, Ka I 15 I a iT Epa an6 
TO n£TpEAOIO· 

~EyaAn £nOXIK6Tnra Tn~ ~~Tnan~ £v£py£1a~, auxva ouv5E6~Ev~ 
~£ ~EVOAn TOUpiOTIK~ 5paaTnpi6TnTa· 

OX£TIK~ CVEnapK£10 UAIKO-T£XVIK~<; uno5o~n~ OTOV EVEPVEIOKO 
TO~Ea. 

llilaiTEpa auarnpo(J~ n£p1~0AAOVTOAOVIKOU~ nEpiOpiO~OU~, 

OUV5£5£~EVOU~ ~E rnv TOUpiOTIK~ 5paornpi6T~TO KOI rnv 
yEwypacpiK~ lliiCITEpornTa. 

Euyxpovw<; O~W<;, OUXVO TO V~OIO 5I08ETOUV an~aVTIKE~ £VOAAOKTIKE~ 

nnvt~ EVEPV£10<;, 6nw<; n.x. CIOAIKn, nAIOK~, TWV KU~OTWV rn~ 

8llAaaaa~ (marremotri ce), KAn. EKT 1 ~ora 1 or 1 o 1 n~vt~ curt~ rn~ 

EVEPVE I a~ ea ~nopouaav va KOAU'IJOUV an~aVT I KO ~tpo~ T n~ TEA I Kri~ 

~~rnon<; EvtpyEia<; op1o~tvwv ano~ovw~tvwv nEploxwv rn<; Ko1v6rnra~, 

apKEi va 5o8Ei n KaTllAJ\nAn npoaox~ .. 
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'A~£00 n E~~£00 01 KOIVOTIKE~ nOAITIKE~ npoona8ouv va OU~~OAOUV 

oTnv Xuon TWV e:ve:pye:laKwv npo~Xn~aTwv Twv vno1wv. A~ ava~tpou~e:, 

n.x. TO npoypa~~aTa VALOREN, En15£1KTIKa (DEMO), 'Epe:uva~ Kat 
AvanTutn<;, THERMIE, REGEN, EVEpye:tOKOU 

npoypa~~~OTIO~ou, KXn. 

To ru~n6o I 0 OUTO 5 i V£ I TllV ~OV051 Kfi EUKO I pi 0 VO £~£TOOOU~£ KO 1 
Kupiw<; va ouyKpivou~e: nw<; 01 avwT£pw noXITtK£~ Kat TO npoypa~~aTa 
Xa~~OVOUV uno'lln Tl<; 15IOIT£p6TnT£<; TWV VllOIWV OTOV EVEPVEIOKO 
TO~ EO. 

Ava~,~o~riTnTa, T6oo n EKXEKTri napouoia oa<; 6oo Kat o rona<; Kat o 
XPOVO<; TOU ru~nooiou 8a e:~nXoUTiOOUV TOU<; OTOXOU<; KOI Tl<; op00£1<; 

~a~. 

rr;~e:pa ~a<; 5iVETOI e:nion<; n EUKOipia VO nape:upe:80U~£ KOI OS OUO 
aXXa ve:vov6Ta nou atopouv a~e:oa TllV Kprirn, aXXa napOUOI a~ouv 
e:v51at£pov y1a 6Xou~: 

npwTa TI)V napiJliOOI) Tl)c; IJEAETI)c; TOU £V£py£ I OKOU npoypappaT I OIJOU 

Kpt;TI')«;. 'Onw<; £ i 5aTe: nap£Xaf3a e:n i 011~0 TllV TEA I Kri EK8£011 Tn~ EV 
X6yw ~EAETI1<;. /le:v ea r;ee:Xa aXXa KO I 5e:v ea pnopouoa or;~e:pa va 
ava,e:pew oe: Xe:nTo~tp£1£<;. 'AXXwoT£ n un11pe:oia ~ou ea npo~e:i oTnv 
e:v5e:Xe:xfi EtETOOil TOU £pyou OUTOU KO I EAn i ~W VO 0 I 0000£ I 
KaTaXXnXa TO f3aotKa Til~ ou~ne:pao~aTa o'6Xou~ TOU<; e:v5tate:p6~e:vou~ 

avo TllV Ko1VOTI1TO. 

9a nEpiOpiOTW ~OVO OTO VO EniOil~OVW OpiO~EVO OTOIXEia OXETIKO ~£ 

TO VEV I KOTEpO 0 I KOVO~ I KO KO I E~EPV£ I OKO nAai 010 ~too OTO ono i 0 
e:Knovfi811KE 11 ~EAET'l OUTfi, K08W~ Eni011~ KOI TO f3001KO oupnEpOOIJOTO 
KOI DpOT00£1c; Tl')c;. 
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npwT'an'6Xa, TO nAoio1o: 

H Kp~T~ napOUOI0~£1 U~~X6 pu8~6 OIKOVO~IK~~ avanTU~~~' 

u~~X6T£P~~ ana Tov avTiOTOIXO ~too 6po T~~ EXXooo~. 

AVTI~ETWni~£1 O~W~ KCI CU~CVO~EVO pu8~6 KOTOVOAWO~~ 

e:vtpve:1a~ v1a TO ~tXXov. AvTIAa~pavo~al OTI ~ e:~opT~o~ an6 
TO £I OCVO~EVO n£Tp£Xa I O, KUp i W~ VI a ~AEKTponapavwy~, 

napouo1a~e:1 Xovou~ oo~ap~~ av~ouxia~ v1a T~v ~e:XXovTIK~ 

OIKOVO~IK~ CVOnTU~~ TOU V~OIOU. 

H ve:wypa,IK~ anooTaon an6 Tnv nne:1pwT1K~ EXXaoa Ka81oTa Tl~ 

0 I COUVOEO£ I~ ~£ TO ~AEKTpOoOT I KO 0 i KTUO KC I TO ~EAAOVT I KO 
5 i KTuo ,uol Kou ae:p i au TEXV 1 Ka liuvaT~ ~e:v, ~e: Xuoe: 1 ~ 6~w~ 

OIKOVO~IKO lianav~p£~. 

ruyxpovw~ O~W~ ~ ~EVCAOV~OO~ o1a8£T£I O~~CVTIKE~ n~y£~ 

EVCAACKTIK~~ EVEPV£10~, KUpiw~ ~AICK~~' CIOAIK~~' 

ulipo~XEKTPIK~~ Kal p1o~a~a~. Ava~,loP~T~Ta, ~ opeoXoyiK~ 

a~1onoi~o~ TWV n~ywv auTwv ea ~nopouoe: va ou~~aXe:1 

O~~CVTIKO OT~V OIKOVO~IK~ KCI KOIVWVIK~ OVOnTU~~ T~~' 

CU~OVOVTC~ T~V ao,aX£10 TOU £V£PV£1CKOU T~~ e:,OOICO~OU. 

'Ooov a,opa Ta anoTe:Xto~aTa T~~' ~ ~e:X£T~ KaTaX~ye:J ~e: tva 
oXoKXnpw~tvo e:ve:pye:1aK6 np6ypa~~a y1a To £To~ 2000 KOI 
npooli1opi~£1 EnTci TOIJEOK£«: £YEPY£IOKE«: nop£1JPcio£1C: nou a,opouv 
T~V at1onoi~o~ TWV TOniKWV EVEPVEICKWV n~ywv KCI T~V op80AOVIK~ 

XP~O~ e:v£pye:1ac;. 

Anoliiliw 1li1aiTEP~ o~~aoia OTO ou~ntpao~a T~~ ~e:X£T~~ OXETIKO ~e: 

Tnv avayK~ on~IOUpyia~ e:v6~ opyOYWTIKOU oxqiJOTOC: OT~V Kp~T~ nou 
80 e:niTp£~£1 T~V e:,ap~oy~ TOU EVEPVEIOKOU npoypo~~CTO~ nou 
avt,e:pa. 
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8£At.> VC KCTCAfi~t.> OTO OT I TO OU~n£pOO~CTC KC I 0 I npOTOOE I c; TtlC:: 

~£AET11C:: ont.>o5finOT£ £ i VC I OUVEn£ i c; ~£ TIc; VEV I K£c; VPOIJIJEC:: TtlC:: 
KoiVOTIKtic; £V£PV£1aKt;c; noAITIKt;c;. 

En 1 011~0 i vt.>, OIJt.>C::, or 1 11 IJEAETI1, ava~cp 1 o~tiTI1TO U'IJ11A~c; 

EniOTI11JOVIKfiC:: a~iac;, ~EV £iVai CUTOOKOn6c;. EKEiVO nou EXEI ~EVOAtl 

Ot11Jaoia, ~nt.>c; Kal y1a 6A£C:: TIC:: ~EAETEC:: EVEPVEiaKoO 
npoypa~~CTIO~ou, nou 11 fEVIKti ~1E08uvo11 Ev£pyE1ac; Tt"'C:: En1rpon~c; 

Tt.>V Eupt.>naYK~V KOIVOTfiTt.>V EVIOXU£1 OIKOVO~IKO an6 TO 1982, EiVOI 
11 EfOppoyrj TUV oupn£pOOJIOTUV TOUC: IJE OUVK£Kp I IJEVO £pya, 
£n£V~U0£1C: KOI opyoVWTIKEC: ~OIJEC:, KAD. 

f I , aUTO EAn i ~t.> KO I napoTpUVW OAOUC:: TOUC:: EVlil acpEpOIJEVOUC: VI a TO 

ee:~a TI1C:: £v£py£1ac; OTI1V KptiTI1, va ou~~aAouv EVEpya OTtlV KaAUTEPll 
Ka 1 op9oAoy 1 KOTEP11 51 ax£ i PI10I1 TI1C:: EVEPV£ 1 ac; oro v11oi, ~OTE t1 
EVEPVEia va IJt'lV anoTEAE0£1 vto MIV~Taupo nou ano1Ju~a Tt"'V IKIJaoa 
TOU Vl10 IOU. AVT i 9£TC VC KCTCOTE i I OXUp6c; IJOXAOC:: OT11V KO I VWV I K~ 
KCI OIKOVO~IKti OV050 TOU TOnOU. 

A£UT£p0 VEVOVOC: EiVOI TO £VKOiVIO TOU OIOAIKOU £ni~£1KTIKOU tpyou 

TWV Avwy£iwv 11 EKTEA£011 Tou onoiou EX£1 ouvxPI1~CTo5oTt19Ei ana TtlV 
fEVIK~ dl£08uvol1 Ev£pyE1ac; TI1C:: EniTpont;c; TWV EupwnaYK~v 

KoiVOTt;Twv. 

nAI1pocpopoUIJCI IJ'EuxapiOTI1011 OTI 01 TOniKEC:: apxtc; naptxouv Ttl 
5UVCTOTI1TC o'6AOUC:: OOOUC:: OU~~ETEXOUV OTO ru~nOOIO va napEUp£80UV 
oTa EyKaivla aura nou ea yivouv ot;~Epa IJETa~O 13.00-15.00. 

/\EnTO~EpE I EC:: OXET I KO ~£ TO a I OA I KO £pyo napEXOVTa I ypanT~c; 0£ 
E151K6 EVfliJEPWTIKO cpUAAOOIO. EAni~w £niOI1C:: OTI Eni T6nou ea 
~nopEOETE VC EKTI~fiOETE KCAUT£pa TIC:: lilacpopEc; TEXVIKEC:: Kal 
OIKOVO~IKEC:: - KCI VICTi OXI - KCI CI0911TIKEC:: nTUXEC: TOU £pyou KOI 
va avTCAAO(ETE OXETIKEc; EIJnEipiEc;. 
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I will start with a brief look at the activities Inherent in the 
creation of the Internal energy market and those linked to the flanking 
pol icles In the energy sector. I wll I then try to pinpoint a number of 
issues concerning the possible Impact on the socio-economic and energy 
situation of the Community's Islands. 

Comp I et ion of the i nterna I market in 1992 I nvo I ves two par a I I e I and 
comp I ementary I I nes of approach, The fIrst of these Is desIgned to 
create a un If led European area by ensur lng free movement of goods, 
persons, capital and services. The other Is linked to the adaptation 
and development of economic activity In a bid to promote continuous and 
balanced expansion and strengthen economic and social cohesion in the 
Community. 

In this overall context, energy Is an essential component of the drive 
towards the Internal market and of a number of sectoral policies, e.g. 
regional development and environmental policy, and as such comes under 
the heading of what are known as the "flanking" policies. 

In May 1988 the CommIssion approved a working paper on the i nterna I 
market for energy, which consisted first and foremost of a 1 ist of the 
obstacles to greater market integration, while also assessing the work 
stl I I to be done In order to achieve a genuine opening-up of the energy 
market. 

A. The current state of play 

wl I I confine my attention to the activities for which the 
Directorate-General for Energy Is directly responsible, leaving aside 
topics such as standards, the opening-up of pub I i c procurement and 
taxation, which apply to a number of sectors. 

A first set of four proposals was sent to the Council a little over a 
year ago. 

The aim was to remedy the situations which created the greatest 
obstacles to the energy market, namely the lack of price transparency 
and the compartmental lzatlon of the markets. 
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These proposals relate to: 

transparency of gas and electricity prices charged to Industrial 
end-users; 

Increased trade as a result of the requirement to ensure the 
transit of natural gas and electricity; 

Improved exchange of Information on large-scale energy Investments. 

Three of these proposals, those relating to price transparency and the 
transit of ga$ and electricity, have either already been adopted by the 
Council, or their adoption Is now no more than a formal lty. 

The directive on transparency1 requires firms and organizations to 
forward information on prices twice a year for a whole range of 
categories of gas and electricity consumers. 

As regards gas- and electricity transit, the directives which are 
shortly to be adopted formally Introduce rights of transit between 
Integrated electricity grids In order to step up and liberalize trade. 
They also provide for the creation of an organization to assist the 
Commission In making detailed arrangements for Increased transit and, 
If necessary, to concl I late In the event of a dispute. 

The adoption of these Initial measures, In my view, constitutes an 
important step towards achieving the Internal market for energy, in 
terms not only of the measures themselves, but also of the changes they 
have brought about In a long-standing situation. 

The proposal concerning the exchange of Information on energy 
Investments with a Community dimension has not yet produced results. 

Finally, discussions are under way within the Commission and with the 
government and professional bodies concerned on the principle of 
transporting energy within the Community on behalf of third parties. 

ThIs gIves us a rough pIcture of what has been achIeved so far . 
would now I Ike to move on to: 

B. Future activities 

Here again, I Intend to outline the main Issues without entering into 
deta lis. 

(a) Security of supply 

The completion of the Internal energy market entails devising a 
Community approach to security of supply. 

OJ L 185, 17.7.90. 
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In this context consideration must be given to the role of 
Indigenous resources, the degree of diversification needed, the 
degree of competition to be maintained on the market, the scope 
of legislation on the production, distribution and use of 
energy and the Interconnect ion of grIds. ThIs process must 
highlight the extent to which the Community dimension should 
gradua II y take over from the nat lona I dImensIon and how th 1 s 
should be achieved, taking Into account the dlffe·rences between 
the energy situations of the Member States. 

(b) The external dimension 

In defining a Community approach to security of supply, the 
external dimension must be taken Into account, since the wish 
to guarantee security of supply Is motivated by the desire not 
only to make maximum use of national and Community resources, 
but also to reduce the Community's energy dependency. 

(c) Providing adequate networks 

The way ·In which gas and electricity grids currently operate 
falls to make maximum use of resources. Moreover, rights of 
transit, possible third-party access and Increased trade in a 
bid to Increase the flexibility and security of supply will 
lead to wider use being made of the grids. This means that the 
existing equipment must be added to and new Infrastructures 
bU I It. 

In the electricity sector for instance, some international 
interconnections need to be made. In the gas sector the 
operation will be on a larger scale, as It consists In making a 
new source of energy ava i 1 ab I e in a number of Member States 
where It Is not currently available. 

In this c~ntext the Commission, on Its own inlt iat ive, has 
already launched the Regen programme In connection with the 
Community's regional policy. Further work will also be carried 
out in 1990 on Improving energy Infrastructures under the 
broader aspect of trans-European networks. 

(d) Improving market transparency 

Transparent price-formation conditions- and, as a result, some 
degree of cost transparency - are a necessary adJunct to the 
proposal for a Directive on transparency of prices, 
particularly in sectors where there Is Insufficient competition 
(monopolies or exclusive rights; public companies). 

Practical proposals are expected to be made In 1991. 

(e) Finally, work Is continuing on defining technical specifications 
and standards, with particular reference to harmonizing 
decisIon-makIng procedures concernIng type-approva I of equIpment, 
and to the barriers arising from varying levels of environmental 
protection. Here again, proposals are to be made in 1991. 
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To cone tude thIs sect ion, I thInk It Is faIr to say that a number of 
activities are taking shape at the moment designed to ensure completion 
of the internal energy market. There Is still a great deal to be done, 
but I believe that the process Is now Irreversible. 

• • • 

c. I will move on now to the second part of my talk, which concerns 
the flanking policies and Is of more lrrunedlate concern to the 
Islands. 

I have already stressed the fact that energy is a component of 
a number of sectoral policies, such as regional development 
pol ley, and as such comes under the heading of flanking 
pollc les. 

The Community Is underpinning the strengthening of economic and 
soc I a I cohes Jon by the actIvIt les It carries out through the 
structural Funds (ERDF, ESF and EAGGF Guidance Section), the 
EIB and the other existing financial Instruments. The energy 
sector obviously fits Into this overall structure, since the 
activities In this sector tie In with the obJectives of the 
structural Funds and the other Instruments mentioned and, 
assuming that proposals are made on energy, with the action 
programmes presented by the Member States. I think that 
virtually all the islands in the Community receive assistance 
from the Funds. In addition, the Commission has right of 
Initiative In respect of 15% of ERDF resources, which enables 
It to propose measures to the Member States which are of 
particular Interest to the Community. 

It Is In this context that the Commission has taken a series of 
In It I at I ves and adopted programmes In var I ous f I e Ids such as 
the Valoren programme. which has been running for a few years 
now, and more recently the Regis and Regen programmes. I will 
conf lne my remarks to the Regen programme, as my colleagues 
from the DIrectorate-Genera I for Reg lona I Po I Icy are due to 
speak to you about the other programmes. 

The Regen (Regional Energy) programme relates exclusively to 
the energy sector. If the regions which are lagging behind 
(the so-cal led Objective 1 regions) are to reap the ful 1 
benefits of the Internal market, It Is essential that they have 
Infrastructure networks for transporting energy, and that these 
be connected up to the rest of the Community. 

The ex tens I on of these networks Is essent I a I to the energy 
balance of those Member States still Isolated from the rest of 
the Community, and therefore to reducing dependency on Imported 
oil, and Increasing security of supply. 

This Is the case In Portugal, Greece, Sardinia and Corsica, 
which do not have a network of gas pipelines. It Is also true 
In Ireland, whose gas grid Is not connected to that of the 
United Kingdom, and, In the context of electricity 
Interconnect Ions, to southern Ita I Y' and Greece. 
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These projects may therefore receive assistance from the 
Community, either for the eQuipment and construction work or 
for feaslbi I ity studies, depending on what stage has been 
reached. The overal I allocation for this project is 
ECU 300 mill ion. 

The Regen programme, then, Is a good example of a flanking 
policy for the 1993 Internal market and for Increased Community 
Integration. Its completion will be of benefit in terms not 
only of integration of the energy market, and thus security of 
energy supply In the Community, but also in terms of of 
economic and social Integration. 

I would like to talk to you next about three projects being 
carried out by the Directorate-General for Energy specifically. 
The first of these is designed to promote energy programming 
studies at regional level, Including Islands, and In urban 
areas. Another Is the Thermle programme which concerns the 
promotion and dissemination throughout the Community of 
innovative energy technologies, and the third is the Save 
programme designed to promote energy savings, which was 
recently approved by the Commission. These three projects have 
a common theme, which Is that regional programming should 
highlight the potential of local resources and the rational use 
of energy, and produce projects which may subseQuently receive 
assistance, depending on the degree of technological 
development, under the Thermle programme or the other 
programmes and f inanclal mechanisms which ex 1st (e.g. Save, 
EIB, etc.). 

I wil I simply say a few words about energy programming; a more 
detailed paper will be given on the Thermie and Save 
programmes. 

As far as energy programming Is concerned, the Commission may 
make a financial contribution to studies, which is generally in 
addition to the contribution of the regional or local 
authorities and does not as a rule exceed 40% of the cost of 
the study. 

It is possible to define in general terms a 
planning study covering for instance 

regional energy 
the systematic 
statistics and 

level, with a 
or i nf luenc i ng 

compilation, evaluation and use of energy 
economIc and soc I a I data at reg iona I or loca I 
vIew to preparIng act I on pI ans and programmes 
regional energy and environmental policy. 

As many of you are aware, a number of studies have already been 
carried out In the context of activities to assist islands such 
as the Cyclades, Lesbos, Madeira, Bornholm, the Canary Islands 
and Crete. 
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Following its call for proposals publ lshed this year (procedure 
launched at the beginning of 1990 and closed in May with 108 
proposals), the Commission Is to support 11 regional planning 
studies, 10 feasibility studies Inherently linked to planning 
studies which have been completed and 11 studies relating to 
energy in towns. Of these projects, three relate to islands: 
feas 1 b 1 I I ty studIes on wInd energy In Crete and geotherma I 
energy on Lesbos and the common energy planning study for the 
Shetlands, Madeira and the Orkneys. 

We Intend to publish the 1991 call for proposals in December; 
among the most Important criteria will be the Insular or remote 
nature of the Community's outlying regions. 

Other studies and projects are in progress and may culminate 
shortly In specific communications from the Commission to the 
Council. These concern energy in an urban environment, (partly 
as a follow-up to the recent publlcat ion of the Commission's 
Green Paper on the urban environment), and energy and rural 
society. The aim Is to take a closer look at the Interaction 
between energy and environment In an urban sett lng and the 
possible role for energy In developing rural society, and to 
propose appropriate action to the Council. 

In addition, a study relating speclflcal ly to the energy 
situation of the Islands of the European Community was recently 
launched by the Directorate-General for Energy, and its Initial 
f-Indings wi II be out lined tomorrow by the representat lve of the 
organization carrying out the study. 

D. The third and final part of my talk alms to Identify a number of 
key 1 ssues of Interest to the CommunIty concernIng the energy 
environment of Its Islands, not purely from the energy angle, but 
with reference to economic and social cohesion In the Community. 

1 will be brief, as feel sure that this symposium, and 
subsequent ones arising out of It, will provide an opportunity 
to look In greater detail at the activities and measures to be 
considered. 

The first problem is undoubtedly the additional cost to be met 
in supplying energy to islands, whether for fuel transport or 
local generation of electricity, which Is very often hampered 
by the limited range and size of the equipment available. A 
whole series of quest Ions ar lses, but as a genera I rule the 
1 nhab I tants of Is I ands shou I d not have to pay more for their 
energy than consumers on the mainland. We must then consider 
whether there are some situations where this principle does not 
apply, for what reasons and what action if any should be taken. 
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Tax Is one of the main components of the energy prices charged 
on Islands. Here again we should examine to what extent 
taxation can be used to meet the additional costs, and the 
level of reduction in tax revenue which Is acceptable. Care 
must also be taken to ensure that a cut In tax on fossil fuels 
does not undermIne a I ternat I ve sources of energy wh 1 ch use 
local resources. 

I believe that the representatives of the Azores and Madeira 
have launched discussions on this subject, and look forward to 
hearing from them. 

Moving away from the prices Issue, the other fundamental 
problem as I see It is the development of locally-based 
resources, which can be linked to the more efficient use of 
energy. This last point Is of prime Importance for islands 
even more than for communities on the mainland. Energy 
efficiency should be given top priority, and more work has to 
go into achieving this objective. Local energy sources 
certainly need to be exploited to a greater extent. The 
Impression we get Is that national, or even Community 
programmes devised to exploit these resources, whether hydro 
power, wind energy, solar energy or biomass, have often met 
with obstacles of various kinds, and sometimes with a lack of 
confidence or lack of wl I I lngness to tackle the problems 
Involved. 

On the other hand, connecting up an Island's electricity and 
gas networks to the mainland or to neighbouring islands can 
often provide an alternative to the exploitation of indigenous 
resources. Such solutions are sometimes simpler but not 
necessarily more economical. 

The Information provided to us by the representatIves of the 
Islands during this symposium will enable us to make a clearer 
assessment of the situation, but I think that the conclusions 
must emphasize the issues inherently linked to the need for 
I ncr eased energy effIcIency In remote areas, the Impact of 
current programmes on the development of local energy potential 
and the arguments for and against stepping up or revising those 
programmes and, finally, in the same context, the role of 
connections to mainland networks. 

I will conclude by stressing the Importance and the role of 
locally-based energy bodies and, at a more general level, the 
need for sound energy programming and monitoring on Islands. 

Whatever the legal basis for the production and distribution of 
energy on Islands, an appropriate energy programme is of prime 
Importance. Energy has an essential role to play In economic 
and soc i a I deve I opment, and espec I a I I y In Is I and communi t i es 
where proper management of energy, not just in terms of demand, 
but even more so I wou 1 d say, In terms of supp I y, can be 
central to such development. We are convinced that sound 
energy programming carried out by a motivated local 
organization Is a prerequisite for overcoming the energy 
problems faced by islands. 
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Overcoming energy problems also means In our view contributing 
to economic stability, the settling of populations, Job 
creation, Improving the effects of Interaction between energy 
and the environment and, finally, strengthening Community 
Integration and cohesion. 

I am confident that this symposium will help us achieve these 
alms. 
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Ur UcKENNA gave an overview of the situation regarding the reform of 
the Community's structural funds specifically mentioning energy. 

He went on to look at how energy and Islands have fared in the 
Community's new approach to regional development and to draw some 
conclusions on the Interaction between the Island and energy 
development equations. 

Starting with a brief analysis of the reform which took effect on 
1.1.1989, Ur McKENNA described Its basic elements : 

(1) Concentration on specific development objectives. 

(2) Concentration of Increased financial resources on the backward 
regions. 

(3) Programming In partnership. 

1989 was something of a transitional year with the adoption of 
Community Support Frameworks (CSFs) outlining the main priorities in 
the various regions for joint action between the Member States and the 
Community. 

1990 was the first year of programmes operating on the ground. 

Specific priorities of CSFs are coflnanced from the doubled structural 
funds of the Community. These are largely concentrated on Objective 1 
regions (the backward regions). Of a total of 60 billion ECUs during 
the period 1989-1993, 38 billion Is earmarked for Objective 1 regions. 

Of this 38 billion ECUs probably 3 to 3.5X In total will end up In the 
energy sector. 

Ur McKENNA recalled that Operational Programmes are now the norm in 
structural fund financing. The transition has not been easy. However, 
Community-wide agencies and authorities , are now beginning to realise 
that, where the Community structural funds are Involved In Jointly 
funded activities, decisions are made together In PartnershiP. 

The Partnership approach has seen varying degrees of success in the 
Uember States. It Is of course a wide concept, covering more than the 
1 nvo I vement of CommIssIon servIces In Investment decIsions. It goes 
well beyond this, raising political Issues of the role of the regions 
(and by definition, therefore, the Islands) In the determination of 
their own future. The consultative Committee of regional and local 
authorities set up by the Commission under the reform of the structural 
funds Is a step on the way to regional legltlmity. 

Ur UcKENNA spoke of the role of energy and Islands In the Community 
Support Frameworks noting that new operational programmes were 
developed for Islands as for other regions. On the broad level, energy 
continues to rank lower than transport as a priority. 
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He mentioned the special action plans allowed under the reform of the 
structural funds, the Commission initiatives. The list of these plans 
adopted by the Commission does not contain a programme aimed at the 
specific energy problems of Islands. t.tr McKENNA pointed out that, 
apart from some minor exceptions, the VALOREN programme was perceived 
as a failure as a programme for development of renewable energy and 
energy saving In the poorer regions. It Is not surprising therefore 
that It Is not followed by VALOREN II whereas STAR, its 
telecommunications counterpart Is to be complemented by TELEMATIC, a 
new programme for advanced telecommunications. 

Why has VALOREN failed or appeared to fail and can It be saved? There 
Is no problem with Its objectives - development of endogenous energy 
resources (e.g. geothermal/wind) and Investment in energy saving. The 
reason Is bad preparatIon and bad management. ThIs app I i es at a I I 
levels Including that of the Commission. However, at the Implementing 
agency level, sound management Is essential If programmes are to work. 
This has not been present for VALOREN In many Member States, including 
Greece. 

Mr McKENNA considered that the message was clear. Success breeds 
success. Failure to Implement programmes does not generate an 
atmosphere In which programmes are likely to be renewed or continued. 
This he considered especially Important In the context of the future of 
structural fund activities In the regions after 1993. 

BORNHOLt.t 

MADERE 

CANARIES 

CORSICA 

Technology --- Environment 
Additional costs for environment option • +1- 25%? 
Worth lt. Import/export 

N.B. Interactive. 

VALOREN decisive for what? 
No connection possible. 
Energy problems should be seen In context of local economy 
and In view of social and economic cohesion. 

General Interconnection not on because of depth of sea. 
Supply of water main problem. 
Should be special financing In VALOREN, etc. 

Hydro-potent I a I very much underut IIi zed. Link wIth France 
would be detrimental to local department. 
Same goes for gas link to Sardinia. 
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Electric cable (via Corsica/Elba 
Instal led to excort electricity 
sma II Imports. 

Italy) originally 
to mainland. Currently 

Island economy ••• lack of competition prices 
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The aim of this presentation Is to present a broad outline of Community 
Initiatives, which are now, since the recent reform, an Important 
component of the community's structural funds. The subject of this 
symposium Is very topical In light of the events which have been 
unfolding over the past few months In an area not very far from Crete 
and which have revived the debate on energy problems. 

Before outlining the principles and the methods governing the various 
Community Initiatives, I would first of all like to say a few words 
about the reform of the structural funds. 

1. The reform of the structural funds 

The three structural funds affected by this reform are : the Regional 
Development Fund CERDF), ths Social Fund (SEF) and the Guidance Section 
of the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF). Their 
reform Is connected with the commitments entered Into with the adoption 
of the European Single Act by which the Member States wanted to 
reaffirm their wish to progress towards European Union. For that 
purpose, they set themse I ves a certaIn number of concrete object 1 ves 
likely to encourage greater Integration, In particular economic and 
social Integration. However, the maintenance or even worsening of 
regional disparities would saw seeds of social and pol I tical tensions 
which would be detrimental to the achievement of this objective. 

To arrive at a satisfactory level of cohesion, the lagging areas wi I I 
have to benefit fully from the completion of the Internal market and to 
achieve a rate of growth significantly higher than the Community 
average. The reform of the Structural Funds has to be seen In this 
context. The main principles of the reform can be summarized as 
fo I I ows : FIrst, It was agreed to doub I e In rea I terms the resources 
available for structural action from 7 billion to around 14 bill lon In 
1993. Secondly, It was decided to concentrate structural assistance on 
five precise objectives 

1. The development of the lagging regions; 

2. The conversion of regions seriously affected by Industrial· 
dec II ne; 

3. The battle against long-term unemployment; 

4. Vocational training for young people, and 

5. The adaptation of agricultural structures (Objective 5a) and 
development of rural regions (Objective 5b). 

Thirdly, new procedures were Introduced to Increase the efficiency of 
the operations of the Structural Funds. Under the reform, the emphasis 
has shIfted from a project to a programme based approach. Therefore, 
the Funds Intervene on the basis of operational programmes establ lshed 
according to a generalized planning strategy lasting for more than one 
year. Under the new system, the programming and the planning of 
Community Interventions are steadily refined by means of a three stage 
process. First of all, the Member States have to submit development 
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plans which Indicate the principal measures and axes of development for 
which finance Is sought from the Community. These plans are the basis 
for negotiation between the Commission, the Member State and the 
regional authorities concerned and lead to the establishment of a 
Community Support Framework (CSF). The CSF out I lnes the main priorities 
for structural action, the types of measures to be coflnanced and on 
Indicative financial plan. 

Finally, the Community decided that structural actions should be 
carried out In partnership between the Commission, the Member States 
and the regional and local authorities. This partnership should concern 
the planlflcatlon and Implementation of the actions of the Funds. 

2. Regional deyelopment and energy problems 

I would now like to turn to the links between the Community's regional 
development and energy pol lcles. The Community wishes to encourage the 
conversion of areas affected by the decline In energy production; at 
the same time, It wishes to encourage the growth of the economy and 
employment In lagging areas through Investments In the energy sector. 
The role of the Community Is already Important In this respect. In the 
past, the ERDF and the ECSC have provided considerable support for 
Investments In the energy sector, as wet I as for the conversion of coal 
mining areas. Further assistance Is envisaged In the future. 

Between 1989 and 1993 the Structural Funds are expected to contribute 
over 1700 MECU towards energy Investments selected as being of priority 
for the economic development of the Objective 1 regions. 

The bulk of this will be taken up by Italy and Greece. In the former, 
the Community support framework Includes provision for 879 MECU most of 
which will go towards the development of a natural gas distribution 
network In the Mezzogtorno. In Greece, assistance wl I I be provided for 
Investment In Installations for the Importation of natural gas. 

Further Important energy projects are to be assisted In Portugal. 
essentially electricity and gas Instal lations In Lisbon, Porto, Colmbra 
and In the Islands. 

In addition to these new actions, the Objective 1 regions wl I I continue 
to benefit from assistance under the VALOREN programme, which started 
In 1987 and for which 278 MECU of EBDF assistance Is aval table for the 
period 1989-1991. This programme alms to assist the exploitation of 
endogenous energy potential In the less-favoured regions. It provides 
ERDF support for the exp to I tat I on of loca I energy resources, and of 
small deposits of peat and lignite, the efficient use of energy In 
Small and Medium Enterprises and the promotion, at regional level, of 
the Improved use of energy potential. 

Finally, certain areas of the Community can be given additional support 
from the structural funds within the framework of the Community 
Initiatives. 

3. The Community tnltlatlyes 

The action of the Community through the structural funds Is extended 
according to the provisions of two regulations. These regulations are 
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CEEC) 4253/88 (Article 11), which deals with the general coordination 
of the three funds, and CEEC) 4254/88 (Article 3), which deals 
spec If I ca II y wIth the ERDF. In accordance wIth these regu I at Ions, the 
Commission can decide, on Its own Initiative, to give financial support 
to actions which are of Community Interest, over and above the measures 
set out In the Community Support Frameworks CCSF). Some 15% of the ERDF 
budget Is reserved for the financing of such Initiatives. 

The purpose of these Initiatives Is 

1. to help to solve problems result lng from the appllcat ion of 
other Community policies; 

2. to promote the appllcat lon of Community policies at regional 
!eve I, and 

3. to help to solve problems common to certain areas. 

The financing of the Community lnltlatlyes 

For the 1989-1993 period, the amount available to the structural funds 
Is 60,3 bl II !on ECU. Of this amount, 5,5 bll I Jon ECU Is reserved for 
the Community Initiatives. 

This amount will have Initially to make It possible to finance the non
Quota programmes and other exIstIng CommunIty programmes. Around 1 , 7 
billion ECU of this was already committed for action under the old 
Community programmes (e.g. non-Quota programmes, STAR, VALOREN, RESIDER 
and RENAVAL). 

Of the 3,8 bl II lon available for~ Community Initiatives, 3,2 bl I 1 ion 
Is allocated on an Indicative basis, to Objective 1,2 and 5(b) regions. 

The Commission has already adopted 5 Initiatives. Those are : 

lnltlatlye 

RECHAR 
ENVIREG 
INTERREG 
REGIS 
STRIDE 

Financial Indicative enye!oppe 

300 UECU 
500 UECU 
800 UECU 
200 UECU 
400 UECU 

REGEN (300 UECU), PRISMA (100 UECU), TELEUATIQUE (200 UECU) and 
EUROFORU, NOW and HORIZON (600 UECU) are expected to be adopted by the 
end of this year. The adoption of LEADER (400 UECU) Is expected 
early 1991. 

Amongst this package of Initiatives, two are concerned, directly or 
Indirectly, with energy. 
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A. REGEN lnltlattye 

The Commission has already adopted the guidelines of this Initiative. 

To ensure that Objective 1 regions are able to derive ful 1 benefit from 
the Internal market, they need Infrastructure networks linked up to the 
rest of the Community. 

In those regions there are a number of shortcomings and Inadequacies In 
terms of primary natural gas grids and the Interconnection of gas and 
to a lesser extent electricity grids. 

Greece and Por tug a I , for ex amp I e, do not yet have a gas pIpe I I ne 
network and Ireland, whose gr ld Is not linked up to that of the 
United Kingdom, Is confronted with the problem that Its Indigenous 
source of supply Is running out. Also Greece and Ireland are not linked 
up to the European electricity grids. 

Investment In energy networks should make It possible to reduce the 
proportion of total energy supplies accounted for by coal and oil. and 
thus help Improve the environment. 

protects eligible under REGEN Initiative mainly concern natural gas 
grids. Exceptionally, a proJect to Interconnect electricity grids Is 
taken Into account. 

The projects proposed are : 

1. estab It sh I ng natura I gas transm Iss Jon grIds In Por tuga I and 
Greece, 

2. Interconnecting the natural gas grids of Ireland and the 
UnIted Kl ngdom, 

3. establishing a Joint natural gas grid for Corsica and Sardinia. 

4. Interconnecting the Spanish and Portuguese grids. 

and 5. Interconnecting the electricity grids of Italy and Greece. 

The total contribution of the ERDF to REGEN In the period 1990 to 1993 
Is estimated at 300 mil lion ECU. 

This Initiative could be adopted by the Commission before the end of 
this year. 

The second Initiative which deals with energy Is~-

B. The REGIS Initiative 

This Initiative was decided In order to provide assistance to the most 
remote regions of the Community. 

These regions (Guadeloupe, French Guiana, MartiniQue, Reunion, Canary 
Islands, Azores and Uadelra) falling under Objective 1 suffer because 
of their great distance from the rest of the Community. 
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As energv Is concerned, and In order to encourage economIc 
diversification, under the REGIS Initiative, the Community can provide 
assistance for Investments In small-scale energy production and links 
with existing distribution networks with particular emphasis on 
renewable energies, Including geothermal energy. 

The Community's contribution to REGIS for the period 1990 to 1993 Is 
estimated at ECU 200 ml I I !on. 

For Its Implementation, Member States should submit proposals for 
operational programmmes within the six months of the 4/8/1990. 
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SYMPOSIUM: ENERGY ISSUES IN EC ISLANDS 

Heraklion, Crete 11.-13. november 1990 

INTEGRATED ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING FOR BORNHOLM 

by 

J~rgen Jespersen, County of Bornholm, Denmark. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An energy plan for the island of Bornholm (588 km 2 , 46.000 
inhabitants) was created in 1984-86, partly financed by the 
EC, DG XVII. The main goals were to strengthen the use of 
local and renewable energy resources (straw, wood, manure, 
sun and wind) and to lower the import of oilproducts. 

The result so far has been an increase in the use of local 
resources for heating and electricity, now covering 15 % of 
the energy-demand for these purposes in 1989. 

Due to higher priority of environmental aspects in general 
for the last years a new energy planning project for Bornholm 
has been carried through in 1988-90. 

The project "Integrated Energy and Environmental Planning 
for Bornholm" is based on a philosophy, where environmental 
aspects are not merely considered as side-effects to energy 
production and energy consumption, but as important part of 
the planning analysis both in the formulation of the goals 
and in the evaluation of the changes of technologies and 
structures included in the planning. 

Through a combination of technology and structure choices in 
the energy system of Barnholm, 3 energy scenarios for the 
year 2010 have been set up. These scenarios are compared to 
both the requirements of environmental quality and the 
requirements of energy service level. 

In fig. 1 the idea of integrated energy and environmental 
planning is illustrated. 

A number of special tools have been developed within the 
project: 
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a catalogue comprising the relevant technologies available 
to cover the energy demands. Approx. 140 technologies have 
been studied. 

environmental priority lists comprising key parametres 
showing the effectiveness of changing from one technology 
to another to fulfil the given goals. One goal might e.g. 
be the reduction of co2 emission as cheap as possible. 

a computer based calculation model, which from a given 
energy demand and a number of selected technologies 
estimates the consequences for energy consumption, 
environmental impact as well and economy. 

The participants in the project are 

The County of Bornholm 
The Danish Energy Agency 
The National Laboratory RIS0, Denmark 
The Physical Laboratory III, Technical University of 
Denmark 
The Danish Environmental Agency 
COWiconsult, consultant engineers, Denmark. 

The project is financed by EC (DG XVII), The Danish Ministry 
of Energy, The Danish Energy Agency and The County of Born
holm. 

2. Purpose. 

The project is based on the assumption that the social 
development on Bornholm will follow the national trends , and 
that the physical development will follow the physical plans 
for Bornholm, i.e. the Regional Plan 1989-2000. So, despite 
the recent stagnation on Bornholm, it is assumed that the 
development on Bornholm should not deviate from the official 
expectations for development in Denmark as a whole. 

As illustrated in fig 1 the social development goals can 
reflect the expansion in energy services. Energy is needed 
for operating a technology in a way satisfying the human 
needs. The fulfilled need is defined as the energy service. 

In Table 2 the need for energy service on Bornholm is out
lined for 1987 and 2010 respectively. The figures for 2010 
are made up as increases of the 1987 values. The increases 
have been calculated from forecasts for population develop
ment, size of households, development in the public sector, 
development in the need for transportation and changes in 
production values for the industries. 
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3. ENERGY STATUS 1987 

As a basis for the elaboration of scenarios, the present 
energy system of Bornholm has been analyzed. 1987 is the 
latest year where data for e.g. the demand for energy is 
available-. The development since 1987 has been taken into 
account in the Reference Scenario for the year 2010. 

The demand for energy can be divided as follows: 

Heating of buildings 
Lighting and tools 
Process purposes in industries and agriculture 
Transportation 

The calculations of net heat consumption for space heating 
and domestic hot water are based on data from the Danish 
Housing and Building Registration (BBR) giving the exact data 
for heated buildingareas using different types of fuel. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the total energy flow for Status 1987 for 
Bornholm. 

The total energy consumption on user-level was in 1987 4.834 
TJ (Terajoule), incl. losses in local power and heat pro
duction plants. 

The consumption in the different sectors were: 

- Heating: 2.367 TJ or 50 9-0, 
- Lighting and tools: 477 TJ or 10 9-

0, 

- Process purposes: 1.076 TJ or 22 9-0, 
- Transportation: 746 TJ or 15 9-

0, 

- Losses: 168 TJ or 3 9-
0. 

Calculations of the fuel consumption for imported electricity 
(97 %) is based on an average efficiency factor of 40% for 
power production on Zealand. The fuel consumption is there
fore 2095 TJ. If this conversion loss is included, the losses 
in the heat and electricity production sector will amount to 
26% for Bornholm. 

For the user-level it is only possible to estimate the losses 
for the heating sector, as there is no data for conversion 
loss within the process and transport sectors. 

The energy consumption for space heating and domestic hot 
water amount as mentioned to 2367 TJ. The corresponding net 
heat demand amount to 1824 TJ and the losses on the user
level is therefore approx. 23%. 
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS . 

In order to fulfil the basic demands of environmental quality 
on Bornholm and in order to analyze how to fulfil these 
demands, the present environmental quality on the island has 
been evaluated at a part of this project. It is the first 
time that such an environmental status has been made for a 
county in Denmark. 

The present pollution situation based on registrations and 
measurements together with the theoretical models for pollu
tion is described. 

Balances of emission, dispersion, deposition and decom
position have been set up for different pollutants, and based 
on these balances critical loads for the most important types 
of nature on Bornholm have been set up. 

The critical load is defined as "the maximum deposition of a 
pollutant not causing any long-term harmful effects on the 
eco-system or on people". 

The critical loads thus define the environmental criterias 
for the scenarios in the project. 

The environmental evaluation includes sulphurdioxide (so2 ), 
nitrogen oxides (NO), cadmium (Cd), carbon dioxide (CO J, 
polycyclic aromaticxhydrocarbons (PAH) and dust particl~s. 

These substances have been chosen because they cause dif
ferent types of pollution as e.g.: 

global effects such as the green-house effect (CO ) 
regional effects such as acidification (so2 and N6x) and 
lack of oxygen in lakes (NOx) 
local effect on the human health (dust particles, NOx, 
PAH, dioxines and Cd). 

Several energy sources contribute to the emission of pol
lutants to the air. In fact the energy system gives far the 
biggest contribution to airpollution from Bornholm. There are 
hardly no other emissions except from agriculture ( e.g. eva
poration from the fields ). 

The emissions from the energy system on Bornholm are shown in 
Table 4. 

Table 5 illustrates that Bornholm has a net import of pol
utants related to energy consumption (SO , NO and cadmium) 
and that the amount of pollutants coming2fromxBornholm has a 
net export of ammonia (NxH}, which is caused by the agricul
ture. 

The sulphur deposition originating from outside Bornholm is 
expected to decrease with about one third from 1980 to 1995 
as a consequence of the restrictions already made concerning 
countries surrounding the Baltic Sea. 
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For sulphur and nitrogen it is in principle possible to 
estimate the critical loads. 

For sulphur it is the acidification of soil which defines the 
limit. For nitrogen it can be either acidification, eutro
phication or the concentration of nitrogen in the ground 
water that defines the limit. 

The soil on Bornholm varies from thin sandy moraine layers on 
granite to areas with thick layers of heavy clay. 

The sandy moraine is the most sensitive for acidification. 
Today the grade of acid (pH) in these areas is 4,1-4,2 in a 
depth of 30-50 em in beech wood areas. 

Calculations of critical loads for the soil in wood areas 
show that the sulphur and nitrogen load ought to be reduced 
by 60-70% compared to 1980. 

The deposition of cadmium on Bornholm has been reduced by 50% 
during the period 1975-1985. Calculations on models show that 
the amount of cadmium in the agriculture soil has increased 
by 50% from 1950-1989. Considering the present cadmium load 
the cadmium amount in the soil will increase by 20% to 2050. 
To prevent the cadmium amount in the soil from increasing, 
further reductions (50-75%) on deposition, changes of ag
riculture practice and further reduction of cadmium in 
fertilizers are necessary. 

The contribution of PAH to soil from Bornholm is not import
ant. It has not been possible in the project to state the PAR 
coming from outside Bornholm, because of lack of datas. 

All in all the analysis of the environmental status on Born
holm shows that the loads of sulphur, nitrogen and cadmium 
exceed the critical loads and that the future loads should be 
reduced more than what will be the result of the present 
development. 

5 METHODOLOGY FOR ANALYSIS. 

5.1. Description of methods. 

The basic condition when analyzing the energy system on Born
holm and defining the scenarios is that the required estima
ted energy demands should be fulfilled. 

By outlining a scenario a number of technologies are selec
ted, so that the estinated energy demand is fulfilled. For 
these technologies: 

energy consumption classified by fuel types 
emissions of pollutants 
costs 
imports and 
employment 

are calculated. 
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From the results it is seen whether the scenario fulfils the 
given environmental demands, e.g. emission of co2 , consump
tion of energy resources etc. If the demands are not fulfil
led the ·selected technologies are adjusted and a new cal
culation is made. This procedure is continued until the 
technologies found fulfil the demands. Thereafter it is 
estimated if there are technologies which can fulfil the 
demands with fewer costs. If this is the case new calculati
ons are made until the cheapest possible solution is found. 

To make these analyses a number of specific tools have been 
developed within the project: 

a catalogue comprising the technologies available to cover 
the energy demands. 
environmental priority lists comprising key parameters 
showing the effectiveness of changing from one technology 
to another to fulfil the given goals. 
a computer based scenario calculationmodel, which from a 
given energy demand and selected technologies estimates 
the consequences for energy, environment and economy. 

In the following these tools are briefly described. 

5.2 The Technology Catalogue. 

In the catalogue is given the following information for each 
technology: 

Efficiency factor (for consumption technologies: energy 
consumption in relation to the produced energy demand). 
Load duration factor 
Life span 
Investment converted into annual costs 
Operation and maintenance costs 
Fuel costs 
Cost key parametres, defined as costs per producedisaved 
amount of energy for the given technology 

The technologies of the catalogue are divided into four main 
groups: 

energy consumption technologies at end use level 
conversion and distribution technologies 
fuels and 
purification technologies. 

Each main group is divided into a number of subgroups. As an 
example, the consumption technologies are divided into the 
following groups: 

consumption of space heat and domestic hot water 
electricity consumption 
consumption of energy for process purposes 
consumption of energy for transport 
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The catalogue comprises approximately 140 technologies. 

Further, the technologies are classified after the tech
nological level compared to the basic year 1987: 

Average Used Technology 1987, 
Average Sold Technology 1987, 
Best Available Technology 1987, 
Efficiency Advanced Technology, 

AUT 1987 
AST 1987 
BAT 1987 
EAT 1987 

AUT 1987 is the level that detemines the energy status and 
the environmental status in the basic year. 

AST 1987 determines the improvement which will be reached if 
no changes occur in the present energy and environmental 
policy. 

BAT 1987 states the level which is certain to be obtainable 
in the future. The costs are outlined, as the products are 
already in the market. 

ETA 1987 is an expression for the technology level, which is 
obtainable for new products within the nest 10 years. The 
technologies are based on well-known technologial science and 
to a certain extent om components available today. The 
technologies are not priced, but in some cases it is possible 
to make rough economical estimations. 

Each technology is handled on a data sheet. By using the same 
framework for all technologies it is possible to compare e.g. 
energy efficiencies and environmental consequences. Each data 
sheet is concluded with a cost key parameter for selected 
operational situations, which makes it possible to make a 
rough economic comparison of different technologies and 
changes in technologies. The cost key parameter is indepen
dent of the reference in which the technology appears. 

The costs are measured as the market price excluding duties 
and subsidies. 

Fig. 6 shows as an example a datasheet for a refrigerator. 

5.3 Environmental priority lists. 

The catalogue can not give direct answer to which tech
nologies will be the most effective to fulfil a certain goal. 
First of all such information require a well defined referen
ce system and secondly a definition of what is best in the 
given situation. To select the technologies for the scenarios 
some environmental priority lists are outlined, defining the 
changes in the energy system. 

Lists for the following objectives have been made in ac
cordance with the four types of emissions structuring the 
scenarios: 
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Reduction of carbon dioxide emissions as cheaply as pos
sible 
Reduction of sulphur dioxide emissions as cheaply as pos
sible 
Reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions as cheaply as pos
sible 
Reduction of cadmium emissions as cheaply as possible 

5.4 The Scenario Model 

The scenario model has two purposes: 

to organize technological data for the supply and demand 
structure during the analyses of the scenarios. 

to carry out a number of iterations in order to reach the 
defined goals for environmental quality and development of 
energy services. 

The model is constructed for use on a PC in the computer 
languages SYMPHONY (speadsheet) and IFPS (Interactive Fin
ancial Planning System). 

The scenario model comprises two parts: 

Building and Net Heat Demand Model 
Consequence Analysis Model 

With the Building and Net Heat Demand Model it is possible to 
calculate the net energy used for space heating and domestic 
hot water consumption. The model uses data from the Danish 
Energy Atlas, which o.a. contains precise data on building 
areas divided into different building categories and heating 
installations. Furthermore, the model is able to calculate 
energy conservation and investments related to energy conser
vation in the buildings. 

The Consequence Analyse~ Model calculates the following items 
related to a scenario: 

the amount of gross energy divided amongst the energy 
sources 
the emissions of sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides,carbon 
dioxide, dust particles, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
and dioxines 
the total costs 
the imports 
the employment effect. 

The calculation is separated in consumption categories. 

First the total fuel consumption (incl. wind and solar 
energy) and the total need for electricity and district 
heating is calculated for each consumption category separat
ely. Then the above mentioned emissions, costs etc.are 
calculated. 
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Next, the total fuel consumption {incl. wind and solar 
energy) for production of electricity and district heating is 
calculated. 

When the last calculations are made the results are summa
rized and a total outline of the consequences of the cal
culated scenario is presented. 

6. THE SCENARIOS. 

6.1 Objectives. 

A scenario is defined as a combination of energy consumption 
technologies and energy supply systems (based om specific 
energy sources), which in combination fulfil a given demand 
for energy services. Furthermore, a number of assumptions 
concerning fuel prices, discount rate etc. are parts of the 
scenario. 

In the project three scenarios are outlined: 

a reference scenario 
a global environmental scenario 
a local environmental scenario 

The scenarios within this project show future energy systems 
for on single year, the year 2010. The scenarios do not show 
methods for reaching the outlined energy and environmental 
systems in 2010. 

The reference scenario gives an impression of the consequen
ces of continuing the present development in technology as 
well as in energy and environmental policy. The total emis
sions in the reference scenario thus express a continuation 
of the present development. 

For the reference scenario no demand concerning emission 
reduction has been outlined. . 

In the global environmental scenario the CO emission defines 
the structure of the scenatio, as CO is on~ of the most 
important green-house gases, which p~obably will cause 
world-wide changes in the climate in the future. The scenario 
is based on the recommendations from the UN report "Our 
common future", the Brundtland report. 

The global environmental scenario must fulfil the demand of 
an 50% reduction ofthe co2-emission from the energy system in 
the year 2010 compared to the 1987-level. 

Based on the estimated co2 -em~ss~on in 1987 the demand for 
the scenario will be a co2-em1ss1on on maximum 253.000 tons 
in 2010. 
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The environmental critial loads in the local environmental 
scenario are based on the present environmental status on 
Bornholm. The local environmental scenario cencentrates on 
pollutants having mainly local consequences. 

The emissions of so2 , NO and the heavy metal Cd are used to 
construct the local envi~onmental scenario, while the emis
sions of other pollutants are described only as a consequence 
of the scenario. 

The biggest part of the deposition on Bornholm is caused by 
emissions outside Bornholm. Therefore, even a 100% reduction 
of the emissions from Bornholm will have very little in
fluence on the environmental improvements. However, if the 
society on Bornholm and all other areas causing the pollution 
were to reduce the emissions by the mentioned percent, it is 
etsimated that the reduction in deposition would be suffi
cient. 

Based on this conclusion it has been decided: 

that the local environmental scenario must fulfil the fol
lowing demands for reductions in the emissions from the 
energy system in the year 2010 compared to 1987: 

so2 reduction of 70% 
NO reduction of 70% 
Cdxreduction of 50% 

6.2 The Economic Assumptions. 

Consequence analyses for all three scenarios have been based 
on the scenatio model described in Chapter 5. All calculated 
energy consumptions, emissions, costs and employment are 
annual values. 

The calculation is in fixed terms. The price level for the 
annual costs is that of 1989. The costs comprise costs for 
fuel consumption. For the conversion and production tech
nologies (i.e. heat installations in buildings and tech
nologies used for production and distribution of heat and 
power) costs for implementation and running of the energy 
plants are also included. The discount rate used for conver
ting capital costs into annual costs is 7%. 

The other categories do not have the implementation and 
running costs included in the reference, but by setting up 
the environmental scenarios additional costs for implemen
tation and running compared to the refence are included. 

The costs are exclusive of duties and subsidies. The fuel 
prices for 2010 has been based on the forecasts from the 
Danish Ministry of Energy, which implies a heavy increase of 
the prices on fossile fuels. 
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The estimated costs give an idea of the size of the economic 
consequences for each scenario, but not precise information 
of the economy, as many of the prices included in the cal
culations are uncertain. This counts especially for the fuel 
prices and the costs of new energy technologies still being 
developed. Examples of such technologies include straw 
gasification plants and photovoltaic power plants. 

Futhermore, the difficulties of getting detailed information 
of transport energy and process energy subjects should be 
mentioned. The reason for the difficulties is that contrary 
to heat and power supply matters, no planning tradition has 
been established concerning transport energy and process 
energy. 

6.3 The Refence Scenario. 

The Reference Scenario is an expression of a continuation of 
the present development. 

It is presumed that smaller improvements of the energytech
nologies used to generate the energy services will be made. 
It is also assumed that the net heat demand for existing 
buildings will remain unchanged as the improvements are 
compensated by depreciations of the buildings. 

Futhermore, a few changes of the supply systems for the 
period 1987-2010 are assumed. Among these are district
heating plants in the 2 mayor cities, one is established in 
1989, and the other is being build at the moment. 

Futhermore 200 buildings with oil burners are assumed to get 
solar plants, and new wind turbines (250-500 kW) with a total 
output of 8 MW are assumed to be established. 

The consequences of the Reference Scenario are shown on Fig. 
7. 

The gross energy consumption will increase with 12% compared 
to 1987. Fossil fuels will cover 90% and renewable energy 10% 
of the total consumption. 

The total annual costs of the energy supply on Bornholm will 
increase by 55% compared to 1987. This large increase is due 
to the expected increase in fuel prices until 2010. 

The environmental goals are far from fulfilled in the Refe
rence Scenario, as the emission of nitrogen oxides is only 
decreasing by 40%, the emissions of sulphur dioxide and 
carbon dioxide are almost unchanged and the emission of 
cadmium is increasing by more than 80%. 
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6.4 The Global Environmental Scenario. 

The Global Environmental Scenario is based on the environmen
tal priority list for reduction of carbon dioxide. The 
cheapest ways of reducing the carbon dioxide emissions are: 

electricity savings and savings of process energy 
increasing use of renewable energy 
combined heat and power production. 

The amount of renewable energy sources on Bornholm sets the 
upper limit for the energy consumption covered by renewable 
energy. The amount of new combined heat end power plants is 
limited due to the fact that it is only technologically and 
economically realistic to establish combined production in 
larger towns. 

The scenario is outlined so that the total annual costs of 
the energy system are minimized. Maximum savings and use of 
the most efficient technologies are implemented for all 
energy services in the categories lighting/appliances, 
industrial purposes and transport. 

It is assumed, that biogas and combined heat and power pro
duction are established on two existing district heating 
plants. 

In R¢nne the coal-fired cogeneration plant is assumed to be 
replaced by a straw and wood gasification plant with a gas 
engine for combined heat and power production. 

Two new district heating plants based on straw gasification 
and combined heat and power production are established in 
other towns. 

In some of the towns with district heating moderate heat 
savings are made, whilst in others heavy heat savings are 
implemented. The choice of types of district heating plants 
and the extent of the heat savings are adjusted in order to 
utilize the resources of wood, straw, waste and biogas 100%. 

Finally, photovoltaic power plants with a total power of22 MW 
are assumed to be established. With an efficiency of 15%, the 
plants will have to cover an area of 150.000 m2 • 

Since the realistic wind resource is fully used in the Refe
rence scenario, no more wind turbines are assumed to be built 
in this scenario. 

The total electricity production in the Global Scenario 
consists of: 

11% produced by wind turbines 
16% produced by photovoltage 
37% produced by cogeneration plants 
36% produced by power plants on Zealand. 
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By using heat accumulators at the cogeneration plants, by 
exchanging electricity with Sweden and Norway (where it is 
easier to adjust the production of the hydro power plants) it 
is expected that the problems with "time-tied" electricity 
production can be solved totally. 

In figure 7 the development in energy consumption in the Glo
bal Environmental Scenario is outlined. Compared to the Refe
rence Scenario the total energy consumption decreases by over 
30% and the net energy consumption decreases by 25%. 
The share of renewable energy increases to approximately 30% 
of the total consumption. 

In the Global Scenario all renewable energy resources are 
fully used (waste included), except solar energy and wood. 
The solar energy is only used up to 25%, and the wood is used 
up to 75%. 

Th CO -emission goal (on 253.000 tonnes/year) has been 
fulfifled. Compared to the Reference Scenario the emissions 
of all pollutants are reduced - except for PAR and Cd - by 
approximately 50%. For PAH and Cd the reduction will be 30-
35%. 

The total costs/year are increasing by 10% compared to the 
Reference Scenario. This increase covers a large increase in 
costs for energy savings and improved efficiencies for the 
consumer categories (30%) and a smaller decrease in the costs 
for electricity and heat procuction (15%). 

6.5 The Local Environmental Scenario· 

In the Local Environmental Scenario emissions of three 
different pollutants should be reduced at the same time. 

Emissions of cadmium are most cheaply reduced by the same ty
pe of arrangements as emissions of carbon dioxide, which 
means: 

Electricity savings and savings of process energy 
Increasing use of renewable energy (not including waste) 
Combined electricity and heat production 

Emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides are reduced 
most cheaply by: 

Electricity savings and savings of process energy 
Purification technologies, desulphurization of gas and 
low-No2-burning. 

Therefore the Local Environmental Scenario has been built up 
by improving the Global Scenario. 

The calculations of the scenario show that it is possible to 
fulfil the environmental goals, except for the reduction of 
cadmium, due to the etablishing of a refuse disposal plant, 
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which is being built at the moment.The best methods to reduce 
the cadmium-emission from the waste plant would be by 
increased sorting and re-using the waste and by reducing the 
amount of cadmium used in the industrial products ending up 
as waste. If the cadmium-emission through these arrangements 
can be reduced to e.g. 10%, the total cadmium-emission would 
be in accordance with the emission goal. 

Besides the arrangements implemented in the Global Environ
mental Scenario the following has been accomplished: 

For 50% of the individual heated buildings moderate heat 
savings are implemented, and for the rest of the buildings 
maximum heat savings are implemented. For all buildings 
with electric heating the maximum heat savings are 
maintained. 

A desulphurization plant is established on the cogenera
tion plant in R~nne. 

On two smaller cogeneration plants gas purification plants 
are established reducing the sulphur content of the straw 
gas to 0%. 

On relevant power plants in Zealand desulphurization and 
.low-NOx-burning are increased. 

Figure 7 shows the development in the energy consumption in 
the Local Environmental Scenario compared to the Status, the 
Reference and to the Global Scenario. The gross energy 
consumption will drop a few percent compared to the Global 
Scenario and the share of renewable energy will increase to 
33%. 

The renewable energy resources are used in the same way as in 
the Global Scenario. 

The emissions of so2 and NO will be reduced so that the 
goals are fulfilled.For the ~ther pollutants the emissions 
are reduced a little compared to the Global Scenario. 

The total costs increase by 20% compared to the Reference 
Scenario. Almost the total increase in costs is due to the 
increasing heat saving efforts, as the so2 and NO pur-
ification arrangements are rather cheap. x 

8. ACTION PLANS 

8.1 Action Plans 

The scenarios outlined illustrate different possible situa
tions for the energy situation on Bornholm in the year 2010, 
showing that a great effort in the energy sector is needed to 
secure a sustainable environmental development in the future. 
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The goals for the future development must stay close to the 
goals set up for the Local Environmental Scenatio, in order 
that both the global goals concerning reduction of the 
greenhouse effect and the local goals fulfilling the critical 
loads for deposition of sulphur and nitrogen are met. 

Bornholm is chosen as the "demonstration area" for this 
project. Hovwever, it does not mean that only Bornholm has to 
make changes in the energy sector to improve the environmen
tal situation on the island. As mentioned before only a small 
amount of the pollutants come from Bornholm itself. Most 
pollutants are imported from surrounding areas, while Born
holm is exporting most of its own airpollution. 

Therefore, a need for a national as well as an international 
effort is urgent. 

In the spring of 1990 the Danish Government put forward a Na
tional Action Plan "ENERGY 2000" comprising a)goals for a 
reduction of CO , SO and NO emissions from the energy 
sector, and b) ~n ac~ion pro~ramme which the Danish govern
ment intends to carry through. The goals are not as far 
reaching as in this project, but the action programme comp
rises those tools that will make it realistic to obtain an 
environmental sustainable energy supply in the near future, 
and thus also to reach most of the goals outlined in this 
project. 

Action Programme in the Danish Government Plan ENERGY 2000. 

The action programme comprises initiatives within four areas: 

energy consumption savings 
reorganizations and increased effectiveness of the heat 
supply systems, e.g. by increasing the production of 
combined heat and power 
increased use of cleaner energy sources, and 
research and development. 

The savings in energy consumption are focused in particular 
on electricity savings and savings in industrial energy 
consumption. However, heat savings must also be made. The 
savings must be made by private consumers as well as in the 
private service sector, in the public sector and in the 
production fields. 

The savings must for example be made through: 

a high price level for energy, including energy duties 
standards and labelling, e.g. strengthening of the buil
ding regulations and standards for electric appliances 
better consultancy services 
financing arrangements 
propagation of energy management 
"The State is in the Front"-campaigns 
information and education. 
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The coordination of the energy tasks could be 'increased by 
forming a regional "Energy Supply Company Bornholm", which 
could for example carry out the following tasks: 

combined heat and power production 
district heat supply 
electricity supply 
possible distribution of local fuels 
implementation of campaigns 
consulting services and financial arrangements 

Establishment of an energy supply company could secure the 
best possible coordination in the conversion process, not 
only concerning the efforts within the common heat and 
electricity supply, but also concerning the motivation of, 
and the assistance to, the private consumers. 

8.2 Summary of project experiences 

During this project a number of concrete results regarding 
energy and environmental apects on Bornholm have been 
outlined. Besides this, some tools have been established 
which can be used generally in connection with combined 
energy and environmental tasks. Furthermore, a great deal of 
general experience combining the two different fields of 
energy and environment has been gained. 

Is has been possible to outline scenarios which fulfil the 
environmental demands on Bornholm with little extra costs. 

Through the project work two general tools for use in com
bined energy and environmental planning have been developed; 
the Technology Catalogue and the Scenario Calculation Model. 

The Technology Catalogue has formed the basis for elaboration 
of the scenarios and has been a very valuable tool. Since the 
information in the Technology Catalogue is general, it can be 
used in similar projects. As propositions for further develo
pment the following can be mentioned: 

data for more technologies 
data concerning the energy and environmental aspects of 
construction and disposal of the technologies. 

It is essential that the Catalogue can be updated regularly. 

The Technology catalogue is the basis for the outlining of 
the environmental priority lists, which have been valuable 
tools for outlining the scenarios. The lists have given an 
overview of the possibilities for reduction of the emissions. 

Based on the Scenario Calculation Model the consequences of 
the scenarios have been carried out. The model has been very 
useful in the project. Like the Technology Catalogue, the 
Scenario Calculation Model will be useful in similar project. 
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By adding a menu system to the model it would be easier to 
use. 

The work with combined energy and environmental problems has 
been very profitable, establishing a comprehensive view of 
the relationship between energy and environment. Furthermore, 
it has been profitable that the total energy system (rather 
than one element e.g. the heating supply) has been involved, 
as some major pollution sources might otherwise have been 
over-looked. 
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Choice of supply and 
t4--------l• energy conversion 

technologies 

Choice of fuels and 
t4--------i• fuel qualities 

t4------o~•Cholce of operatlonal-------1~ 
strategies 

......,-------l• Choice of cleaning 
technologies 

Fig.1-Methodo1gy for ana1ysis. 
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SECTOR ENERGY SERVICE ENERGY SERVICE DEVELOP:MENT INDEX 
stated with selected Indicators 

1987 2010 2010/1987 

Space heating and Heated area: 3, 700,000 m2 4,000,000 m2 1.08 
domestic hot water 

Electric appliances Refrigerator: 14,000 pc 12,600 pc 0.90 
and lighting Freezer: 13,400 pc 16,200 pc 1.21 
In households Combifrcezcr: 7,6fiJ pc 9,500 pc 1.25 

Washers: 14,000 pc 16,200 pc 1.15 
Electric cookers: 16,800 pc 17,700 pc 1.05 
Dishwashers: 5,300 pc 10,400 pc 1.96 
Lamps: ~,500 pc 357,900 pc 1.25 
Other appliances: 2,560,000 m 2 hous.ar. 2,730,000 m2 hous.ar. 1.07 

Electric appliances Ventilation:,, 546,000 mz build.ar. 634,000 m2 build.ar. 1.16 
and lighting Cool!fccezc: ,, 546,000 m2 build.ar. 634,000 m2 build.ar. 1.16 
In private Lightning:,, 546,000 m.2 build.ar. 634,000 m2 build.ar. 1.16 
Industry/service Other appliances:,, 546,000 m2 build.ar. 634,000 m2 build.ar. 1.16 

Electric appliances Ventilation:,, 319,000 m2 build.ar. 3TI,OOO m2 build.ar. 1.18 
and lighting Office appliances,, 319,000 m2 build.ar. 3TI,OOO m2 build.ar. 1.18 
Ia pubUc Pumping:') 319,000 m2 build.ar. 3TI,OOO m2 build.ar. 1.18 
ladustry/service Lighting:,, 319,000 m2 build.ar. 3TI,()()() m2 build.ar. 1.18 

Other appliances:,, 319,()()() m2 build.ar. 3TI,()()() m2 buildar. 1.18 

Transport of Transport: 
persons by car: 406 miD.. person-km 569 milL person-km 1.40 

by routebus: 44 mill person-km 62 mill. person-Ian 1.40 
by touristbus: 20 mill. person-km 28 milL person-km 1.40 
by cycle/walk: 35 mill. person-km 50 milL person-km 1.40 

TraDsport Transport by truck: 36 mill. ton-km 55 milL ton-km 1.55 
of goods 

Industrial All energy services 
purposes within:') 

- Food, bev., tob. 222 mill.DKK prod.val. 316 milLDKK prod val. 1.42 
- Wood & fumiture 17 mill.DKK prod.val. 24 millDKK prod val. 1.36 
- Metal industry 34 mill.DKK prod..vaL 51 millDKK prod val. 1.51 
- Agric. & nursery 439 mill.DKK prod.val. 650 millDKK prod val 1.48 
- Other industries 476 mill.DKK prod.val. 6n m.illDKK prod val 1.42 

,, Some energy services are not made up as an amount of scmces. An amount of units which is 
related to the energy service (e.g. square metres) is used to express the quantity of the service. 

Fig.2-De1opment in the energy services. 
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TRANSFORMATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

}:i,~;.~i~~ " 
." .. ,_ ~. 
;t ~ ' ~ 

< ' 

. · .... : 

Straw 150 

--··6.------------.L~ 
Wood 148 

Blogas 1 
Wind 11 

.,t .. ~, .:.~~ • • ~ ' · ·aec: tmport 834 
.,: ~ ~·. :~£ ' ~ .. ~,, ' ~. 

., 
' "'' ~- •, 

Fig.3-Energy f1o~ for status 1987, 

figures in TJ/year. 
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Fuel Fuel Emissions 

consumption S02 NO. C02 PAH 

TJ tons tons 1000 tons kg 

Petrol 618 0 478 44 100 
Gas oi1/diesel oil 1391 336 190 1TI 100 
Fuel oil 493 364 76 36 0 

Gas 86 0 9 6 0 
Coal 96 71 19 10 0 
Straw 150 20 15 0 200 
Wood 148 19 12 0 7000 

Electr. (import) 834 0 0 0 0 
Electr. (wind etc) 12 0 0 0 0 

Total 4834 810 799 m 7400 

F'Ig. 4. - Emissions from Bomholm in 1987 

Emission Total Deposition 
from deposition originated 
Bomholm on Bornholm from Bornholm 

S02-S 405 1040 20 
NO.-N 240 390 7 
NH,.-N 1450 530 120 
Cadmium O,fX17 0,25 0,001 

F'Ig. 5 - Emission and deposition of sulphur, nitrogen and cadmium on 
Bornholm in tollS S, N and Cd per year, 1987. (Note, that the 
emissions of sulphur and nitrogen in table LV are given as 
tons so2 and tons NO .. ) I 

Part Cd 
tons kg 

0 1 
2 5 

28 1 
0 0 

13 0 
61 0 
75 0 
0 0 
0 0 

179 7 
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1. Cons~tion technologies at end use MAINGROUP 
SUBGROUP 1.2 Electricity consumption for appliances in the domestic sector 

TECHNOLOGY Refrigerator 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: 

ENERGY/TECHNOLOGY: 

Size 
Lifetime 
Intensity h'ldex 
Installed capacity 
Utilization hours, compressor 
Load factor, 4.00pm- 6.00pm 

Comsl.a1>t ion per appliance 

ECONOMY: 

Investment per appliances 
- ai'VlUal 

Extra investment - annual 

Key figure AST => BAT 

REFERENCERS: 

1. TR240, DEFU 
2. NESA·Database 
3. "Low electricity appliances" 
4. TR233, DEFU 
5. "OMNIBUS" 

NOTES: 

*) AUT 87 - Average Used Technology, 1987 
AST 87 - Average Sold Technology, 1987 
BAT 87 • Best Sold Technology, 1987 

(l Hre) 
(years) 

(W) 
(hours/year) 

(kWh/year) 

(kr) 
(kr/year) 
(kr/year) 

Ckr/kWh) 

EAT 87 · Efficiency Advanced Technology, 1987 

AUT 87 

175 
16 

100 
80 

3750 
1,00 

300 

TECHNOLOGY LEVEL *) 
AST 87 BAT 87 

175 
16 
n 
80 

2875 
1,00 

230 

3570,00 
377,91 

,00 

196 
16 
29 
80 

1100 
1,00 

88 

3930,00 
416,02 
38,11 

,27 

Fig.6 

EAT 87 

175 
16 
17 
80 

625 
1,00 

50 
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TJ/year 
7.000 ....,.....--------------------. 

6.000 

6.000 

4.000 

s.ooo 

2.000 

1.000 

0 -'---...1.-...W..O.~ 
Gross enerov consumotion Net energy consumption 

Fig.7-Energy consumption. 

D Status 1987 

[J Reference 2010 

liT] Global scenario 

R Local scenario 

Transport 

Industry 
UghtJng and 
appliances 

Net heat demand 

500 

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 -L..-~...:..: 
kgCd 

0 
tonsS02 tons NOx kgPAH 1000 tons C02 tons dust 

Fig.7,2-Emissions. 

mlll.Dkk. manyear 
700 -.----------------------.-- 1.500 

600 1.250 

500 
1.000 

400 
750 

300 

500 
200 

100 250 

0 0 
Annuel ..-o+ct AnnuaJ Import Annual employment 

Fig.7,3-Total costs, import and employment. 
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INTEGRATED ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING FOR BORNHOLM. 

The project is financed by EC (DG XVII), The Danish Ministry of 
Energy, The Danish Energy Agency and The County of Bornholm. 

Participants in the project are: 

County of Bornholm, 
Technical Department, 
Att: Tech. Director Ib Andersen, M Sc, 

Head of division, J0rgen Jespersen, M Sc, 
0stre Ringvej 1, 
3700 Rranne, 
Denmark. 

Tel: (+45) 53 95 21 23 
Fax: (+45) 53 95 21 42. 

The Danish Energy Agency. 
Att: Peter Bach, M Sc, 
Landem~rket 11, 
1119 Krabenhavn K, 
Denmark. 

Tel: (+45) 33 92 67 00 
Fax: (+45) 33 11 47 43 

Technical University of Denmark, 
Physical Laboratory III, 
Att: Prof. Niels I. Meyer, 
Bygning 309, DTH. 
2800 Lyngby. Denmark. 

Te 1 : ( + 4 5 ) 4 2 8 8 16 11 
Fax: (+45) 42 88 22 39 

COWiconsult, 
Att: Else Bernsen, M Sc 
Teknikerbyen 45, 
2830 Virum, 
Denmark. 

Te 1 : ( +4 5 ) 4 5 9 7 2 1 11 
Fax: (+45) 45 97 21 12 

National Laboratory RIS0, 
Att: Kirsten Halsn~s, M Sc, 
Box 49, 
4000 Roskilde, 
Denmark. 

Te 1: ( +4 5) 4 2 3 7 12 12 
Fax: (+45) 42 36 06 09. 
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BORNHOLM. GENERAL INFORMATION 

8-52-60-3/90 
6.11.1990 jj/kh109-6c 
jj/kh000065 

The island of Bornholm is situated in the Baltic Sea approx. 
180 km south-east of Copenhagen. 

The total area of Bornholm is 588 km 2 • The maximum altitude is 
165 m. 

Average day temperature in january is - 0,1°C and in july 
+ 16,6°C. The wind is mostly W-SW, often rather strong. In ave
rage the sun shines 1.800 hours per year (almost 10% more than 
the rest of Denmark). 

The population amounts to 46.000 (1990). The population 
density is 80 persons/km2 , compared to 120 persons/km2 in 
Denmark as a whole. Over the last 10 years the population has 
decreased by 1300 inhabitants. 

The largest city is R¢nne with 14.400 inhabitants. Other mayor 
towns are Nex¢ (3.700), Aakirkeby (2.200), Allinge-Sandvig 
(2.000) and Hasle (1.800). 

Bornholm is one of Denmarks 14 counties. The County-Counsil as 
well as the 5 Municipalcounsils on the island are elected 
directly for a 4 years period. 

Land-use in 1988 was: 

Aqriculture 70% 
Forests/nature 22% 
Towns, roads etc. 8% 

Housebuilding activities have for the last 10 years averaged 
210 houses/year. Average size of households was approx. 2,4 
persons in 1987. 

The main industries on Bornholm are 

Fishery 
Agriculture 
Tourism. 

The structure of these industries are changing rapidly. 

The fishery and related industries have expanded strongly on 
Bornholm during the 1970's and in the beginning of the 1980's, 
but restrictions in the Baltic Sea have reduced landings 
considerably during the last few years. The reduction in lan
dings has (and will have) a negative effect on the fishproces
sing industry and the connected service enterprises. As a 
counteraction to this, landings of catches from foreign vessels 
are attracted. 

In 1989 the landings on Bornholm were 91.500 tons, mostly cod, 
herring and salmon. 
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Machinery and installations of the enterprises handling the 
fish are up to date. Employment here is approx. 1.000 persons 
(1989}. 

Agriculture had a rather steady economical development during 
the 1970's. A stagnation was noted in the 1980's, because of 
the general price trend in the agriculture sector in the EC. In 
1989 there were 1200 farms on Bornholm, with an average size of 
31 hectars. The number of farms is declining rapidly, and thus 
the average size is increasing. There is an outspoken special
isation in corn, pigs or cattle. No new areas are available for 
cultivation. 

Tourism on Bornholm expanded in the 1970's, but in the early 
1980's this industry also stagnated. During the last few years 
there has been a new expansion, and in 1990 nearly 400.000 
tourists visited Bornholm, mainly danes, swedes and germans. 

The public sector ( schools, social security, hospitals, 
environmental protection, administration a.s.o.) has gone 
through a remarkable expansion during the 1960's and the 
1970's. In the 1980's there has been a reduction, due to the 
general decline in the danish economy. 

ENERGY ON BORNHOLM 

The energy-balance for 1987 for Bornholm is shown in figure 1. 

The energy consumption in 1987 was 4.834 TJ comprising 2.367 TJ 
for heating, 477 TJ for electric appliances and lighting, 1.076 
TJ for processing and 746 for transport; loss in production and 
distribution of electricity and district heating was 168 TJ. 

Heating. 

Most of the buildings on Bornholm have individual spaceheating 
based on imported oil. Since 1986 4 district heating systems 
have been established. One ( in R~nne } is based on coal and 
oil, the others are based on surplus-straw as the primary fuel 
and oil for peak load and reserve consumption. 

The total net demand for heating in 1987 was 1824 TJ. Fig. 2 
ilustrates the distribution of heating demand on types of 
buildings and types of fuels respectively, and it appears that 
one-family houses and individual oilburners are the dominating 
categories. 

Lighting and tools in the households and in the service sector 
are based on electricity. 

Distribution of electricity consumption for lighting and 
appliances in households, public service and private service is 
illustrated in fig. 3. 

The process energy consumption is assessed for selected bran
ches. The calculation is based on the present sale of elect
ricity from ¢stkraft (the eleciricity company on Bornholm) with 
specific data from larger industries.· 
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Fig. 4 illustrates the distribution of process energy consump
tion, divided into branches and types of energy/fuels respec
tively. It appears that oil and electricity form respectively 
approx. 60% and 25% of the total energy demand. It also appears 
that agriculture, gardening and others (i.e. all small indu
stries and quarries) are the biggest energy consumers. These 
branches cover approx. 80% of the oil consumption and approx. 
35% of the electricity consumption. 

The energy consumption for transport is 746 TJ, where petrol 
amounts to 83% and diesel to 17%. 

The electricity supply on Bornholm is mostly based on import 
from Elkraft (the electricity company on Zealand), through the 
swedish electricity-network. 

In 1987 the electricity import to Bornholm was 97 % out of the 
total electricity consumption on the island of 859 TJ. The 
remaining electricity demand (25 TJ) was, except from 1 TJ 
being produced from biogas, partly covered by power production 
on 0stkraft's coal fired power plant in R¢nne (13 TJ) and 
partly by electricity from 30 wind turbines (11 TJ). 

Local energy resources. 

As part of the analysis of the energy systems, the availability 
of renewable energy om Bornholm has been evaluated. Table 5 
shows the amounts of renewable energy, which are immediate 
available for energy purposes. Including waste, the amounts of 
renewable energy amount to 1.600-2.200 TJ, which is about 35-
45% of the gross energy demand in 1987. 

Prices on energy in Denmark. 

Energyprices per 1.11.1990 in Denmark are shown in table 6. The 
price for electricity varies from region to region; the price 
given is for Bornholm. 
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TRANSFORMATION AND DISTRIBUTION FINAL ENERGY 
AVAILABLE 
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Net Heat Demand Distributed on Types of 
Buildings and Space Heating Technologies. 
Total Demand: 1824 TJ/Vear 

Single family houaea 64,14% oa burners, central hea1lng 84,54% 

Summer 
couagea 1.~ 
Hoapflala etc. 3,02% 

Dlatrfct heating 0,71% 

Solid fuel stoves 3,1% 

Kerosene stoves 4.0% 
heating 4,55% 

0,16% 

Office/service 
buildings 19,52% 

fired central 
centraJJ!IlnEN:tung 2,20% 

Fig o 2 

Electricity Consumption for Lighting and Appliances 
Total Consumption: 477 T J/Vear 

Households 52.62% 

Fig o. 3 
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Energy use for Agriculture and Industry 
Total Consumption: 1076 T J/Year 

0062,73% 

Fig. 4 

Straw1
) 

Wood 
Waste21 

Biogas 
Wmd 
Solar (heat production) 
Solar (pbotovoltaic plants) 

Metal Industry 2,38% 

Wood and furniture Industry 3,16% 

Other lndustrtea 50,46% 

Total resource 

TJ 

1.620 

318 
297 
145 

Food, beverages and 
tobacco Industry 18,17% 

Available for 
energy purposes 

TJ 

750 
150-250 

160 
166 
TI 

200-660 
120 

t) The amount of straw is shown for a normal year. The amount can vary widely from one year 
to another. 

21 The amount is calculated by using a heating value of 8.5 GJ/ton 

·r able 5 Local energy resources on Bornholm 



Energyprices in Denmark 1.11.1990. 

Net-price, Energy-tax, 

Gasoil per 1.000 liters 

Private households 2.212 kr. 1.760 kr. 
Industries 2.212 kr. 0 

Heavy fuel per ton 

Industries 1.445 kr. 0 

Petrol per liter 

98 octane 2,36 kr. 2,90 kr. 
92 - 2,38 kr. 2,25 kr. 
95 - 2,44 kr. 2,25 kr. 

Dieseloil per liter 2,10 kr. 1,76 kr. 

Electricity per kWh 

Private households 0,49 kr. 0,33 kr. 

Industries 0,49 kr. 0 

Added Tax, Total consumer price 

DKK $ 

874 kr. 4.846 kr. 848,69 
0 2.212 kr. 387,39 

0 1.445 kr. 253,06 

1,49 kr. 6,75 kr. 1,18 
1,30 kr. 5,93 kr. 1,04 
1,32 kr. 6,01 kr. 1,05 

1,09 kr. 4,95 kr. 0,87 

0,18kr. 1,00 kr. 0,18 

0 0,49 kr. 0,08 

in 

£ 

432,29 
197,32 

128,90 

0,60 
0,53 
0,54 

0,44 

0,09 

0,04 

Drachmer 

/21.872 
58.752 

38.380 

179 
158 
160 

131 

27 

13 

I 
1---' 
0 
0'\ 
I 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATIONS ABOUT THE REGION 

therefore colser to the Canar1as arch1oelago and to the Afr1can cGnt1nent. 

island .. 1n the Azorian .archipelago. 

concentr-ation and .a high .3.verage population ·:ien.Eit.,~: in 1986. there ~·Jet-e ~:38,2 

inhabitants per souare kilometer 1n the ~--Jhwla .ar·ea .anct :346.9 .i.n l:.cJth the 1nr1.ablte·j 

1slands. In the same •:~ear·, ~·1adeira had 359 .. 4 inh.3.bitants per sc1uare kll·Jmetar, Hhll~ 

117,2 inhabitants per sau.at ... e kil,::.meter. 

The e\..o•::.lution Has tha follot.-ung: 

1971] - 251,135 lnhabit.ar,ts 

1981 - 252.763 

1986 - 269_.51]1] 

divided 1nto four· araas: 

l'1ade1ra .......... . -:"36,75 i<m.:. 

P·:::>rt.a Santo. 

Desertas .................. . 

Selvagens .................................... . 
., 

3,62 Krn'" 
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From the 3.v.:nla.ble stati.stlc-3.1 ,jata. concarn1ng the ra·:uonal econom1c 3.Cc·:.unts, ~·Je 

C-3.n •Jnl':l analise the oer1od from 1'376 to 1'380. In th1s last ':le;r. the ,·:JDPmp · <3ro,;s 

Domestic Product - market or1ces,~ t . .Ja.s 18.1 billicm escudo.:. ~ .. uth a IJer ·:ao1t;. t.;.:·: .Jf 

3.bCJI.Jt 71 t..htJJ.JE3.rid escudos. thls 1:: -3.bout 57~-~ fr•Jm that of the rna.1nlan•j, 3.1ld ~n 

i.68~-·~ that of the malnland). 

F 3.rming} Fishing and Minin3 ....... , .................................. . 

f·1.3.tlUt -3.Ct ur 111'3 ln•ju::tr•:~ ................................................. . 

Ele•::tricity~ (3as .and Water ............................................ . 

P1..1b1ic (_,Jorks .;.nd Bu1ldin3 Industr•;:~ .............................. . 

PtJbli·: Adri1i.:tr 3.tion. EducatlC·tl 3.nd : .. Je;.lth ............... .. 

,.., ~-..... 
I !1=1:1 

shows ·:learly the f'r3.gility of the industr1al sactor in tl"us :ector 

population (1981), ~-\le can •::onclude the .ser'./lcas sector 1.: tl1e c•ne oresen~.:.n-3 the 

h1ghest workforce productlvlty rate· 
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GDP SECTORS DIVISION <1976-80) AND ACTIVITIES 

OF THE ACTIVE POPULATION (~.) 

P.3.rt .. lClP-3.t.,ion 

19.7 '34.5 

43,5 
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2. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ENERGY SECTOR OF THE REGION 

preEent. f 3. \·'CJUr ;.ble 

,· ~ ,.... ,...,, / ·, 
·.~..:..... i •' 

-----, 
=t·l:.J. .... 

'!'_, .... 

--: .t a~ ·, 
-· • ..I.. .... 

.a. I--
· .. i 1':: 

r·-·1AR and 1.: 'Jne of· the fir·st ·::ontr1butions of the pre:ent t--.JOn:: to 3. !Jetter"' 

c.llas_lnDsls 3-nd understanding Gf t"1AF:'.: en erg•:;~ s':lstem. 
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Pr·::.duction.. transport and distr·ibution ·Jf ale.:::;t.r-1.:~1 :nerg':::l i.= oresentl':::l 

provided b':::l a public (~omoany - Electrical Company of Made1r:t. Pe9arciln·3 

oil suboroductE.. the p,;:.rtuguese Sheel hclds the ~-.J!-,:le ·Jf t.ha .::tr :tt291c 

r--ece:otion and st•Jr.age facilities. but the distr1but1.·:r. 1..: rn.:1.ae by .:e··/er;,l 

.:tiffer·ent ~::.oer.3.t•Jrs. In Porto Sant~J, the re•:::ection :1n:t .:t~Jra·3e belon9s to 

+Petrogal. 

In what ~:::oncerns the price policy for 1J1l subcr·c:iduct.:. the or1ce.: 3.ra :·:tual 

':...:J those pr.:cticed in the mainlan:t, a situation that or;:J'·.JlJkes 3. .je~re:..::a .:Jf 

tax revenues in the local budget due to coEts of sea tr3.nsocrt. Pr1ce.: of 

ele•:::tric.al ener·3Y .are much higher than the •Jnes pr :.c~ised in tr:: m.alt-·l:.n.j. 

s1nce, in tt-,is •:ase. ~ .. he adootad ooliC'd v-~ork.= ~··Jith r-eal cr .:.:e.: fc.r :.n 

electrical production system with scale '.Jne•:::onom!es ~ .. m-Jar·:ts tr.e inalnl.:.ncl. 

and has na::. inter~:::annectlons t..o allow keeoin-3 re.5ources derl\ .. E•j fr.Jm :r-,e 

network inter•:,;:.nnection. 
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3.1 ENERGY ECONOMY ISSUES IN THE ISLAND 

The high deoendenC'::::I •Jf t.he Region'.:; ener·~tetic S':iStern frcrn u-,e 011 subor.:nju.:':.: ::. 

•Jbvi•:Jusl'::::l.· a. l,andicao f•:Jr the local e•:•:Jnt:jmy. F·:~r instam:e. 1n 1.985. th.:.:: ~ 3.ct.::;r 

r·eoresente•:i 21.'3~·~ r:Jf the ·:iebits of the Tr 3.ding B3.lance. 

As stated before. u-,e orices f,:r,-- the ·:Jll suboro::J•:iuct..s are ec1ual 111 the ~.e·31cn 3.n:i 

in the t-1ainland, -3.nd th1s mean: -3. ·;Jrle\r3.nce t'r:~r .. the lc·::-3.1 br..Jrjget. In tr,e .:.t!-,er- !-t3.tirj, 

.as .3.lso :aid bef•:"~r·e, the cost •:Jf electrical energy i: hi·3her th.3.n 1n trte m.:Hnl3.nd. 

~"'ihich reore:ents .3.n •:Jbstacle to the .::re3.ti•:rn 3.nd de1/Elooment •Jf .::;ert:.ln 

economical activities in the Re·3ion. 

32 

Thecrricall'::::l, tt"te r·e·3l·::On h.3.s si·3nificant oatentlal ener·3etic re:our·ce.::. o•_jr_. :O..he1r 

pr ec1.se ctu 3.nti fica tion .ts net '::;:let kn•:'IL .... ill. 

Mt the l::ir·e:er.t le·-..:el •Jf e:<olor·3.tion tecl,nlO'.Je.S .Je·-.. ·el·=•i.Jment.. ·Jnl•;~ 3. iitl!l.trr,:..ifTr t:.:.r-1: ·=·t 

th.3.t energy is being exolore•j, if itJe e:,:r:eot the '..JEe ·Jt ~-~ater t""'e:.:.:.Jr.:es ;nd 

fore.stry biomas.s. 

A ·:tr·e3.t './at-·let 1::;:1 iJf 3.Ctlar,s h-3.E been promote·:!. :n •:Jr.jer t .. J ·JE'·.'.::::p tt""te ·..iSE :f r·-lel·-J 

3.1-td Renewable En.ergy :3ources (~·~RE'3 - F:··-lF.E:. In :o1t.e ·Jf t.rte t.e.:nn.tc:.l 3r.•:::! 

ec.:Jnom1cal restr1ctir:rrrs. 1n the medium term, some Gf these su:..ir.:e,;; •:.3.r. be·:ome :.n 

energetic .:.::;moonent of maJor unoor-tance. 
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The new a.nd r·enewa.ble energy source:, almost 1ne:(ha.ust1ble, that can be u.=-=d .1.11 

the Region ... are the fall•:Jir>~ing: 

- .:;.::.l.3.r energy 

- ~·-anj ener 3Y 

- ~rJa ter nergy 

\..'2r'd good results .. but v-12 c.an e;·~pect t.o r:Jbtain .a hlgher level .:Jf utiliz:;.ti.:Jn, ba.:e·j 

in a better 3.valwatian .and management •:Jf the e:::1::t1ng r-e::·:Ji .... it-.·:.es. 3.S t ... Jell ::...: .l.n 

technolG·3i·:.al or ogres:. 

Presently, the ;.Jtiliz.3.tion r::if ~"oJatet- r-esources represents 3.b·:JI...It 22~'~ •Jt tha =-.nr·U3.l 

•:Jften I..JSed in the bakin·3 industry and wicker ~.o.JOI-ks. 
' . 

HoL-.~e· .. ,.er. the oraduct1an .:;,f heat at lov··i ternoer3.tures :Jes.:; than iOO~c:· c::r.n be 

profitable in rneetln·3 :he hat water needs f•:Jr h•:iusehol•js :nd tertJ.J.ar·:;~, as well as 

.Ei•:Jme r1eating needs in farming 3.nd in the tour1sm 1ndustr•:;~. 

Hundred.:; •:Jf facilities are .3.lready be1ng use.::J by .3. ·~reat number ot oeoole .:.n 

providing water heating for .:;anitary purposes and for sw1mm1ng pools. 
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In houses, solar energy may be used for central heating, thr•::Jugh solar· oass1ve 

sy.stems. There are -3.lready some experimental or•::JJects in thi.= -3.rea. 

Another oossible use for the therm1c solar energ~.::~ is the he3.tin·3 of gr·~enhc.u.:e.:. 

ma1nly 1n florl•:ulture .:;.nd 11orticr.Jlture. 

Deoen:iing •::Jn the type •::Jf cultur.::, the total •:01/ered 3.rea '.:ibout 2'3,7 .:;.cl-esi. car, 

contribute ~"--ith a soare of energ~.::~ •::Jf 600 toe oer ':le3.r. 

The Region has some experience in the ohoto·v·oltaic .area, be.:ar.Jse . .:1nce 1'?:3"3. 

there is a ohotO'./Oltai·: Dl.3.nt in full •::JOeration at Selvagem rJr·ande, that PrG\-1 1-:i~.: 

ele•:tricity to the t-'latchmen' facilities. 

Tile m.aJorltY •:Jf the navy li·3hthouses all ·:J'Ver the Arct-tlOelago at'"'e feecj b•d 

ohotovoltalc systems. 

The total Dotential •:Joerating in the Re·3ion for .:1·:maling =~stem: :;.nd lE·:·l~te·j 

rmuses is calcs.Jlated 1n ab•::Jut 3,000 l.Jat t.-peak. 

Cwn•:ern1n3 the ~r.und energ':l, be.:l•:ie:: the :;.e·~li-=.n oar~=: 1..:·::-=.te·:i HI F·c.r-·:o s.~n·:..::. 

island, •:amocsed •::Jf :3 :;.er··:J·3ener.ators. e;,.:~-. ·~t t.herr, ~-ilth :.. ·= 3.0-3.c:t:; .:,f 3;JI] tG-J. 

there .3.re .also some olat-tned in\-'astment.= f•:Jr the inst.alat1on ·Jt nel··~ -3.EC11.=.n park:. 

Accordin-3 tr::l the f·::.reca.sts, the 3.E•:Jli-3.n oatantial •:Jt r··1adelr:;. lEland lE :;.b.:Jut 14 

iJWh per '::ie 3.r . 
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:3ince the Archicelago began to be inhabited, forestr•:~ products and the1r 

remainders were the absolute f•.Jels. •.Jntil the 18 century. Since then. ~nd acrc)sE 

the years they have been loosing their relati•/e imcortance. Howe\/er. 1t ~hould be 

:;tressed that f.:Jrest originated biomass is regaining its 1moort.ance 3.s raw 

material ootential ·:Jf hi·3h interest to produce energy. 

Based in recent studies .. held within the Re·3ivn3.l Ener·31:1 Plan, a El·;,~nificant oar: 

·~f the r•.Jral oooulation uses wood as ener·3Y source for cooking .3.nd for a1r and 

~-'Jater heating, the woo.j consumction in the households reaching .3.bout 42,000 tons 

per year. Baking industry, restaurants, oaoer f.3.ctor1es and v-Jicker works consumme 

about 7,000 tons per year. 

A •::areful .:;.valuati•:Jn •:Jf .:;.11 .asoects inherent to the •.Jse of \/eget.al bic~ii1asE 

potentialities in the Region, shows tr,er·e is .a hlgh bal.ance b.:tt...;een :uppl~ 5.r'ld 

demand, alth:Jugh its impossible .1.-
o,U 

•::onsumotion, prevl•:.usl•d r·efered. The h.l:3h oos:1b1lity •:Jf having 5.reas, presently 

deserted, reforested and the interest shown by_the people resoons1ble for these 

.actions. can, eventually_. produce .an increase •:Jii the suool•:~ fGr ··/eget.5.l IJ.:..ort.=.:: 1n 

the Region. 

should .al.:o be refere•j :s.n.j dully a· ... ·al,..iated. 

may v\jell be•::ome .a ''deocsit./' for the f'.Jture pr.:Jducti•::.n ·:.f biogas. ~--I.:·~·Jad5.'::i.:, r..r-,e 

n•.Jmber •Jf oossible biogas or•::iducers is estimate<j 1n 55 e:·~olor·.5.tic,ns. 

Tydal energy i:; a little kno~.o,Jn and explored E·:Jurca •:Jf· ener·:~y, th3.t represents. 

however.. a potential v-Jith 1nteresting •:haracter~lstic.:: for ~-1AP L·Jhen .::.JmP:s.i~e.:::l r...: 
.Jther reneL-'Jable .::ources •:Jf energy. In thi.:: dorna.l.r, the fcllm...Jing 2ct1·:ns neeo:j t.:: be 

- study •Jf the t'olldal crraracter1stics •:.f ~1adeira and Porto Sant•:J: 

- development of demonstration proJect= for· the use of tydal energy. 
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Now, one of the most relevant endogenous energy resource· Hydr1c energy, t.ha.t 

presently represents about 52.9 GWh per year, about a fif·tr, of the total 

consumption of electricity in MAR. 

Its value c.3.n be .:onsldera.bl•;:~ lncre3..:2•j, .5lr.ce Madelra I;;land h3..5 3. olent11\.1l 

.::uoll•:~ of ~"'later resource.:. According t.o recent studie.=. the h•;:~cirlc potentla.l c3.n 

be s1tu3.ted bet.~...,een the 170 to 200 GlrJh per ye:r 

A huge underground water table, vuth a .:,a.o3.cit•:~ for o·v·er 200 m1llicns ·:ut.lc 

meters . .stores .3. lo.r·3e part of r:in L·Jater. The l.3.rge maJOrltl:l Gf tru:: L·Iater ·= :r. be 

found in the northern .side of the I.::land ;.nd in t.he .:entr 5.l mountains. L·Jnile the 

higher· consumpt..ion ;,.re;,. is the Funct-tal rr.unicip.;lit':l and .=:urronchngs. 

The 3.1../aluation .;,.nd correct man.:gement of tt-te water resources is extremel'.d 

important, in order to profit from .3.11 t.he oatenti3.1ities .,:Jf this endogenou.: .=ource 

of energy - fundamental for the economic •::1evelopment of the re·:~ion. 

Rational Use of Energy 

The ener·3l:l represent.= a fundamental part ·Jn the e•:.onom~;:~ and it.: de'..:el•Jc.rner.t. Mn 

undiscipline•::1 growtr, cannJt t.;,.ke place, :.-·Jhether· ·:in supply ·Jr on demand. 

MAR, ~trongly dependent on .::nerg'd, 1s ch:r.;.:teri.:e·j b!d ;, cor.sumot1on strt..1cture 

that shows enormor.Js potencialities in the ration.:l tJse of energ~;:~, .::.:.me of' them 

previou.sl•d .::hown. 

The Rational Use of Energy <URE - REIJ>. of the e:dsting energetic potenti:;.l 3.PPlied 

:t the EE'Jeral economic activitie: as in .:mall .:;,nd medium s1zed comoanieE of the 

induEtrial. tertiar•:~ ~.::ctar .. inclr..Jdir,g the touriEm sector and .also households .. ::;,n 

contribute significantly fer the reduction •Jf ·~ur double energy ,jeoendenc•:~, a.:: 

well as for .a rational use of the endogenous energetic potential. 
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In the rational use of energy, three main areas ;:an be •:onsidered: 

- rational production •:Jf energy 

- energy saving .and management 

- energy rat1onal •:onsumotion 

The environment is one of the largest beneficiaries of the Rational '...'se •Jf Ener·3y, 

since the energy saving brings smaller consumot.ions and •:onseouently dlmlnlshes 

the rele.ase •:Jf pollutants. 

The rational production •:Jf energy can contribute in .an imoortant way, nc,t c,nl•:;~ to 

avoid the deterioration •:Jf the environment, but ~= well to eliminate r·ema1nder:= .3.nrj 

debris, namely urban, industrial, farming and •:attle-r.aising debris 3.noj f•Jrastr•:;~ 

and wood mills debris. 

The Rational Use •:Jf Energy that r.Jrges to be orc,fited in f• ... lll b•:::1 ~1AR. i.= =. l'"ri.J·3e 

r.Jnexplored "deposit11
, .and .=. individual!•::~ accessible energy S•:Jurce. 

According to .jata concern1ng soecific C•:Jnsumoti·~ns •:Jf ar-,er·;~y, a cJeterm1ne·:i CDllc•:::~ 

for the rat1onal use of energy can lead to a de~rea.Ee of about 30% of the glacal 

needs •:Jf energy in HAR. in a oer1od .::Jf 15 year:. 

3.3 ESTIMATIONS FOR ENERGY RELATED EHPLOYEHENT 

The energy sector •::ontributes with not more than 1~·~ to the emolo•:::~ement .Jf the 

.active oooulation, 2/3 •Jf which is .::~oncentr.ated 1n the comoany re:oons1ble f·or the 

oroauction, transoort and ctlstrlbution of electrical energy 1n u-,e Reg1an 

In .absolute ,,....alue, the number •Jf jobs 1n t.he energy sector nears 1500. 
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4. ENVIRONt£NT AL PROBLEMS RELATED TO ENERGY IN THE ISLAND 

The environmental impacts caused by the energ•::;~ ~ystem em the region, are =mall 

3.nO focused mainly ·~n the tr-3.nsports system and on the orod'.JCtlon of electr1c3.l 

energ~. 

To avaluate the environmental incidence ·~f the anergy system the releases of five 

polutants (dust, SOx, !'lOx, CO and HC> were ecuated. This oolutants 3.re :;.s=·~ciated 

to the functioning of the energy system in MAR. These polutants 1-"Jere ·=onsider·ed 

the most significant in global terms and for comoaring objecti\/es. 

Naturally, other atmospheric polutants may, from time to time, be -3.s important 3.s 

t.hose adopted, but in a strategic study, as in this case, the I.JSe of -3. larger n1.Jmber 

of variables would unecessarily burden the study without significant advant-3.ges. 

Other kinds ·~f' polutant releases were not ·=ansidered <water oalution. no1se;. 

because in the particular case of the energy s~~tem, they are much le.s: imo·~rt.3.nt 

than atmospheric releases. Besides, the energy system is large!•:~ re.:;por . .:;lble f.::.t

the -3.ir polution .. while its share of, f•:>r instance. water oolut.J.on. 1: -,;er•::.~ ;m~ll 3.n.::1 

restricted to the big refinement and electric production fa.cilitie~. l"·lo .~th:r ~ands 

of environmental inc1dences •:::iepending ·~n site :r.al•;:~sis were made, elther·. 

Concerning the releases values, •:Jnly the ale·:trical energy pro•juced '-Jl-:1 tliet""mic 

and the tr-3.nsoort system could be ouantifie·:J, through the 3.Policati·~n Dt the 

release factors adopted by the European Community. Besldes. these ;re thE ti.·Jo 

domains causing the largest part of the atmospheric oolutant releases. As 3.n 

examole, the electrical energy production in '.'ict6r1a olant, caused, in 1'386, t..he 

release of -3.bout 170 tons of· dust, and an estimated 2.500 tons of SO . 
2 

An extended .study avaluating the releases associated to the energy ,;y.:;tem 

settings 1n MAR, ouanti fying the global releasas .and their oossible le'·/el of 

concentr3.tion or spreading should, ln our view. be carrled out, in order to orevent 

possible risk situations, that could endanger the environment ouality in MAR. an 

essential value for the Region. 
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5. Et£RGV PLAHS CONCERNING THE REGION AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION 

In 1980. a first integrated work was .:::arried •Jut about the energ~ 5ector· in 

Madeira Autonomous Reg1on (MAR), within the ~:oocer.ation -~:;~reernent beu""Jeen the 

Portuguese and the United States governments. This :;tudy was carr1ed o::;ut to a 

national level <Portugal/US Cooperative Assessment>. 

The result of this work was .a ·3eneral v1ew •Jn the energy resot.Jrces af the re·310n 

and a projection of future suocly. 

The local authorities. namel'd the local G•J'·lernment, have an r.Jrgent need to 

diagnose the regional energy system in an •Jrganlsed .:;.nd s~stematic ~""Jay, and to 

reflect on the best actions to be taken in the energy doma1n. accor·ding to the 

forecasts .about the Region socioeconom1c development. Thus ... an .attemct was made, 

some years ago. to create the conditions to the elaboratlon •Jf 3.n Energy Plan for 

the Region. 

After several fa1led .attempts to elaborate the regional ener·3Y plan. the .:.ond1t1on: 

f•Jr its concretization lAJere finall:d •:reated ~""Jithin the Reg1onal Ener··3~ Pl.ans 

suocorted by D.G XVII of the E•.Jrooean Community Committee. 

PERAN <Energy Plan for Hadeir.a Autonomous Regior.,i waE elab·Jrate·::l 1n •Jr1e 'de:.r, 

having been delivere•::l to the Regional Government in Jr.Jl!d 1989. !t.; ma1r1 ·:b.:;ectl-... e 

was to provide the resoonsibles for the Region.al ·3overnment. lruth t.t"-te elemen:.s and 

tools necessary to the decision making on regional energ':l policy. !n •Jrder to 

provide to the energy and planning local str•.Jctures the cacabilille: to fr..inct1one.:J 

from the work .. the work t-"as elaoor.ated to a:;.:ure the ~:ontin•.Jlt'd ·Jf the ertergetic 

olanning and the involvement of the reoresentati·v·es •Jf the public ana ori·...,·.3.te 

concerned sectors of MAR. To .achiet . ./e the mer.tioned goal. .and 3.tter a .jetalled 

characterization of the region, both ohys1cal and socioeconom1cal, t.he .;tudy 

carried out the following research: 
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- E'-/Olutlon of the energ'::l .=:ector fr·om 1974 to 1986; • 
- Elaborat1on of the re·:~1onal energ'::,l balance. 1n a most extended l . ..Ja'::.l} of 

the reference ':lear (1986); 

l]rgan1sation of the ex1:tin·~ 1nfor·mat1cJn .=:ynthes1s about the energy 

potential (reneL--..Iable energleE) 3.nd 3.bCjt..Jt the c.:nsumotion r~·juct.l.on 

ootenti.3.l through the Rational Use .:Jf Energ•:~ .: 

- A'v'·3.luation of Euooly e\/olution fr·om macroeconom1c cenar1es purpose

built. ~ deta.ile•j 3.n.3.l•:~sis of Fin.3.l Ener·:JY suool•:~ by dif.ferent. consumme 

.jemand beha'-/ 1our; 

- 1]pUmlz3.ticm •:Jf the ener·:J':I pro,juctlon. manuf.3.cturlng 3.nd d1str1but1on 

system. 3.1m1n3 at satisfy1n3 t11e energ'::,l neec1s ir11juced by soci•:Jecc.nlmlc3.l 

Three macro-economic cenaries to tt-1e re·31on 3.nd two ·:en.3.rieE ·Jf CDPUl~.tlC·n~l 

the reg1on 3.ssociated to e.3.ch sector wet-e c3.lcul.3.ted frGm the needs !Jf u.:eful 

~t.=: con'·/er.:lGn 1n t.et-ms .Jf final .::ners_1y ~·,Jas made. taking into account the effect.=: 

,:.t= 3.n lncre3.Se•j effic1enc•:~ of energy consumm1ng eouioments. as ~""Jell .3.s •jifferent 

=tt1tuaeE of •:::-JeclSlon maKers (ln both m1cro 3.nd macro le'/eD before the r·=tional 

,_,fter the final energy c~uanti f'i•:.3.tion. Ee\.:er 3.1 hyphotesis ~""Jere c:iis.:ussed on the 

.:ho1c2 •Jf ener·:JY 3.lter3.nti'Jes. 

soec1fic orem1ses an•j •Jbjecti\ies :elected for ~=ch hyoathes1s. 
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After having examined all possible combinations, four extended work ootlons ~-.Jere 

choose. For each •:Jne •:Jf the four selected hypothesis, energy system settings were 

established. to the ·~ears 1990, 1995, ZOOO, 2005, .and 2010. 

The impact on local economy and environment for each •::onfiguration of the ener·3'd 

system~ was analysed. 

At last, programs of .action and main recommendations were elaborate•j, in ~rder to 

implement a more rational energy system in MAR, that would enrich tlie exist1ng 

potentialities in the Region. 

Following t..he oublic ,jebate about the Plan, w1th the oartic1oation of EEC, -3.nd dr.Je 

to the weakness •:Jf tt·re local government str•.Jctures resoonsible for the anergy 

sector~ .a decision was taken to •::reate .a PERAt·1 implementat1on body, a1med at 

carr,~ing out in or-3.ctice the Plan1 recommendations, in -3. two •:~ears oeriod. 

Meanwhile, the str•.Jctures of local .3.dministr.ation urge to be reor·3an1sed, b•Jth 

legislatively and technically, so that tt-.e energy see::t•:Jr may or•J•::ee•j to t.he ;.ction.= 

.jevelooment for the ener·;sy f•.Jture of the reg1on. 
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6. ENERGY PROJECTS FINANCED OR ABOUT TO BE flNANCED BY THE SEVERAL 

FINANCIAL TOOLS AND PROGRAMS OF THE COHHUNITY 

After Portugal having jo1ned the Eurooean Community, in 1986, ana resulting from 

the EEC str·r.lctural fr.lnds financing, .~ big steo was taken in the energy sector .. 

specially in what concerned electrical infr--astructures projects. In fact, '.lntil 1989. 

the electrical company of Madeir.a submitted to the aooroval of· the E•.lrooean 

Regional De·v·elocment F1.lnd 13 pr.:ljects. 

On other hand, a big project of the Electr1cal Comcany •Jf Made1r.a .::;ot.~lne.j 

financial sucoort from the Eurocean Investment Bank. L..Jithin the ')aloren or•Jctr.:m. 

two projects obtaine•j, until now, suooort (minl-h'ddric facilities 3.m:i .3.n e•Jli~n park}. 

which will be indeoendent producers ·Jf electricity. 

Within the ener·gy demonstration crogram, 2 projects obtained suocort - .3.n 100 I<~~ 

chotovoltaic station in Porto Santo -~nd an 200 KW aerogeneratar in 1"1adelr.~ island. 
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7. INSTITUTIONAL FRAHEWORK CONCERNING ENERGY 

The Archipelago •::Jf t1adeir.3. is, from .3. palitical-adminlstrati\le paint of v1ew, 3.n 

autonomous region of the P•::Jrtuguese Republic, vJith it.; •::Jwn go'·/ernement bodleE :1nd 

legislative 3.nd executive autonomy, o::iefine•j in the Canst1tution. Theref·~re. the 

energy sector depends from the local legislation. 

Among the companies working an the sector .. there is a local public como3.n~. th::it 

provides for the production. transport .::ind distribut1on of the electrical energy 1n 

the Region - Electr1cal Company of t1adelra 

In II"Jhat con::erns •::J~l :uboroduct:. ther'e .:1re tvm ma1n como3.nies C3.Pable ·:if 

pro\/iding the reception and storage - Portu·=.~uese Shell. in ~1adeir·3. island ~nd 

Petrogal, in Porto Sant•J i.;land. The market distribution and Eale is guar.:mteed b~ 

sever.3.1 oper.3.tors. 

Despite the legislative and executive .3.utonomy above mentioned, there is :1 goad 

relationship between the local .:1utharities and those of the mainland. 
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8. ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION 

8.1 Energy SurJply Issues 

The region h.;.s a geogr3.Phical ::atuar..ian. that r~nder.::; ;.n:::~ ener·;.~:~ .:zmnectlon to the 

mainland impossible. 

Consequenti'::!, the se~ tr.ansport ·:o.::;r...s L·nll cause overcasts, ::cale uneconom1e:: 

towards the mainland =-~stems. and the unexistence of ;.n•:::~ backup reser··./e •Jer l'v'e•J 

from the interconnection. 

This objective facts o::1eterm1ne that inste.ad at-· reasoning 1n terms of tr,e 1ntern~l 

energ~:::~ market .. the 'economic. fina.ncin·3, price colic•::~ and oas.=ible :ubside~ 1s.sue.=. 

should be anal•;:;sed in terms •:If the economic 3.nd sac1al coherence the Eur:Jpean 

C·:::~mmunit~:~ wants to implement. 

In fact, the overcasts previously mentioned w1ll. if a transp.arenc'::i or1ce colic::~ 1s 

adopted and no:J financ1al :;uppart lS 91\/en. dimlnish t.he rS:·3iGn.;,l cudget_ re1.!E!1U~E 

or largel~:~ increase the prices f·or energy C;Jnsummers. 

An important 3.rea to ::tudy extensibl•=:~, and oossibl•=:~ to •Jevel•JP. concern:: the 

renewable energies technology, that can be realist1cally imolementea in the re~uGn. 

and also those technologies which promote .::nergy Ea\/lng and soec.:..::.:l!d ~.he 

electrical energy replacement. 

Another important aspect related with the energy s~:~stem 1n the Peg1on cJncerns 

the environmental ouality. The high level •:If touristic :.;.:,cation. dem.:;.nos :;. min1mum 

environmental aggression. Although there 1s no re:;.san for· ;,iarm. 1tJE can cc:>nsider 

that the transport syst .. em, soeciall~ in Fum:h-3.1, begins t•:::l be :t moti·v·e of .:ano:ern, 

and therefore demanding a strict '·/l·3ilance •:If the interface ener:~•:::~/tr3.nsoorts. 
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82 Institutional infrastructure 

As previously mentioned when speaking of' the PERAH implementation body, there 

are some local weaknesses known by the local authorities, but in a ·3ener.al way, we 

can consider that the Reg1on has already the necessary technical basis to ensure 

the adeauated energetic development of' the region, ~·Jhether .alone .:Jr in 

cooperation with other external organisations. 

8.3 Other Issues 

A last aspect which should be stressad. is the I.Jrgent need for vocational tr.aining 

in specific technical-vocational jobs in the energy domain, that in some .areas 

presents ver•;:~ significative weaknesses in the Region. 
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TABLE 1 

Population and employment In MAR 

1970 1981 1986 

Total population (1 000 in h.) 0 251 '1 252,8 269,5 

Total active population {1 000 in h.) 89,1 96,9 126,0 

Activity rate (o/o) 35,5 36,2 46,7 

Unemployment rate (o/o) 6,2 7,5 8,0 

Active population per activity 
sectors (o/o): 

• Primary 36,0 22,1 22,0 

• Secondary 35,0 34,5 34,0 

• Tertiary 29,0 43,2 44,0 
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TABLE 2 

GOP extended analysis 

1980 1986 ( 1 ) 

106 escudos 0/o 106 escudos 0/o 

Farming 4 8r.:.: 27,0 12 940 1 8,6 

Minning Industry 159 1 .o 
9 970 14,3 

Manufacturing Industry 1 992 11 t 0 

Electricity and Water 202 1 '1 1 030 1 15 

Public works and Building Industry 1 957 10,8 7 450 1 0, 7 

Commerce, Hotels and Restaurants 4 081 22,6 16 350 23,4 

Transport and Communications 1 431 7,9 8 900 12,7 

Banks and Assurances . 623 - 3,5 - 900 - 1,3 

Services rendered to the 
community and welfar 3 985 22,1 14 000 2011 

GDPmp ...........................•. 18 053 100,0 69 740 1 00,0 

(1) forecasted values 



TABLE 3 

"Marketable" primary energy consumption 
Unit: toe 

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

Gasolinas 8 173 9 032 9 078 9 559 9 705 10 334 11 566 12 070 12 999 13 735 14 239 15 522 16 213 

Gasoil 19 691 23 861 28 244 27 127 32 728 37 645 39 732 44 266 42 701 41 561 36 600 33 450 33 018 

Kerosene 1 699 1 574 1 540 1 489 1 451 1 358 1 190 873 824 801 807 619 612 

Fuel-oil 10 574 10 717 7 104 14 252 11 471 13 354 19 137 20 854 27 454 32 340 38 377 40 243 46 900 

LPG 7 372 8 661 9 409 9 975 10 249 10 594 11 805 12 172 12 510 13 259 15 224 13 684 14 158 

Total of oil 
subproducts 

47 509 53 845 55 375 62 402 65 604 73 285 83 430 90 235 96 488 101 696 105 247 103 518 110 901 

Annual average to 
/ I'\.. / ' growth rata 10% 4:8% 
"\ / " / 

Hydro electricity: 

• equivalent to 
thermic production 

9 627 10 214 11 411 10 096 11 083 11 036 10 848 9 462 9 228 10 167 12 867 15 098 11 317 
(1 GWh==234.8 toe) 

• equivalent to 
consumption 3 526 3 741 4 180 3 698 4 059 4 042 3 973 3 466 3 380 3 724 4 713 5 530 4 145 

( 1 GWh=86 toe) 

"Marketable• 
primary anergy 
Total consumption 57 136 64 059 68 786 72 498 76 687 84 321 94 278 99 697 105 716 111 863 118 114 118 618 122 218 

in MAR* 51 035 57 586 59 555 66 100 69 663 77 327 87 403 93 701 99 868 105 420 109 960 109 048 115 046 

Annual average !0 

/ ' / ~ growth rata 8,7"/o 4,4% 

" / "\. 

• Taking the equivalent to thermic production for hydroelectricity 
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TABLE 4 

Primary energy consumption, local population and GDPmp in MAR 

18 76 Ul 77 

Primary energy 
consumption 58 ,555 88 ,100 

3 

Pop. (10 inh .. ) ··- 250 .8 250 .2 

( 1) 
8 

PIB (10 eec.) _ .. 48 ,43 53 ,75 

( 1) 1986 prices 
(2) non available values 
(3) forecasted value 

HI 711 1lil 78 

88 ,863 77 ,32! 

250 ,4 250 ,1 

56 .23 57 ,33 

18 80 18 81 1lil 82 18 83 18 11• 

87 ,327 83 • 701 88 ,8611 , 10 .•20 1 10 ,960 

250 ,0 250 .8 260 ,4 260 ,5 260 ,8 

(2) (2) (2) (2) 

65 ,40 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Unit: toe 

18 85 18 86 

110 .o•a 120 .o•& 

260 ,7 270 ,5 

(2) (3) 
n.a. 69 ,74 



TABLE 5 

Oil subproducts Imports stake 

In the trading balance and In the total Imports in MAR 

1878 1877 1978 1879 1880 1981 1982 1883 

Oil imports 309 993 400 255 512 712 811 044 1 404 582 2 001 887 2 453 494 2 860 700 

Total imports 3 397 127 5 073 345 e 888 384 8 455 009 12 782 381 11 255 447 21 467 048 25 869 183 

Trading balance • 2 425 211 • 3 712 870 • 4 748 802 . e 864 602 • I 668 287 • 13 884 227 • 17 445 013 • 20 114 112 

debits 

1/2 I ,1 7 ,8 7,7 1,8 11 • 0 11 ,8 11 ,4 11 . 0 

1/3 12 ,I 10,1 10,8 11 ,6 14 ,5 14.7 14 • 1 14 ,2 

Note: The trading balance debits and imports total refer to the Mainland + Azores + Foreign Countries 
The oil imports are only for internal consumption (the imports that will be again exported weren't accounted for) 

1114 

3 813 358 

28 354 841 

• 18 717 135 

t3 ,7 

18,3 

Unit: 1 000 Escudos 

1985 1888 

4 153 798 3 205 408 

32 224 813 41 883 411 

• 22 575 570 • 30 485 841 

15,4 7 ,7 

21 ·' 10,5 

I 
~ 
w 
w 
I 
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PIE GRAPH 1 

Final Energy distribution by consumers sectors 
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PIE GRAPH 2 
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PIE GRAPH 3 
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PIE GRAPH 4 
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A.- GENERAL INTRODUCTION OF THE CANARY ISLANDS 

1.- Administrative organization 

When the Spanish territory was administratively organized in provinces, The 
Canarian Archipelago, formed by seven islands and some small islets, was divided in two 
provinces: 

Las Palmas (Oriental Islands), formed by Gran Canaria, Fuerteventura and 
Lanzarote. 

Santa Cruz de Tenerife (Occidental Islands), formed by Tenerife, La Palma, 
La Gomera and El Hierro. 

The internal administrative division consist of 87 townships on a surface of 
7.456,85 square km, as follows: 

Island N2 Municipality Surface (km2) % 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lanzarote 7 861,71 11,6 
Fuerteventura 6 1.663,37 22,3 

Gran Canaria 21 1.530,77 20,5 

Tenerife 31 2.055,02 27,6 

Gomera 6 371,07 5,0 

La Palma 14 686,07 9,2 

Hierro 2 287,04 3,8 

TOTAL 87 7.456,85 100,0 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The next picture represents the Canarian Archipelago localization with nort
hern end at Punta Musego, 252 24' 35", and southern end at Punta de los Saltos, 27Q 38' 10". 

The easterner island is Lanzarote, over the superior paralel. The westerner 
island is El Hierro, situated in the inferior paralel. 

This dispersed geographical structure makes the economies of scale and the 
influence zone to be very much less profitable than the rest of the national territory, and 
it has supply problems, mainly in the energy matter, specially in the electric power, due 
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to the interconexion impossibility, so it is necessary to consider separately the installed 
capacity for production and covering, to guarantee the service continuity. 

2.- Demographic factors. 

Canary Islands is the Spanish region with major growth in population, based 
in high birth rate and life expectancy. Actualy, the Canarian population is about 1.600.000, 
with 87% of which live in the two islands that share the capital cities of the Archipelago, 
Gran Canaria and Tenerife. 

Besides to that, due to the habitat excellent conditions, Canary Islands has an 
important immigration, that becomes established definitively. This makes the population 
to grow at a greater intensity. 

Population density is double than the Spanish average, which falls into a 
relativehiper concentration population, having a repercussion on a very important service 
demand, amongst the water is very much important. 

However, it is necesary to point out that the vegetative population growth in 
the Canary Islands in the last 25 years has experimented a very quick drop similar to the 
mainland: 

NATURAL POPULATION GROWTH 

Unit: 1/1000 

Years Canary Spain 

1.965 22,62 12,96 
1.971 18,54 10,68 
1.977 14,10 10,30 
1.982 10,46 6,00 
1.984 7,65 4,44 

The natural population growth in Canary Islands has the same tendency as 
the whole Spain. In the Canary Islands, the birth rate passed from 21.368 persons in 1. 965 
to 10.824 in 1.984, what it means an annual average of minus 3.52%. In Spain, for the same 
period, it passed from 400.704 persons to 170.27 4, with an annual average of min us 4.40%. 
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3.- Water in the Canary Islands. 

3.1.- Canary Islands water problems. 

Water is a necessary good. Its major or minor abundance will not only lead the 
region economy, but quality life and public health are strongly connected with it. Its 
necessity oblige to make a good use, independently of its origin. Canary Islands water 
problems are defined by its lack of it. 

The specific factor in hydraulic resource deficit in the islands is the weather, 
that is characterized as subtropical, with dry summers. Its mildness is due to trade winds 
in north latitude, 28-29°, Atlantic Ocean. 

Each island presents different climate from the summit to the coast, from the 
north slope to the south, from one island to another, that makes to vary the average annual 
rate of rain from 1.000 mm/year on the summit to 100 and 200 mmfyear on the coast. 

In summary, we can assume that the origin of islands barrenness is its clima
tology, whose main characteristic are: 

- The latitude place the archipelago within trade winds. 

-The southern deflection of Gulf Stream- Canarian Stream- and cold water 
from African coast toward north. 

-Africa influence, only 100 km from Fuerteventura. 

-The islands height structure that allow different cloud formation, indepen-
dently. 

The soil permeability, depending of different geological structures and age, 
among others. 

In front of this situation, we find some necessities that are fixed by the 
increasing demographic density, a concentrated population, mainly in the two capital 
islands, which needs are continuously increasing for a higher living, reaching a consump
tion of 150 liters of water per inhabitant and day. 

Its agriculture, representing about 20% surface, is the economical sector of 
major water consumption, between 70 to 80% of total, but in the future, due to agriculture 
production system changes, it is expected a reasonable reduction in water consumption. 

In the last few years, the secondary sector has lost its relative importance, to 
the advantage of tertiary sector, in which tourism has been pointed out as a increasing 
consumer of hydraulic resources. 

In summary, we can affirm that there is an important growing lack of hydraulic 
resources, and the over exploitation of these, are producing the exhaustion of the reserves, 
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spoiling its quality and the well deepness need are lowering the freatic level in order of 4m 
per year, in the main islands. 

3.2.- Hydraulic balance. 

The following table shows hydraulic balance forecast for 1.995: 

HYDRAULIC BALANCE (1.995) 

Islands Resources Demands Balance 

Tenerife 202 222 20 
La Palma 80 78 + 2,5 

·La Gomera 13 11,5 + 1,5 
El Hierro 3,7 3,5 + 0,2 
Gran Canaria 100 174 74 
Lanzarote 0,6 10,9 10,3 
Fuerteventura 4,5 9,5 5 

-----------
TOTAL 403,8 509,4 - 105,6 

Sources: Regional Hydraulic Plan 

From this analysis we can get the following conclusions: 

1. Four islands, Tenerife, plus the easterner three, present hydraulic deficits, 
been specially serious in the last three. 

2. On the contrary, La Palma, La Gomera and El Hierro still present certain 
margin of superavit. 

3. The global consumption per inhabitant presents heavy differences, accor
ding to the relative weight of agriculture activity, but there are still some important 
possibilities of rationalization in the western islands, where the water factor is not acting 
as a constraint. 

4. More representative is the ratio in urban consumption, where there is a 
social deficit not attended in Lanzarote and Fuerteventura islands. 

5. Still, more important is the global balance. It can be observed that in the 
whole of the Canary Islands, they are going to be dependent in 1 of each 5liters of water 
to be consumed. 
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3.3.- Possible options. 

To cover the deficit observed, a serie of technical solutions should be 
arbitrated. These solutions are based in conventional and no conventional systems, that 
will correspond to three well differentiated steps: water extraction from wells and 
galleries, waste water depuration and sea water desalination. 

a) Water extraction. 

With the point of minimally reducing the freatic levellowering, it is necessary 
that the amount of extracting water from wells and galleries to be kept at actual values. 

b) Water depuration. 

The following table shows the depuration capacity per island, in service, in 
construction and in project installations, in service for 1.995. 

Unit: m3 /day 
Under 

Islands Service Construction Project Total 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tenerife 19.100 3.000 1.000 23.100 

La Palma 1.000 1.000 
La Gomera 
El Hierro 1.200 1.200 
Gran Canaria 36.600 6.500 35.900 79.000 
Lanzarote 6.000 1.200 7.200 
Fuerteven tura 1.200 300 800 2.300 

----------
TOTAL 65.100 11.000 37.700 113.800 

c) Sea water desalination 

The desalination plants already in existence in Canary Islands, as included in 
the following table, are very important, located especially in the oriental islands of the 
Archipelago. 

There are both big installations, to satisfy the urban demands, and small 
installations for residential and tourist areas. 
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Capacity installed 
m3/day 

Produced Water 
Hm3jyear 

Island MSF RO VC Total MSF RO VC TOTAL 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gran Canaria 38.000 76.500 

Lanzarote 5.000 11.400 
Fuerteventura 3.500 

MSF: Multi Stage Flash 
RO: Reverse Osmosis 
VC: Vapor-Compression 

3.700 

8.500 
12.000 

The programmed installations are: 

118.200 9,0 

24.900 1,3 
15.000 

Capacity to 
install m3/day 

Foresee production 
Hm3/year 

Gran Canaria 
Lanzarote 
Fuerteventura 

28.500 
18.500 
6.500 

Even so, there is a deficit estimated as: 

Gran Canaria 
Tenerife 

28,5 Hm3 /year 
15,0 Hm3 /year 

7,3 
4,7 
1,7 

18,2 
2,9 
0,9 

For 1.995 the demand should be covered in the following way: 

1,0 28,2 

2,1 6,3 
3,1 4,0 

Unit: Hm3 /year 

Supply 
Total -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Island Demand Dumps Galeries Wells Purifying Desai. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tenerife 222 2 150 50 5 15 

La Palma 78 5 50 25 2 
La Gomera 11,5 3 8 2 

El Hierro 3,5 0,9 2,8 0,1 

Gran Canaria 174 10 5 85 10 64 

Lanzarote 10,9 0,2 0,4 1 9,3 

Fuerteventura 9,5 1 3,5 0,5 4,5 

TOTAL 509,4 21,2 213,9 168,7 18,6 92,8 
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3.4.- Energy demand in the water sector. 

Considering the average specific consumption of the different extraction, 
depuration and desalination systems, it could be estimated the energy demand genera ted 
by water sector in 1.995. 

ENERGETIC CONSUMPTION IN 1.995 

Extraction Depuration Desalination Total 
------------------ -------------------- -----------------

Island Q c Q c Q c c 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tenerife 50 50 5 16 15 105 171 
La Palma 25 25 2 6,4 31,4 
La Gomera 2 2 2 
El Hierro 2,8 2,8 0,1 0,3 3,1 

Gran Canaria 85 85 10 32 64 448 565 
Lanzarote 0,4 0,4 1 3,2 9,3 65,1 68,7 
Fuerteventura 3,5 3,5 0,5 1,6 4,5 31,5 36,6 

TOTAL 168,7 168,7 18,6 59,5 92,8 649,6 877,8 

Units: Q: in Hm3 

C: Consumption in G Wh 

Comparing the global electrical energy demand and the consumption of the 
same in the water sector, referred to 1.995, we can see the great importance that will have 
this activity in future energy consumption in the Archipelago. 

Tenerife 
La Palma 
La Gomera 
El Hierro 
Gran Canaria 
Lanzarote 
Fuerteventura 

ELECTRICAL ENERGY 

Demand Water consumption 
(GWh) (GWh) 
----------- ----------------------------

1.720 171 
124 31,4 
20 2 
10 3,1 

2.154 565 
374 '68,7 
143 36,6 

----------
4.545 877,8 

% 

10 
25 
10 
31 
26 
18 
26 

19 
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4.- Economic activities. 

The Canary Archipelago productive system has experimented a quick evolu
tion during the last decades with very important changes in its structure and economical 
activity distribution. Agriculture, that in 1.955 represented 25% of regional input, falls to 
the actual 3,11 %, in profit of the tertiary sector, which has been increasing regularly, till 
reach 74,41% of the regional total. 

The values of agriculture, cattle, fishing, industrial and tertiary sector produc
tion and its participation in the total Spanish, is as follows: 

Agricultural production 
Cattle production 
Fishing production 
Industrial production 
Tertiary sector production 

Millions of pc % Spain 

30.585 
10.574 
19.784 

200.665 
729.880 

1,90 
0,96 

11,12 
2,25 
4,25 

Referring to the agricultural production, the three large Canary Islands pro
duction, potatoes, bananas and tomatoes, are mainly destined to exportation to the 
Peninsula and the rest of Europe. Also to be mentioned a fourth cultivation that day by 
day acquires more meaning, the adorn plants. 

Approximately 90% of the exportation market is found in the EEC countries, 
mainly Holland and United Kingdom. 

About cattle, Canary Islands occupy the last position in Spanish regions, from 
investment point of view. The meat production is scarce and insufficient to supply the 
Canaries, only 1% of the National total. 

Cattle situation is precarious, with a tendency to decrease, but still it 
represents more than a quarter of the final agricultural production. Cattle decrease should 
be associated with the reduction of farming and with the rustic exodus, pushed by tourist 
development. 

Future possibilities will depend on competitive prices, the irrigation increases 
for pasture production and improvements in the structural investments. 

Fishing production is very much limited due to the narrow continental 
platform, originated in the volcanic constitution of the Canary Islands. For that reason 
there is a dependence to the neighbor continent, specially in the fishing bank water, 
Canarian- Saharian, under Morocco jurisdiction, in major part, and Mauritania, since 
1.975. 

The self conscience that West African countries have being reaching about 
economic values of its water fishing resources, has leaded to the necessity to have to fish 
farther from coast (to more than 12 miles), besides to have possession of license fishing, 
to pay fees, and some other severance benefits. 
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In the secondary sector, the transformation industry in Canary Islands, 
represents approximately 10,8% of the gross internal product. This participatfon has 
being held very stable since some years, remaining well bellow the national average. This 
represents the lower industrialization level of the Archipelago in comparison to the whole 
of Spain. 

In the last thirty years, the growth of construction activity emphasized over the 
energetic sector and also, even in minor dimension, the Paper, Graphic Art and Ceramic, 
Glass and Concrete Industries, activities very much related with the building sector, and 
a moderate increase in the Food, Drinks and Tobaccos. They are very regressive the 
Chemical and Textile Industry, and insignificant the Leather, Shoes and Manufacture, 
Wood and Cork. · 

Within service sector could be pointed out the economic activities related with 
tourism. In the last twenty years, the gross added value has increased with a annual average 
of 8,4%, rate that has to be considered as very high and progressive and the number of 
employees was multiplied by a factor of 1,55. 

Comparatively with the Spanish evolution, Canary Islands has being more 
progressive, because in 1.969 the touristic sector and similar represented 6,61% of the 
whole Spain and in 1.989 the 8,83%. 

B.- ENERGY SITUATION. 

1.- Introduction 

To be able to analyze the situation of any kind of economic activity, not only 
it is necessary to know demand, but also is very important to know the supply parameters. 

2.- Energy supply. 

The energy supply situation in Canary Islands presents an special configura
tion due, in the first place, to the absence of fossil fuels and practically inexistence of 
hydraulic ressources, so it is necessary to carry out very valuable energy imports. This fact, 
together to the existence of an oil refinery at Tenerife, has driven to nearly total 
dependency of the petroleum for the energy supply in the Archipelago. 

For that, the energy supply of Canary Islands results very much sensible to any 
interruption or retard in the availability of the necessary primary energy to guarantee 
suplies, and so call for a diversification of supply. 

Maritime communications and strategic storages, appropiately distributed, 
establish the main base to assure the supply continuities of commercial energy to the users. 

So, the final energy offer is limited to petroleum products, plus electric energy, 
which is equally generated from the same fuel, with a very limited offer of renewable 
energies. 
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2.1.- Oil. 

Actualy, the primary energy sources comes mainly from petroleum, obtained 
from Santa Cruz de Tenerife CEPSA refinery. The rest, are imported from the Peninsula, 
or from foreign companies to supply to the air and maritime traffics. 

The authorized refining capacity of CEPSA is 8 million of tons per year, but 
actually the real capacity is 6.5 million of tons, and in the last few years production has been 
around 4 million of tons a year. The amount of destilated crude in the last decade has been 
as follows: 

DESTILLATED CRUDE 

Capacity 
Production Utilization 

Year thousands oft. Rate (%) 

1.980 
1.981 
1.982 
1.983 
1.984 
1.985 
1.986 
1.987 
1.988 
1.989 

5.712,6 
5.597,6 
5.086,6 
5.097,6 
4.582,0 
3.993,4 
4.029,0 
4.204,2 
3.267,9 
3.698,2 

87,9 
86,2 
78,3 
78,4 
70,3 
61,3 
66,2 
64,6 
50,8 
56,9 

In this table it can be clearly observed the drop in the utilized capacity till 
1.985, and afterwards a slight recover. This figure contrasts with the corresponding to the 
EEC-10 in which the refining capacity excess has passed from 38% in 1.980 to 20% in 1. 988. 
This reduction is mainly due to the European refining capacity decrease. 

Oil received in Canary Islands during 1.989 came in a 13,9% from Caribbean 
zone, in a 20,6% from West Africa, in a 46,7% from the Persian Gulf, in a 11,8% from 
North Africa, and in a 7,0% from the rest of Europe and other countries, so it represents 
a very diversify structure limiting supply risks. 

In the Canary Islands, beside the descent in quantity of distilled crude, the 
actual refinery production is sufficient to attend the regional market need, as can be 
observed: 
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TENERIFE REFINERY PRODUCTION 
DURING 1.989 

Unit: thousands oft 

Products 

L.P.G. 
Gasoline 
Kerosene 
G.O.-D.O. 
F.O. 
Gas refinery 
Nafta 
Asphalt 
Others 

TOTAL 

2.2.- Electric energy. 

Production 

73,4 
391,2 
654,4 
723,6 

1.303,8 
166,3 
91,4 

163,1 
130,8 

3.698,2 

The electric power production and distribution in Canary Islands is perfor
med by UNELCO (Uni6n Electrica de Canarias S.A. ), which was established in April, 
1. 930 and is integrated in the group of Societies of Electric Energy of the Institute Nacional 
de Industria (INI), headed by ENDESA as a titular State share. 

The installations of production and distribution of this company, are dissemi
nated among the seven islands of the Archipelago, being the following table the geographic 
distribution of the power plants: 

Type of Plant Denomination PowerMW. Location 

·----------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------
Thermic Candelaria 332,20 Tenerife 
Hydraulic El Mulato 0,80 La Palma 
Thermic Los Guinchos 28,67 La Palma 
Thermic San Sebastian 9,14 La Gomera 
Thermic Uanos Blancos 4,39 El Hierro 
Thermic Jinamar 367,60 Gran Canaria 

Thermic Guanarteme 64,74 Gran Canaria 

Thermic Punta Grande 97,51 Lanzarote 

Thermic Las Salinas 30,02 Fuerteventura 
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Most of the market supply is produced in their own power plants and a small 
proportion acquired from third parties, essentially the desalination plants frorri Gran 
Canaria and Lanzarote. 

UNELCO production in 1. 989 was 3.292 G Wh, 11% higher than the previous 
year. Total supply to the grid of public distribution, available to the market was 3.186 G Wh, 
11% increment to 1.988. 

follow: 
The geographic distribution of the electric energy generated in 1.989, is as 

Electrical energy production 
Island GWh % 

Tenerife 1.269 38,5 
La Palma 103 3,1 
La Gomera 22 0,7 
El Hierro 10 0,3 
Gran Canaria 1.498 45,5 
Lanzarote 131 4,0 
Fuerteventura 259 7,9 

TOTAL 3.292 100,0 

The total capacity installed at 1.989, was 935 MW, distributed as follows: 

Islands 

Tenerife 
La Palma 
La Gomera 
El Hierro 
Gran Canaria 
Lanzarote 
Fuerteventura 

Total Archipdago 

Total Power 
MW 

332,20 
29,47 

9,14 
4,39 

432,34 
97,51 
30,02 

------------
935,07 
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The electrical generating systems uses four different systems, counting with 
two plants for water desalination. 

The percent participation of each system in 1.989: 

- Steam turbines 
- Combustion engines 
- Gas turbines 
- Hydraulic turbines 

2.3.- Renewable energies. 

2.3.1.- Eolic and solar energy. 

71,5% 
19,3% 
9,2% 
0,1% 

Due to the geographic situation of the Archipelago, and its latitude, the 
radiation intensity that is received is very much higher to any other point in Europe. Not 
only the sun hours but the radiation values in the islands are the larger in Spain, 
emphasized by having very small variations along the year, so it can be said that solar 
energy presents ideal conditions to be widely used in the Archipelago. 

Therefore, in respect to other commercially installed energies, the more 
developed, at the moment, is the solar capture at low temperature, improved by institu
tional, subsidies per surface panels installed. However, the quantification of the produced 
energy by solar panels has to be estimated, through the fuel saving or electric power 
produced by the installation, and it could be 0.15 tce.jsquare meter year. 

In profit of solar energy to be transformed into electric power, the Consej eria 
de Industria y Energia has performed a demonstration campaign with 18 rustic living and 
24 points of public light have being electrify, with total installed power pick of 4.780 W. 

There are another photo voltaic installations in some places far from the 
electrical distribution grid, such as head light, buoy, etc. 

In eolic energy, the Archipelago is an exceptional zone, not only because its 
high potential, but its regularity along the year. 

These characteristics are fundamentally due to its situation, because the band 
of high pressure towards 3012 north latitude and the band of low pressure in the Ecuador, 
produce trade winds from N.E., that they are characterized regular and blow with an 
average speed of 4 m/ sec ., being its maximal frequency in summer (about 90% ), and 
minimal in winter (above 50%). 
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The aerial generators more important installed in Canary Island are: 

... 
Power Installed 

Place Island Municipality Model inKW. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Los Moriscos G.Canaria Ingenio GA-14S 55 

Arinaga G.Canaria Agiiimes GA-14S 55 
LaAldea G.Canaria s. Nicolas GA-14S 55 
Granadilla Tenerife Granadilla MS-2 250 
Granadilla Tenerife Granadilla CENEMESA 300 
Granadilla Tenerife Granadilla MADE 150 
Granadilla Tenerife Granadilla VEST AS 250 
Granadilla Tenerife Granadilla ECOTECNIA 150 
Granadilla Tenerife Granadilla ECOTECNIA 25 
Granadilla Tenerife Granadilla GA-145 55 

The following table gives the equivalent primary energy produced by renewa
ble energies, and its comparison with the internal consumption and the total primary 
energy in the Archipelago. 

RENEWABLE ENERGY CONTRIBUTION IN 1.989 

Unit: Thousands of tee 

Hydraulic................................. 0,90 
Solar.......................................... 4,30 
Eolic......................................... 0,30 
Total......................................... 5,50 

%internal consumption ........................ 0,20 
%primary energy ........................................ 0, 13 

As it can be established, the role of these energies, important from the point 
of view of clean energies and net saving of petroleum imports, have taken very scarce 
proportion from the energetic point of view, but due to the Archipelago characteristic, it 
is possible to think it will increase in the future. 
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2.3.2.- Geothermical energy. 

The existence of historical and recent volcanic eruptions, U1e ample presen
ce of manifested hot water, so the thermic anomaly of "Las Montaflas del Fuego" 
(Lanzarote ), make the Canarian Archipelago a chosen research point, since the beginning 
of thermal exploration in Spain. 

The Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas is investigating a zone 
close to La Montana de Fuego in Lanzarote to determine the potential focus and its 
exploitation possibilities. Its origin is in a hot rock at low depth that maintain a natural air 
circulation entailed to volcanic phenomena, without aqueous fluid feed. The exploitation 
of this type of layer is in experimental phase and it will be based in pressurized water 
injection to obtain steam. 

In La Palma island it also seems to be a geothermal layer of this type. fed by 
the volcano Tenegufa. To study these structures, as much in Lanzarote as in La Palma, an 
agreement is going to be signed with EEC upon a proposal named "Project of experimen
tation and evaluation of the possibilities of exploitation of the dry hot rock at low depth 
in the islands of Lanzarote and La Palma". 

In the Gran Canaria Island some previous studies have being carried out that 
allow to check the existence of a hot salty fluid in the subsoil in the South East of the island. 

In Tenerife island it has been found evidence ofthe existence of a steam fluid 
at 300° C. that could be a layer of high entalpy. This zone is close to the Teide and if it 
confirmed, could be planed its exploitation by conventional geothermic techniques, using 
the steam to drive turbine generators. 

2.3.3.- Biomass. 

In the Canary Islands it has been examined the possibility to use the urban 
solid waste and so that, a study has been carried out to know the quantity and the average 
calorific power of this kind of waste in the Canarian Community. The estimated 
production value is 164.000 tons. According to the population and life level, normally the 
volume of waste increases, so this potential energety is expected to grow in the future. 

The estimated humidity is about 57%. There is not influence of season 
variation in the waste composition. It has been estimated an average calorific power in 
3.000 kcal/kg, so the urban waste theoric potential in 1.987 could be 55.000 tee. 

The possibility of its use is diverse, and could be used to generate heat, or 
electricity or both in especially prepared plants, with a relative low cost and as well to 
produce organic fertilizers, with fermentable material. 
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3.- Energy demand 

3.1.· Actual situation. 

The three great markets in wich the Canary Islands could be differentiated 
had the following behavior in 1.989: 

Millions of tee % 

---------------------
Internal market 3,2 43 
National external market 1,2 16 
Foreign external market 3,0 41 

Total supplies 7,4 100 

Here, the supplies to ships and planes are called "external market". 

These figures pointed out the importance of the supply to the exterior foreign 
transport that represent 41% of total demand In the Canary Islands, whilst in the internal 
market does not reach 43% of total. 

In 1.989 the final internal energy consumption reached 2.8 millions of tee., 
with a growth of 7.5% over previous year, considerable superior to the registered in the 
whole of the Spanish energetic system. The sectorial distribution of this consumption was 
as follows: 

National maritime transport ................................ 28 % 

Domestic use ...................................................... 24 % 

Agriculture and fishing ........................................... 12% 

Construction and Industry 11% 
National aerial transport ................................ 10 % 

Terrestrial transport ........................................... 9% 

Trade and services 6% 

These figures pointed out the importance of the sectors of the external 
national transport (maritime and air) that represent nearly 40% of final energy consump
tion. 

Equally emphasize the importance of the domestic sector (including private 
cars consumption) and the industry scarcity, in contrast with the participation of this sector 
in the Spanish energy balance, denoting Canary Islands as low developed and low energy 
consumption region. 
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The following table shows the final consumption per type of energy, and 
manifest the importance of gas-oil as the fuel more utilized by the final consumer: 

Gas-oil .......................... 42% 
Fuel-oil .......................... 17% 
Gasoline .......................... 16% 
Electricity ·························· 11 % 
Kerosene ........................... 10% 
L.P.G. ··························· 4% 

In comparison with the national average, it is observed a bigger participation 
of liquid fuels (85% in the Canaries, 63% national), and a minor incidence in gas ( 4% 
against 9% ). The electricity participation is as well considerable inferior in the Canaries 
(11% against 18% national), which denote an important delay in the Archipelago electri
fication. 

3.2.- Geographical distribution. 

The geographical distribution of fuel supplies in the internal market pointed 
out to a clear concentration in the bigger islands of Gran Canaria and Tenerife. This 
characteristic is still accentuated when ships and aeroplanes are considered, due to the 
strategic importance of the harbours in both capitals. 

Next picture shows the situations of each market: internal, national external 
and foreign exterior. 

FUELS SUPPLIES STRUCfURE PER ISLAND 

Islands 

Gran Canaria 
Tenerife 
Lanzarote 
Fuerteventura 
La Palma 
La Gomera 
El Hierro 

Sum 

Total 

57,8 
35,5 
3,8 
1,6 
1,0 
0,2 
0,1 

100,0 

(*):Inferior quantities to 0,1% 

Internal 
market 

47,3 
38,8 

6,8 
3,5 
2,7 
0,6 
0,3 

100,0 

Unit:% 

External market 

National Foreign 

61,0 
35,7 

2,7 
0,4 
0,2 
(*) 
(*) 

100,0 

64,5 
32,8 

1,9 
0,8 
(*) 

100,0 
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Looking at the per capita consumption, there is great difference from one 
island to another. The islands with major economic expansion index (Lanzarote and Fuer
teventura) had an energy consumption per inhabitant very much higher than the rest, 
whilst in the islands with more stable structure (La Palma, La Gomera and El Hierro) had 
a per capita consumption 40% inferior to regional average, including in this case the 
different share of primary or tourist sectors. 

Something similar happened with the energy consumption ratio per unit of 

gross internal product, with values in Lanzarote and Fuerteventura much higher than the 

average, whilst in La Palma is too low. The value of this coefficient in La Gomera and El 

Hierro is, contrary, slightly higher to the regional due to their low economic development 
level. 

For both coefficients, Gran Canaria presents values slightly higher than the 

average, and Tenerife slightly lower, although if auto consumption of CEPSA refinery had 

been included, the Tenerife indexes had increase in some way. 

3.3.- The electric power demand. 

Comparatively with some other markets of our social environment, the 

electric energy consumption in Canary Island is low. In the expression of consumption per 

capita, in 1.989, Canary Islands reached the figure of 2.010 kWh per inhabitant, while 

Spain head 2.960 kWh per inhabitant. Both values are too far away of those registered in 

the O.E.C.D. countries, which only Greece, Portugal and Turkey have a consumption per 

capita lower than the Spanish figures. 

This low level of electrification is causing a very high growing of the electrical 

demand, as we can see: 

GROSS DEMAND OF ELECfRICAL ENERGY 

Gross demand 

Years (GWh) 

1.972 890 

1.975 1.160 

1.980 1.680 

1.985 2.407 

1.989 3.292 

Anual Growing 

rate % 

9,2 

7,7 

7,5 

9,1 

Consumption per-capita 

(kWh/inh) 

730 

880 

1.170 

1.150 

2.011 
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The following table shows the evolution of the geographic distribution of 

the electric energy demand: 

EVOLUTION OF THE GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE ELECfRICAL ENERGY DEMAND 

Unit:% 

Islands 1.972 1.975 1.980 1.985 1.989 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tenerife 39,8 39,0 38,1 39,2 38,5 

La Palma 4,5 4,4 4,0 3,5 3,1 

La Gomera 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,6 0,7 

El Hierro 0,2 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 
Gran Canaria 51,7 51,8 50,1 47,3 45,5 
Lanzarote 2,3 2,8 4,2 5,6 4,0 

Fuerteventura 1,0 1,2 2,8 3,5 7,9 

The very high increase experimented at Lanzarote and Fuerteventura in the 
last 15 years came compensated, in the percent distribution, by lower growth in the 
coefficients in La Palma and Gran Canaria, so, in minor measure in Tenerife. 

La Palma, as a consequence of being the electrical system with a lower 
increase, has passed from the third position in electric demand in 1. 975 to occupy the fifth 
in 1.987. 

4.- Canary Islands as a world center of maritime supply 

Taking into account the importance of Canary Islands as a center of ships 
bunkering, as much commercial as fishing, the tourism specific weight and, therefore, the 
fuel supply for planes, it is interesting to analyze the demand originated by the foreign 
external transport, that raised in 1.989 to 3,1 millions oftce., equivalent to 71% ofthe total 
primary energy demand in the Canary Islands for the rest of energy consumptions, and it 
duplicate the amount supply to ships and planes of national flag. 

The importance of Canary Islands as a world center of supply is undeniable, 
due to the volume of supply to national and foreign ships that is practically equal to the 
figure of internal consumption, and is situated in head place at world level, equivalent to 
centers like Rotterdam or Singapour. 

The traffic evolution has unfavorable tendency for Canary Islands, because it 
is forecasted a gentle but continuous withdrawal of fishing fleets towards African 
harbours, as well as the stagnation in maritime transit in Canary Islands. 
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This oblige to a continuous effort to increase the captation level, compensa
ting in this way the minor total traffic. In this point the fuel factor could be an important 
element, although not the only to get the objective. 

This important fuel demand has generated in the main Canarian harbours, 
copious investment for fuel storage and supply installations and, in last instance, it 
represents to multiply by two the requirement of demanded energy for the Archipelago. 

The evolution of the amount supplies to ships in the Archipelago has been 

very influenced by exogenous factors, among those could be mentioned the closing and 
later opening of Suez Channel, the international maritime market drop in the 70 and the 
decrease of petroleum transport after 1.973 crisis. The world fleets market drop nearly 
a 30% by consequence of the economical crisis and energy saving policy beginning by 
O.E.C.D. countries. 

The following table include the evolution of total supplies from the Archipe
lago and its percent distribution: 

FUELS SUPPLIES AND DISTRIBUTION BY MARKETS 

Total supplies 
Years (millions of tee) 

1.965 4,3 
1.970 6,7 
1.975 5,1 
1.980 5,9 
1.985 6,3 
1.989 7,4 

Percentual Distribution 

External market 
National Foreign 

14 71 
16 66 
17 49 
18 47 
17 46 
17 44 

Internal 
Market 

15 
18 
34 
35 
37 
39 

The maximum reached in 1.970, with 6,7 millions of tce.,(favorable circums
tance due to Suez Channel closing and the energetic crisis had not yet started and their 
reflecting to the international ship traffic), has not being exceeded till1.989, and this is fun
damentally due to to the push of aeroplanes supplies and the internal energy demand, 
because the supplies to ships are stabilized or had very moderated growth. 

Although the supply to the foreign external sector are in first place along the 
period, it is observed the change that the consumption structure in the decade 1. 965 - 1. 975 
experimented, as a consequence of the fall, during the firsts 70th years, of the supply to 
foreign ships and the spectacular development of the internal energetic consumption. 
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The fuels have been grouped in three categories in the external markets, 
which participation in supply is as follows: 

EXTERNAL MARKETS STRUCfURE BY TYPE OF FUEL 

Unit:% 

Years Gas-oil Fuel-oil Kerosene 

-----------------------------------------------------
1965 28 69 3 
1970 21 74 5 
1975 32 51 17 
1980 24 59 17 
1985 37 47 16 
1987 39 42 19 

It is observed a despaired tendency among the three fuels, with a very 
important jump between 1.970 and 1.975, that was justified, on one side by a spectacular 
increase in kerosene consumptions, as a result of the first Archipelago tourist develop
ment. 

On the other hand, the fuel oil supplies are reduced to half in five years period, 
due to Channel Suez reopening and as a consequence of energetic crisis, whereas the gas 
oil supplies decrease slightly, what does not alter the fact that increase its percent 
participation, because on the whole, these markets supplies are reduced to 40% during 
those 5 years. 

Since 1.975 it is generaly observed an increased trend in gas-oil and kerosene 
demand, and decreasing in fuel-oil demand, as for what the difference between gas-oil and 
fuel-oil supplies were already reduced to three points in 1.987. 

5.- Energy prices 

Fuels prices for navigation and aviation supplies, as well as the fuel-oil for the 
internal market are liberalized. Gasolines, gas-oil and LPG prices for the internal market 
are fixed by the Central Government, in accord with the Canarian Government, and are 
independent of those prevailing in the rest of the national territory. 

It is due principally to that the Canarian oil sector has been developed in a 

more free way than the rest of the State, without the existence of the oil Monopoly 
CAMPS A. 
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On the other hand, the excise tax to the petroleum derivatives is very different 

in Canary Islands, because here, by now, it is not applied the T. V .A. (added value tax), and 
that will dispos of an autonomous fiscal system with lower taxes on oil products. 

The trend to the future, however, is to liberalize the market and the selling 

prices, in such a way that the free competitive should be the one to control oil prices. 

In relation to the electric rates prevailing in Spain, they establish the same 
uniformity in all the national territory, for what the electric energy, for the same type of 

utilization, costs in Canary Islands to the final user the same as any other place of Spain. 

These rates are fixed by the Central Government and they are periodically ac
tualized, in function of electrical sector costs evolution. Actualy, within these costs are 

enclosed determinated concept, as nuclear moratory financing, nuclear waste manage
ment, or coal storage, that are strange to the Canarian electrical sector. As well, on the 
contrary, the Central Government compensate to the exploitation Company for a major 
cost variability that implicate the absolute dependency of petroleum that must be suppor

ted by Canarian electrical power plants. 
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C. PLANS AND STUDIES PERFORMED ABOUT ENERGY 

1.- The Energetic Plan of the Canary Islands (PECAN) 

Today, the guidelines of the Energy Policy are laid down in the Energetic 
Plan of Spain (PEN) 1.983, where the problems of the spanish energetic sector are 
analyzed, the objectives to correct the mentioned problems are set down, the consumption 
objectives of energy and supply levels are defined as well as the actions to be done to 
get the referred objectives. 

In the Canary Islands, its planning of energy must be consistent with the 
principles of the spanish energy policy and the EEC as well, but also must be compatible 
with other factors like: 

a) The Canary singular case of the energy conditions (different energy 
balances and levels of supply; isolated systems of power generation and storage; etc.) 

b) The energy context which caused the Spanish Energy Plan has substantially 
changed recently and justifies that the objectives and actions expressed there are under 

review. 

For these reasons, the Canary Government took the decision to produce 
the Energetic Plan for the Canary Islands-!. 989 (PECAN), where not only the consistency 
with the spanish and european policies are considered but also the actual technological 
and energetic situation as well as the specific and singular canary case already mentioned. 
This Plan was approved by the Regional Parliament on the 31st January 1990. 

2.- Basic Principles of PECAN 

The principles considered to make the PECAN are: 

Consistency.-The PECAN principles have to be consistent with the objectives 

and guides of the EEC and spanish energy policies. 

Solidarity.- This principle has to be considered in a double sense. On one 
hand, the guidelines of the PECAN have to be in line with the ones exposed in the energy 
planning of Spain as well as the EEC. For that reason, the objectives of PEN (spanish 
Plan) and ECC are continously taken into account. 

On the other, the necessity of solidarity must lead to the following points 

expressed here under: 

a) To establish a proper set of conditions in order to guarantee the availability 
and reasonable costs of all kind of energies in line with the rest of Spain. 
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b) To establish a set of measures of financial assistance similar to those 
provided by the Central Spanish Government for the power generation implying an 
indirect reduction of costs in the energy supply. 

c) To avoid situations where the possibility of unbalance in quality and prices 
between islands do not occur. 

Cooperation.- In order to get a perfect coordination between Administration, 
power companies and individuals, who are the final ones to take decisions. 

Flexibility.- Allowing to identify a basic set of capable options so that events 
caused by unexpected changes as happened in the past may not risk the stability of the 
energetic system. 

3.- The PECAN objectives 

The objectives of the PECAN are: 

a) General objectives 

1.- To guarantee the energy supply of the canary archipelago, so that the 
future demand could be sufficiently covered, in quality as well as in quantity by supplies 
and by security storage. 

2.- To reduce the level of vulnerability of the supplies, diversifying the supply 
sources for not depending exclusively on oil. 

3.- To promote the rational use of energy, with the purpose of getting better 
rates of consumption per unity of regional product. 

4.- To reduce the energy dependence from abroad, implementing when 
possible the use of new and renewable energy. 

5.- To minimize the energetic production costs from the different productive 
sectors. 

6.- To contribute to the proteccion of enviroment. 

7.- To guarantee the supply of energy by a proper legal support to the 
productive sectors regarding to financial and technical solvency. 

b) Instrumental Objectives 
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1. Power to regulate: To complete the transfer of faculties from Central 
Government to make possible the fulfilment of the above objectives. 

2.- Price Policy: To adjust the price policy to the objectives of the macroe
conomic and energy policy. 

3.- Institution and Regulation Policy: To regulate the legal aspects of the 
energy with the reference of the mentioned targets and the specific characteristics of 
the Canary Archipelago. 

This will be especially important in the aspects of generation and supply 
power, minimum stocks and product specifications. 

4.- Technological Policy: To increase the potential of research aside from 
the adjustment in the fields of new energy resources and specially in renewable energy, 
in which the Canary Islands have excellent natural conditions. 

5.- Credit Policy: To study the viability of the opening of special credit lines, 
in connection with the Regional or National Credit Institutions. These credit lines should 
undertake initiatives in fields like energy research and specially in the introduction of 
renewable energy or energy savings. This policy has to be coordinated with the available 
financial help from EEC. 

D. THE ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT IN THE CANARY ISLANDS 

Energy use has a high impact in environment not only in relation to generation 
of power but also by all kind of different consumption sectors. 

The Goverment of the Canary Island is deeply worried about the growing 
environmental degradation of the territory of the islands. The Energetic Plan of the 
Canary Islands (PECAN) has paid special attention to this problem and has proposed 
an action program which is right now under way. The pollution problems were divided 
in two categories: 

a) Environmental problems directly related to the transformation and use 
of energy. 

-Emissions of S0
2
, NOx, particulates, VOC by big installation of generation 

and consumption of energy (refineries, electric power plants, industry, etc.) 

- Emissions of CO, NO x and lead compounds by the large number of litte 
pollutant spots like engines of motor vehicles. 
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b) Environmental problems non directly connected to the consumption of 
energy: 

- The spilling of oil and petrol products to the sea water because of the 
operations of ship loading and unloading in the ports. 

- A big group made up of pollutants due to the daily human activity. 

With regard specifically to the first category of problems the action plan 
of the Canary Government is the following: 

1.- Fuels 

Firstly, it has to be pointed out that the actions in this matter are intended 
not only to the emissions caused by the installations of production but also to the quality 
of products. 

In the first case, and considering the location of the refinery close to an 
important town, the Government seeks to improve the policy of reducing emissions which 
has been going under way during these last years, including the provision of an adequate 
reserve of low sulphure fuels to preclude unfavourable climatic conditions. 

As to fuel quality, the EEC regulations will be implemented without sig
nificant derogations as far as environment is concerned, specially in everything related 
to sulphur content in gas-oil for the internal market of the islands as well as lead content 
in gasoline. 

The standards to be met by marine fuels will be the currently applied by 
the oil industry and the marine transport due to the special characteristics of this market 
and also because its consumption is made outside the geographical limits of the archi
pelago. 

In gasolines, the availability and the introduction of unleaded petrol should 
be in line to the evolution of the number of cars. Fiscal incentives have been introduced 
to enable a more quick implementation. In any case, the EEC Directive is applicable 
and establishes an standard for the unleaded petrol of 95 RON, since October the first 
of 1.989, although the regulation control is being carried with a degree of flexibility in 
the petrol stations to get the precise adjustments in the service equipments. 

Besides, the laboratories of the Consejeria de Industria y Energia of the 
Canary Government are intensifying the quality control of the different fuels to assure 
that all the combustibles marketed meet the legality and all the technical specifications. 

Moreover, all this is added to the supervision of emission standards and 
air quality. 
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With respect to the automobile sector, the above mentioned Consejeria will 
increase the checking of vehicles on pollutant emissions in its own vehicle technical 
inspection installations as well as in the private firms of this service. This control will 
be complemented with inspections in the streets by the local and State Police. 

Finally, it will be established a network to gauge the air quality by the 
Consejeria de Industria y Energia itself or by Entities in due form authorized. This 
network will be set with priority in locations close to big installations of combustion 
like the refinery, electric power plants or industrial complexes. 

2.- Electricity 

The Government of the Canary Islands applies in this archipelago the same 
legislation about pollutant emissions and air quality like any country member of the 
EEC, not considering the exceptions made to Spain justified by the peculiar conditions 
of Mainland Spain but not applicable to the Canary Archipelago. 

For this reason and for the existing electric power plants, the Consejeria 
de Industria y Energia requires strict fulfilment of the enviromentallegislation to achieve 
the reduction of pollutant emissions provoked by these installations. 

The Consejeria de Industria y Energia of the Canary Government will 
demand enviromental studies prior the authorization for the new plants or equipments, 
and also will subject these permissions to the strict fulfilment of the environmental 
legislation (enforcing even more constraint conditions when necessary). This Consejeria 
will take a monitoring and continous control of the pollutant emissions from power plants, 
ambient concentrations and quality of utilized combustibles. The results of this work 
will be handed to the affected municipalities to keep them informed of the preventive 
adopted measures. 

In this same line, the Consejeria de Industria y Energia carries a follow
up of all projects submitted, as much as in the writing phase as in the execution phase, 
with the aim to control the necessary elements installed to reduce pollution. This task 
of following-up continues even though the power plants are operating to supervise the 
quality of combustibles and contamination standards. 

E.- LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

The legislative powers of the Regional Government of the Canary Islands stems 
from the spanish Constitution, the Autonomy Statute of the Canary Is. and the Royal 
Decree regulating the transfer of competences from the Central to the Regional 
Government. 
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The key point in the sharing of responsibilities is the role that Spanish 
Constitution awards the Central Government of defining "the foundations of the mining 
and energy legal framework" whilst the Statute of Autonomy of the Canary Is. takes 
the responsibilities of legal regulations and execution regarding the basic legislation of 
the State according to the established terms of reference. 

Going down to specific aspects, the energy responsibilities of the Regional 
Governement of the Canary Islands can be splitted in three main areas: 

1.- Energy policy. 

1.1.- Definition of a specific Energy Plan for the Region. 

1.2.- Orientative actions regarding the investments of the Public Companies, 
specially the electric utilities, operating in the Region. 

1.3.- Authorization for construction and operation of new energy producing 
installations. 

1.4.- Creation as proposed in the Regional Energy Plan of a Regional Energy 
Institute, to centralize and enhance the competences in the energy 
field and to promote the participation of the Regional Government 
in the producing companies. 

1.5.- Regulation of the operating conditions of the energy producing 
companies. 

1.6.- Specific regulation of energy strategic stocks and crisis measures. 

2.- Pricing policy. 

2.1.- Propose the oil products prices to the approval by of the Central 
Government. 

2.2.- (This competence can not be extended to electric tariffs where a unified 
national price exists.). 

2.3.- To determine a specific regulatory framework for electric tariffs 
regarding discontinuity and quality of supply. 

2.4.- To determine, through the approval of the Regional Parliament, the 
level of taxation regarding the oil products (excise tax, as no TV A exists 
in the region). 
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2.5.- To establish a compensatory system for distribution cost of oil products 
between the large and small islands. 

3.- Fiscal & economic incentives. 

3.1.- Enhancing of rational use of energy through regional or EEC incentives 
(in that last option, resources have to be channeled mainly through 
the Central Government). 

3.2.- Fostering of new and renewable sources of energy (specially solar and 
wind) again through direct subsidization. 

3.3.- Determine subsidies for critical sectors/activities (LPG for house
holds. fuel for water desalination). 



SYMPOSIUM: ENERGY ISSUES IN EC ISLANDS 

• 

LA CORSE, ILE DES ENERGIES NOUVELLES 

F. Alfonsi 
Conseiller a I' Assemblee de Corse 
I ngenieur a Ia Delegation corse de 

1' Agence Fran~aise pour la Maitrise de l' Energie 





par: 
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SBHINAIRB SUR LES PROBLBHES ENERGETIQUES 
DES ILES DE LA COHHUNAUTE EUROPEEHNE 

11-13 NOVBHBRB 1990 
CRETE - GRECE 

Fran9ois ALFONS! 
Conseiller a l'Assemblee de Corse 
Ingenieur a la Delegation corse de 
l'Agence Fran9aise pour la Maitrise de l'Energie 

La CORSE, Ile des Enerqies Nouvelles 

La Corse (a Corsica), 8760 km2, 250 ooo habitants, est situee 
a 80 km des cotes italiennes, a 180 km des cotes franyaises et 
a 14 km de la Sardaigne. Ses consommations d'energie s'elevent 
a 650 000 Tonnes Equivalent Petrole, dont 450 000 Tep pour les 
usages autres que les transports. 
Ce niveau modeste est lie a sa faible population (29 hab/km2) 
et a sa faible industrialisation. 

1/ une situation de dependance 

La Corse ne dispose d'aucune ressource fossile : ni charbon, 
ni petrole, ni gaz nature!. 
La seule ressource locale qui ait ete mise en valeur est 
l'hydroelectricite ; mais seulement 4% du potential sauvage 
disponible sur l'Ile a ete valorise de la sorte autour des 
annees 60, alors que la moyenne fran9aise atteint un 
equipement de 26%. 
Il en resulte un taux de dependance energetique considerable 
pour la Corse, largement excessif, et qui s'est fait au 
detriment du developpement local. 
Cette situation tient pour une part a la trop faible volonte 
politique locale, en tous cas a mes yeux, et aux yeux du 
courant d'opinion autonomiste et nationaliste que je 
represente. 
Elle tient surtout au comportement de l'Etat franyais, et 
notamment de son agent energetique EDF (Electricite de France) 
qui a un monopole d'Etat et qui a toujours traite la Corse a 
travers ses interets.propres et non a partir des interets 
economiques de l'Ile. 
Ainsi, !'existence d'un potentiel h~'droelectrique important 
est un atout objectif fondamental de la Corse. Dans nos iles 
mediterraneennes, l'eau est la matiere premiere indispensable 
a tout developpement. 
Avec 900 mm de precipitation par an en moyenne, les rivieres 
de l'Ile peuvent etre equipees a hauteur de 1000 Gwh, alors 
que, justement, en 1990, les besoins de l'Ile s'elevent a 
environ 1000 Gwh! 
Dans ce domaine essential, l'Ile pourrait approcher 
l'autonomie energetique. En realite, elle est dependante a 
70%. 
Pourtant, chaque barrage hydroelectrique est une reserve d'eau 
supplementaire gratuitement ou presque mise a la disposition 
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de !'agriculture et des autres besoins insulaires (au rang 
desquels la prevention·ties incendies n'est pas le moindre), 
puisque r.:uancee par les besoins de la production 
d'electricite. 

Comment expliquer cette carence? Depuis 1970, EDF s'est 
refusee a proceder a l'equipement hydroelectrique de la Corse. 
Dans un premier temps, elle a prefere realiser des centrales 
diesel au fuel lourd, positionnees dans le creneau de la 
fourniture de faibles puissances adaptees aux marches limites, 
avant d'exporter cette technologie vers les departements 
d'Outre Mer et d'autres marches de ce type a travers le monde. 
Puis, vers 1984, rencontrant une tres vive opposition sur 
l'Ile, confrontee aux effets du nouveau choc petrolier et a 
une prevision de surproduction d'electricite d'origine 
nucleaire en France, EDF a mis sur pied le projet de liaison 
par cable sous-marin entre l'Italie et la Corse, le cable ICO. 
La tres forte opposition locale a amene EDF a composer et a 
admettre un programme hydroelectrique de compensation. Mais, 
tres partiel et tres etale dans le temps, traite sans 
complementarite avec les autres besoins de l'economie corse, 
notamment en matiere de maitrise de l'eau, ce programme est 
tres insuffisant. Ce qui est tres important pour l'avenir car, 
une fois le cordon ombilical installe entre l'Ile et le 
Continent. rienne sera plus facile que de l'alimenter au fur 
et a mesure de !'evolution des besoins plutot que de proceder 
a la mise en valeur des ressources locales. 
Si bien que les potentialites de la Corse soumises au monopole 
EDF risquent fort de rester inexploitees ad vitam aeternam! 

Enfin un nouveau projet deja tres avance au niveau europeen 
consiste a rattacher la Corse au projet de gazoduc entre 
l'Italie et la sardaigne afin d'ameliorer la rentabilite de 
cet investissement tres lourd. Probablement ce rattachement a 
aussi pour but de rendre ce programme eligible aux aides 
specifiques europeennes pour les programmes de·cooperation 
transfrontaliere. 
Moins contraignant economiquement que l'electricite 
transportee par cable depuis le Continent qui est un produit 
final "pret a consommer" sans aucun espoir de plus-value 
locale, le gaz presente cependant la meme logique de 
dependance. 
Ainsi l'avenir energetique de la Corse est place sous le signe 
de la dependance accrue ce qui est a l'oppose des interets 
legitimes de notre peuple qui se voit ainsi prive de la 
securite d'approvisionnement et, surtout, de la mise en valeur 
des richesses locales. 

2/ un espoir d'alternative : la Corse. ile des energies 
nouvelles 

situee au coeur de la Mediterranee, la Corse beneficie d'un 
excellent ensoleillement. 
Tres montagneuse, elle reQoit des pluies abondantes pour sa 
latitude, ce qui, en relation avec son relief accidente, 
genere de bonnes potentialites hydroelectriques. Son climat, 
mediterranean mais bien arrose (en moyenne 900 mm par an), lui 
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fait beneficier d'une couverture vegetale importante, souvent 
dense, de forets et de maquis. 
sa partie sud, battue par des vents reguliers, beneficia d'une 
configuration physique aux abords des bouches de Bonifaziu 
(Bonifacio), qui en font un des sites eoliens les plus 
favorables de la Mediterranee. 
Les atouts naturels de la Corse en font done une ile propice a 
la mise en valeur de presque toutes les energies 
renouvelables: hydraulique, solaire, biomasse, eolien. 
En theori~ ses besoins en dehors des consommations du secteur 
des transports pourraient etre largement couverts par son seul 
potential en energies renouvelables. 
En pratique, ce n'est bien sur pas possible, ne serait-ce 
qu'en raison d'un pare existant d'installations qu'on ne peut 
modifier du jour au lendemain, et aussi des contraintes 
technologiques liees aux energies nouvelles. Mais il est tout 
a fait possible de faire en sorte que le taux de couverture 
des besoins de l'Ile par les energies renouvelables puisse 
atteindre un niveau tres important, sans commune mesure avec 
ce qui se rencontre ailleurs, du moins sur le Continent 
franQais. 
En tout cas, les energies nouvelles sont le seul espoir 
d'ameliorer l'autonomie energetique de l'Ile dans le cadre 
d'une strategie de developpement economique autocentre. 
C'est pourquoi un vaste mouvement populaire s'est developpe a 
partir de 1976 dans l'Ile pour, au dela de la protestation 
contre les choix imposes par Paris, faire prevaloir le 
developpement des energies renouvelables. 
Puis, l'instauration du Statut particulier de la Corse en 
1982, qui a donne des competences nouvelles a l'Assemblee de 
Corse en ce domaine, et la creation simultanee de l'Agence 
FranQais~ .. pour la Maitrise de l'Energie en France, ont permis 
!'emergence d'une politique suivie en faveur de ces energies, 
a travers un Fonds Regional institue en 1984-85. 

Plusieurs. programmes ont alors ete_ lances : 

- sur les minicentrales, avec le soutien de !'Europe, DG XVII 
dans un premier temps, et, massiveme.nt, programme Valoren pour 
une seconde partie. Cependant des obstacles administratifs ont 
ralenti et parfois empeche la realisation des ouvrages 
programmes. 

- le solaire thermique pour l'eau chaude commence a connaitre 
une diffusion sensible dans !'habitat individual. Meme s'il ne 
concerne encore que 3% du marche concerne (habitat 
pavillonnaire), le taux de satisfaction enregistre laisse 
prevoir un bon developpement, d'autant qu'il vient d'etre 
decide une augmentation sensible de !'incitation financiere 
regionale (de 15% a 25% par installation). La penetration du 
produit ·est plus rapide dans les etablissements touristiques, 
particulierement favorises par !'adequation parfaite entre la 
periode de leurs besoins et les apports solaires maximum. 

- le solaire photovoltaique est deventi une pratique 
generalisee pour !'electrification en site isole, avec des 
applications pour !'habitat, le tourisme (gites de montagne, 
eclairage de monuments), les besoins agricoles (pompage), et 
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d'autres encore (signalisation routiere en rase campagne, 
eclairage public, relais de TV, installation de chloration des 
eaux, etc .•• ). 

- la biomasse (bois-energie) est une priorite, car l'impact 
economique attendu du developpement de cette filiere a travers 
d'autres technologies que l'archaique cheminee rurale 
alimentee par bdches est multiple. 
Le debouche "energie" du bois conditionne en plaquettes 
forestieres doit creer a terme un debouche pour les petits 
bois destines ailleurs a la trituration et qui restent sans 
debouches en Corse a cause de !'absence de papeterie. C'est 
toute la sylviculture insulaire qui en est penalisee si bien 
que nos forets, pourtant de tres belle qualite, sont tres mal 
exploite£~. 
Le bois-energie doit aussi favoriser les operations de 
demaquisage et de prevention des incendies. Enfin il est une 
activite complementaire a l'activite agricole. 
La realisation de chaudieres centralisees automatiques a 
plaquettes se developpe a un rythme assez soutenu desormais, 
atteignant 2000 Tep, 4 ans apres le lancement de la filiere. 
Les perspectives de developpement sont bonnes. 
Pour parvenir a ce resultat, il a ete decide de structurer la 
filiere auteur d'un organisme parapublic, une Societe 
d'Economie Mixte, regroupant capitaux prives et publics, dont 
la vocation est d'etre un veritable operateur energetique du 
bois energie comme le sont, pour les energies concurrentes, 
les grandes compagnies petrolieres, Electricite de France ou 
Gaz de France. 

- L'eolien enfin fait l'objet d'etudes en vue de 
!'implantation d'une ferme eolienne sur le sud de l'Ile. 

Ces realisations temoignent d'une volonte politique non 
negligeable en faveur des energies nouvelles en Corse meme si, 
a mon avis, elle reste tres insuffisante. 

La vocation de la Corse dans ce domaine des energies nouvelles 
me semble tres nette, et c'est pour elle un vecteur economique 
possible pour de multiples activites industrielles et de 
services qui ne manqueront pas de se developper dans les 
annees a venir puisque le developpement des energies 
renouvelables est non seulement probable mais obligatoire. 
Il faut, en effet, penser aux pays du sud qui aspirent au 
developpement, et qui ne pourront le faire selon le modele 
energetique des pays developpes, sauf a accroitre la tension 
sur les ressources fossiles (et done les risques politiques 
que cela suppose), et compte-tenu de la crise ecologique et de 
l'effet de serre. 
Or dans nos iles du sud de l'Europe, et specifiquement en 
Corse ou nous disposons de ressources abondantes, nous pouvons 
etre les laboratoires "grandeur nature" de ces technologies; 
d'autant plus facilement que l'acces de nos iles aux energies 
classiques du continent europeen sera toujours, quel que soit 
le moyen choisi, economiquement plus cher, laissant done de 
meilleures marges de competitivite aux autres energies. 
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C'est pourquo1 Je souhaite ardemment que la Corse passe la 
vitesse superieure dans ce domaine et devienne rapidement 
l'Ile des Energies Nouvelles en Europe. 
Encore faudrait-il que les programmes energetiques etatiques 
ou europeans, dictes par les interets continentaux representes 
par les grands producteurs d'energie, ne viennent pas etouffer 
dans l'oeuf ces perspectives encourageantes. 
En conclusion, je veux m'adresser a mes collegues elus 
d'autres iles car nous sommes tous mandataires d'interets 
similaires. 
Nos h6tes cretois ont insiste sur l'etat de carence qui les 
menace. C'est bien sQr une priorite absolue. 
Mais il est un etat tout aussi grave que l'etat de carence, 
c'est l'etat de dependance. Nous devons tout faire pour que 
nos iles et nos peuples n'en soient pas reduit a ne vivre que 
par le "cordon ombilical", comme sous transfusion. 
Face a la logique macroeconomique des continents, nos 
economies insulaires sont menacees de mort. Nous devons 
absolument preserver notre capacite de production autonome, et 
notamment dans le secteur clef qu'est l'energie. 
Telle est en tous cas la volonte du courant d'opinion que je 
represente ici aujourd'hui, mais je pense pouvoir parler, sur 
ce sujet ~recis, au nom d'une tres large majorite des forces 
vives de la Corse. 
Pour nous il s'agit d'une priorite politique. Et, s'il le 
faut, ce sera un combat politique. 
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SYMKSIUM : ENERGY ISSUES m EC ISI.ANllS 

ENERGY m 'lHE SCOITISH ISI.ANllS 

by 

RIQIARD M K>RRIS I BSc, CErg I MIChemE, FinstPet 
Energy & Environmental Technologies Division 

SOOITISH DEVEIDIMENT AGENCY 

1 GEm:RAL mFORMATION 

'Ihe British Isles lie on the Westem seaboard of Europe arrl 
stretch fran Shetlarrl in the North to the SCilly Isles in the 
South (Fig. 1). '!he scottish !slams lie to the North arrl West of 
the rest of the UK am are the most northerly extremity of the 
EEC. Shetlam, Bergen am I.erlirgrad are all approximately 60 
degrees north. 

It is convenient to consider the scottish !slams in six groups: 

(a) Islams in the Clyde Estuary 
(b) '1he Inner Hebrides 
(c) 'Ihe Inner Hebrides 
(d) 'lhe Western Isles or outer Hebrides 
(e) 'Ihe orkney Islams 
(f) 'Ihe Shetlam Islams 

(strathclyde Region) 
(strathclyde Region) 
(Highlam Region) 

Figure 2 shows the geograprlcal lcx::ations of these islams. 

In Table 1. an estimate is given of the popllation in each group of 
islams together with the distance "as the crcM flies" to 
Glasgow. '!he distance of a given islam fran the Scottish 
mainlar:d is. not very rneanirgful. For exanple, the Islam of Skye 
in Highlam Region is less than 1km fran the mainlam yet it is 
about lSOkm fran Glasgow "as the crcM flies" and about 400km from 
Glasgow by road. 

'1hree of the groups of islar:ds - the Western Isles, the orkney 
Islarxis am the Shetlam !slams -are all self-contained regions 
of local government. Table 2 provides sane infonnation on 
enployment in these regions. 
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In this century there has been a gradual transition fran a 
subsistence econany based on croftirg an:1 fishing to an econany 
based on fish catching, fish processin;J, fish fanning, tourism, 
agricul tu:re, textiles, oil am seiVice irdustries. (Croftin; is a 
SCottish tenn for part t:ilne fanning of hereditary small hold.irgs 
with incane supplemented fran cutside sources.) 

'Dle islams ten:1 to have short surrmers am wet am wi.my winters. 
'Ibis dJviously has a detr:imental. effect on tourism am limits 
agriculture. 

'Dle topography of the i$lan;m vari~ fran rugged lTOUlltains through 
bleak 1000rlam to sane good agricultural lam. 

2 ENERGY SUPPLY AND END USE IN S<DITISH ISI.ANIS 

2.1 Electricity 

SCottish Hydro Electric plc is the successor of the North of 
SCotlam Hydro Electric Board (NOSHEB) • When the NOSHEB was 
created, it was given the responsibility of proviciirg an 
electricity S\JR)ly to all who live in the Highlarx1s am !slams of 
Scotl.am am who wished to be connected. nus responsibility is 
llOirl deemed to have been canpleted. In the latter stages of 
oonnecti.rg uneconanic consumers assistance was provided by the 
European Ccmn:i.Ssion. 

Initially, electricity was supplied to the .islan:ls by the 
installation of Diesel Generators at strategic locations. In 
recent years many of the islams have been or are beirg connected 
to the electricity distribution grid on the mainlam of seotlam. 
Figure 3 shows sane of the island subnarine oonnectors am the 
location of back-up Diesel Generators, Gas 'l'Ul:bines, Wim 
Generators am Islam Hydro Electric Schemes. 

An ERDF grant for the sec::orrl phase of the Western Isles project 
has been provided by the EC. A subnarine link is being provided 
fran Al:dm:>re in Skye to Beacravik in Harris and I.cx::h caman in 
South Uist. 

Table 3 summarises the installed generating capacity (using 
conventional hydro electric an1 diesel or gas turbine) in the 
islams. '!here is an installed capacity of 125 MW at the oil 
tenninal at SUllom Voe in the Shetlarrls using gas turbines but as 
this is not connected to the grid it has not been included in the 
table. 
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2. 2 Renewable Energy Resources 

'Dle European Wirrl Energy Atlas (Fig. 4) shows that sootlani has 
the finest wim regime in Europe for generatin;J power. In the 
islan.is 1 Burgar Hill in orkney has one of the S'tron3est wim 
reg:ilnes in sootlani. It was thus a natural site for testirg wirrl 
turbines urrler developnent. 

In the last 10 years about 10 wirrl generators have been erected on 
Scottish islams. Table 4 summarises their location, 
manufacturer 1 capacity 1 rotor diameter ani approximate date. Many 
of these projects featured in the Ccmnunity Deloonstration 
Progranune for Win:i Energy. 

'lhe wirrl generator at Liniclate Sdlool was erected 2 months ago 
ani is now beirg canunissioned. It was designed, before Benbecula 
was connected to the mainlarxi1 to fonn part of "a starxi alone" 
system with a 160kw diesel generatin;J set. 

'lhe small wirrl generator on North Ronaldsay serves a low energy 
house which also makes use of solar energy. 

'Dle wi.rd generator on Fair Isle was an early success stocy. A 
management system based on priority usage has been very successful 
am the system is popular with local residents. 

In Foula the:te is a oore elaborate c::arputer managed system 
involvirg a '60 I<W aerogenerator, an 18 I<W mini hydro system with 
pmped storage facility arxi a 23 RW diesel generator as back up if 
neither wim nor hydro generator is operational. 

A prototype wave energy generator has been installed in !slay 
(Inner Hebrides, strathclyde) ard is now in service. 

2.3 Solid FUels 

Peat was the traditional method of space heatin;J on many islands 
ani is still widely used. 'Dlis was later supplemented by coal 
which is transported to the larger islams by boat directly from 
the CX>alfields which makes it reasonably economic. However 
transport on fran the first islam of call makes it oore expensive 
on the smaller islams. coal sales to the islams are declining 
against increasing gas sales. 
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2.4 Gas 

With the availability of coal, gas works were established at 
Rothesay on the islam of Bute (1. Clyde Fstuary) , Millport on the 
Clmlbrae (1. Clyde Estuary), stomoway in Lewis (4. Western Isles) 
ani elsewhere. 

Today, British Gas plc (Scotlam) supplies natural gas to the 
islam of Bute ani LtG (butane) to stomoway. '!he liquid natural 
gas is conveyed to Rothesay in cryogenic lorries. safety 
considerations require British Gas to charter a return trip on the 
car fen.y daily to transport the lorries. 

British Gas has withdrawn fran the CUmbraes with the agreement of 
their custaners who are now supplied with electricity or bottled 
I.ro whidl is also delivered to many islarxis by road haulage usil'g 
car ferries. 

Bottle ani bulk gas is available on rrost islarxis am is widely 
used danestically for cookin3' am portable heaters. Hotels am 
boaniil'g houses also use it for cooki.rg am in sane cases for 
central , hea~. '!here is same irxiustrial use of bottled LtG 
(Propane). 

2. 5 Petroleum Products 

All of the islarxis are heavily deperxlant on petroleum products. 
Petrol am diesel are used for road transport, agriculture, 
f~ am for ferry operation. Because of the the climate a 
larger than usual annmt is spent on fuel oil am gas for space 
heatil'g. Table 5 coopares energy prices in the islams with those 
in Central Scotlam. 

2. 6 Transport 

Figure 5 illustrates the main car fen:y routes, feny terminals 
am ail:ports. Islam groups such as the Shetlams have many 
internal ro-ro fen:y services that are not shown. '!he traffic 
carried on car ferries shown is stnnmarised in Table 6. Table 7 
reviews car ownership am road mileage on the islarx:is. Together 
these 3 Tables give a cunul.ative picture of the inp:>rtance of car 
ferries in the life of the islam cxmmmities. 
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It has sanetimes been suggested that ferries in renct:.e areas 
should be subsidised so that the cost per mile approximates to the 
CXJSt of drivin;J a car or bus. nus does not~ in the 
Scottish islams. High ferry costs have an inpact on some fuel 
costs on the islarrls. 

Table 1 showed that the average distance from Glasgow to a group 
of islams varies between 60km am 450km. By lam am sea such 
journeys are slow. '!he increasin;J use of aircraft has brought the 
islarxis closer to the rest of Europe. 

'lhe inpact of North Sea Oil on Shetlam is illustrated in the 
lcu:ge ntnnber of "offshore" flights (Table 8) • However, the small 
number of flights to European airports outwith the UK is a 
remirder of how retoote the islams are. 

3 ENERGY ECX>NCMY ISSUES IN SCOITISH ISIANOO 

3 .1 High Energy Prices as Obstacles to Develognent of the local 
Economy 

rurin;J the first half of the twentieth century, the lack of 
electricity was a han:iicap to the developnent of the Scottish 
islarxis. '!hanks to the work of Scottish Hydro Electric, who 
subsidised the connection charge to the grid, this han:iicap has 
now been removed for the greater part of the island population. 
currently new users to the electricity grid are be~ asked to 
meet the full connection charge am this is a brake to further 
developnent, particularly in the rural communities. 

On the whole, British Gas arxi Scottish Hydro Electric charge the 
same prices on the islarrls as on the mainlam. However, coal, 
bottled Lro arxi petrol are more expensive in the islams, 
transport costs adding to their sell~ price. '!he high price of 
petroleum products is a real econanic developnent problem. '!his 
is ironic given the high volumes of crude oil that pass through 
Orlmey am Shetlarxi. 

While energy prices ard the availability of energy are always 
inp:>rtant in econanic developnent, the physical remoteness of the 
islarxis is also in'p:>rtant. 'lhe is lards are on the periphery of 
the EC. Some are 1000km from mainland Europe. 'Ibis is a 
different order of magnitude from the distance of any other 
islards from "the mainland". Transport costs affect both the cost 
of in'p:>rts and the difficulty of sell~ exports at competitive 
prices. 
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3. 2 Exploitation of local Energy Resources and of New Energy 
Tedmoloaies as a Means to Econanic Qevelognent 

Scotland has unique natural resources of renewable energy. As 
Figure 4 shows, Scotland has the finest wim regime in Europe for 
generat~ electricity. Table 4 summarises the existirY;J wim 
energy installations on the islams. Win:l generators installed to 
date are mainly of traditional design. 

A case can be made for us~ the SCottish islarrls as a natural 
laboratocy for the developnent of econanical win:l power. 
Investment in win:l energy developnent in the last decade of the 
twentieth century could pave the way for econanic use of win:l 
energy in the twenty first century. 

'lhe Scottish Developnent Agercy sponsorei an appraisal of tidal 
energy in 1986. 'Ibis was largely a desk-top exercise, but it 
points the way to many local schemes which could be viable in the 
future. 

wave energy developnent in Scotlam received a set back in 1982 
when the British Government cut back on furrl~. '!here is a 
growin;J consensus that this was a mistake which may have arisen 
through two errors - through urderestimatirg the true cost of 
nuclear energy and through overestimatirxJ the probable cost_ of 
wave energy. 'lhe UK Department of ~ is reconsider~ this at 
the nanent am increased investment in wave energy teclmology may 
now be apprdpriate. Meanwhile, an onshore wave energy device has 
been installed on the islam of !slay (2. Inner Hebrides : 
strathclyde). 'Ibis is now operational. 

3. 3 Estimations. for EnergY Related Enplovment. etc 

Table 2 showed that about 5% of the islaniers are involved in 
energy related irxiustry ("manufacturing" + "energy and water"). 
Much of this employment is oil related in connection with the 
Sullom Voe oil tenninal in Shetland. 

4 ENVIRONMENI'AL PROBlEMS 

(a)· Wirrl Energy 

While a few experimental wind generators have been generally 
welcane, the reaction of envirorunentalists to a wim fann covering 
an islam has still to be tested. 
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(b) Tidal Energy 

A barrier placed in some of the best sites for tidal energy would 
interfere with the rocwement of both fish am sea transport. 
Provision of a fish ladder arxl system locks for local fishing 
boats could be provided with a slight increase in the cost of 
electricity generated. 

(c) Wave Energy 

'Dle only installation at present is on a fairly small scale. 
larger onshore devices would involve local disruption with the 
presence of contractors and their equi:pnent. On the other harxi, a 
long line of "Salter Dlcks" would have to be sited in such a way 
that it did not interfere with shipping. 

(d) Oil 

'Dle exploration for oil, the process of bringing it ashore ani 
trans-shipping it all present hazards to the environment. 
Spillages are oonitored but islarxl beaches are urrler constant 
threat. Both Orkney and Shetlani have contingency plans to deal 
with spillage accidents. 

5 ENERGY S'IUDIES AND '!HEIR Dfl?UMENTATION 

A Scottish Energy study is about to be launched with support from 
the European Ccmnission. 'Ibis will examine energy usage 
throughout Scotlarxl. One task is to assess the scope for 
harnessing renewable sources of energy. 'Ihe Scottish islards will 
be involved. in this. 

Another task is to examine the opportunities for education in 
energy matters. For exanple, if a 2MW wim generator is erected 
on an islam, who will service it? How will he/she be trained? 

Throughout the Scottish Energy Study each task leader will be 
looking for practical projects for in'plementation. '!he Scottish 
Developnent Agency has a track record of :inplementing such 
projects. SDA is working closely with the Scottish Office in this 
study ani has selected a consultant ani a steering committee who 
inspire confidence that this Study will have a practical outcome 
which will be beneficial for Scotland and for the Scottish 
islards. 
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6 ENERGY PROJECrS FINANCED OR AEllJI' 'IO BE FINANCED BY '!HE EUROPEAN 
CXJHJNI'IY 

Reference has been made above to projects supported un:ier the 
daronstration scheme. '1hese projects are listed in Table 4 

(a) 'lhe Soottish Office 

Part of the UK government machine resides in Edinburgh. '!he 
Secretary of state for scotland ani his staff have some 
responsibility for energy matters. Hc:Mever energy policy is 
primarily driven by the Secretary of State for Energy ard the 
Department of Energy in london 

(b) Island Regions 

'1hree groups of islams - the Western Isles, the Orkney !slams 
ani the Shetlard Isles - are units of regional government. Many of 
local government 1 s powers have been taken over by the UK Central 
Govemment in recent years. 

(c) -'lhe Highlams am !slams Develognent Board 

'!he HIDB has responsibility for econanic and scx:ial developrent in 
the Highlaros· & !slams within which island camunities have a 
high priority. '!he Board has been involved in several projects to 
research ard introduce new energy syst:ens into islams. 

(d) 'lhe Soottish Develogre.nt Mency 

'!he Agercy. has an Energy & Environmental Technologies Division 
solely devoted to green issues developnent in which energy plays a 
major part. Within the Highlarxis & !slams area, Agercy 
activities are uniertaken in close collaboration with the HIDB. 

8 ISSUES FOR DISClJSSION 

8 .1 Energy SUpply Issues 

(a) Econanics 

Because of the distances involved, connection of the islams to 
the electrical grid on the mainland would have been deemed 
uneconanic by private enterprise. However, in preparation for the 
privatisation of Scottish Hydro Electric plc, many of the islams 
have been connected to the mainlard distribution system. '!his 
involved assistance from the European Ccmni.ssion am the use of 
Scottish Hydro Electric plc 1 s own resources. 
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POPULATION & DISTANCE FROM GLASGOW 

DISTANCE FROM 
ISLAND GROUP POPULATION GLASGOW km* 

IN THE CLYDE ESTUARY 12,900 60 

INNER HEBRIDES 17,100 150 

WESTERN ISLES 31,000 250 

ORKNEY 19,500 310 

SHETLAND 22,400 450 

Table 1. 
* "As the crow flies" 

EMPLOYMENT 

WESTERN ORKNEY SHETLAND ISLES 

LAND AREA sq km 2,900 1,000 1,400 

POPULATION 31,000 19,500 22,400 

EMPLOYED . 8,900 6,000 9,100 
in Service Industries 6,500 4,500 6,400 
in Manufacturing 1,200 700 1,000 
in Construction 700 300 700 
in Agriculture & Fishing 300 500 300 
in Energy & Water 100 100 800 

UNEMPLOYED 2,000 800 600 

Table 2. 
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INSTALLED GENERATING CAPACITY 
{Conventional Hydro Electric, Diesel and Gas Turbin.e) 

ISLAND GROUP INSTALLED TYPICAL ANNUAL 
Sites of Generators CAPACITYMW OUTPUTGWh 

CONVENTIONAL HYDRO ELECTRIC 
Inner Hebrides, Storr Lochs (Skye) 2.9 7 
Western Isles, Chliostair (Harris) 1 3 
Western Isles, Gisla (Lewis) 0.5 2 

DIESEL AND GAS TURBINE 
Inner Hebrides, Bowmore (lslay) 6.2 0.7 Standby 
Inner Hebrides, (Tiree) 1.6 1.4 Standby 
Western Isles, Arnish (Lewis) Gas Turbine 22.0 -
Western Isles, Loch Carnan (Uist) 12.1 38.4 
Western Isles, Stornoway (Lewis) 30.3 82.8 
Orkney, Kirkwall 34.3 1.6 Standby 
Orkney. ( Flotta) Gas Turbine 3.3 0.5 Standby 
Shetland, Lerwick "A" 40.7 67.7 
Shetland, Lerwick "8" 17.4 82.6 
Shetland, Lerwick Gas Turbine 9.7 -

Table 3. 

FUEL PRICE COMPARISON 

MAINLAND PRICES ISLAND PRICES 

4 Star Petrol 44.9pllitre 48.4p/litre 

Diesel 40.0p/litre 44.4p/litre 

1 Ton Coal £90 £120.00 

15kg Butane Gas £12.50 £13.35 

Table 4. 
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INSTALLED GENERATING CAPACITY 
{Wind Generators) 

ISLAND GROUP MANUFACTURER CAPACITY/ APPROXIMATE 
Site of Wind Generators DIAMETER DATE 

Western Isles, Liniclate School . Windharvester 60kW/17m 1989 
(Benbecula) 

Orkney, (South Ronaldsay) IRD 22kW/10m 1980 
Orkney, Burgar Hill WEG 250kW/20m 1983 
Orkney, Burgar Hill Howden 300kW/28m 1983 
Orkney, Burgar Hill WEG 3000kW/60m 1986 
Orkney, Kirkwall Vestas 75kW/17m 1986 
Orkney, (North Ronaldsay) Aerowatt 10kW/7m 1988 

Shetland (Fair Isle) IRD 55kW/15m 1982 
Shetland, Scalloway Vestas 55kW/15m 1983 
Shetland, Susetter Hill Howden 750kW/45m 1988 
Shetland (Foula) Windharvester 60kW/17m 1989 

Table 5. 

TRAFFIC ON CAR FERRIES 

FERRY ROUTE PASSENGERS CARS COMMERCIAL 
thousands thousands VEHICLES & 

BUSES thousands 

Kennacraig - lslay 95 28 5 
Oban - Craignure 436 69 6 
Oban - Coli - Tiree 36 6 0.5 
Oban - Barra - Lochboisdale 36 8 3 
Mallaig - Armadale 114 24 0.3 
Kyle - Kyleakin 1,167 366 35 
Uig- Tarbert- Lochmaddy 116 33 6 
Ullapool - Stornoway 130 26 10 

P&O Orkney & Shetland Services 201 38 13 
Orkney Islands Shipping Company 100 19 -

Table 6. 
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CAR OWNERSHIP & ROAD MILEAGE 

ISLAND GROUP VEHICLES LICENSED PUBLIC ROAD 
LENGTHS km 

I 

WESTERN ISLES 9,960 1,180 

ORKNEY 9,740 940 

SHETLAND 10,200 900 

Table 7. 

· PASSENGER TRAFFIC 
TO AND FROM ISLAND AIRPORTS 

ISLAND GROUP to OTHER OTHER OTHER UK 
AIRPORT SCOTIISH UK EUROPEAN OFFSHORE 

AIRPORTS AIRPORTS AIRPORTS 

Inner Hebrides : lslay 20,100 100 - -
Inner Hebrides :Tiree 5,600 20 - -
Western Isles : Benbecula 29,600 20 - -
Western Isles : Stornoway 64,400 150 10 -
Orkney : Kirkwall 94,700 400 100 60 
Shetland : Sumburgh 196,000 230 1,600 113,000 
Shetland : Unst 49,700 20 3 48,000 

Table a. 
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Energy I•sues.in Islands- Crete- 11-13 November 1990 
Submission fro• Orkney, Shetland and the Western Isles Islands Councils 

Energy in the Scottish Islands - Problema and Issues 

1. Problems 

Energy supply to the Scottish islands is not easy. This tends to be reflected 
in higher than average prices, especially for petroleum products (often lack of 
competition between suppliers is as important as additional transpo~t costs 
though transport costs become more dominant when supplies have to be double 
handled from main islands to smaller islands in the archipelago>. Likewise, 
double handling of coal imports tends to raise its price in smaller islands. 
Gas is imported bottled, since safety regulations rule out bulk road tankers on 
ferries, thus raising its cost. 

As far as electricity is concerned, those islands with a submarine cable 
connection to the Mainland are on the same footing as consumers on the Mainland 
(although such cables are expensive to install and replace). Islands too 
distant for a submarine link (eg Shetland) are dependent on local generation, 
usually diesel and very expensive. Although protected by the uniform tariff 
structure, they are vulnerable to any future change in this policy. 

The above average cost of petroleum products affects a vide range of 
in the islands, eg farming and fishing, and puts them at a 
disadvantage compared with their Mainland counterparts. 

industries 
competitive 

Ironically, Scottish islands are rich in raw energy resources of wind, tide and 
waves. Oil terminals on Shetland and Orkney handle tens of millions of tonnes 
of crude oil, as well as gas, all shipped to Mainland centres for processing. 

2. Economic Issues 

In the Scottish islands, one of the principal sources of demand for energy is 
domestic space heating, due to the sub-artie climate. In discussing supply 
considerations, it is important not to lose sight of the significance of demand 
reduction measures through better insulation. 

Development of local energy resources has generally been complementary to 
Mainland connections in the Scottish islands, mainly due to the intermittent 
nature of wind generation. Other potential methods of generation, from tide and 
waves, would suffer from the same problem. But the islands would be an ideal 
test bed for technology on renewables, not least because of the extreme wind and 
sea conditions. 

In certain islands, development of peat resources can be a partial substitute 
for imported energy. 

Overall, Mainland connections play a crucial role in energy supply to islands 
and this seems likely to always be the case. ERDF assistance for installation 
has been extremely important. The cost of eventual replacement is a matter of 
concern. 
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Nevertheless, exploitation of the islands raw energy resources could make an 
important contribution to their economic development. Ultimately, islands might 
even become net exporters of energy, in cases where the existence of submarine 
cables makes this possible. 

3. Financing and Pricing Issues 

The above average price of petroleum products in the islands is a matter of 
constant concern to the island authorities. Transport costs are not always the 
main cause of this, and thus subsidy does not provide a straightforward answer. 
Lack of competition between suppliers is a real problem and it is not easy to 
see how this can be remedied. 

The uniform electricity tariff is of crucial importance to the islands. Any 
change in this policy would have disastrous consequences for the islands. 

4. Subsidy Issues 

Grants to submarine connections have been vital. Grants to developing 
technologies in renewables - wind, tide and waves - are also crucial if these 
are to become established. Since the benefits of developing these technologies 
would be available eventually to all consumers, there is a case for all 
taxpayers contributing. 

The uniform electricity tariff involves a cross-subsidy from Mainland to island 
consumers at present. Mainland consumers may not be happy with this forever 
although they themselves may require subsidy when the eventual cost of 
decommissioning nuclear plant is included. When this happens, all 
consumers/taxpayers will probably be required to pay. Thus the principle of 
cross-subsidy may benefit other groups of consumers apart from the islands in 
the long run. 

S. Environmental Issues 

The principal threat to the environment from energy in the Scottish isl~d• 
comes from the possibility of the storage of high level nuclear waste at 
Dounreay. Such a development is strongly opposed by all local authorities. ib. 
the area, as it would threaten tourism and all the primary industries lik•::· 
farming and fishing which are dependent on a clean environment. 

The handling of crude oil in Orkney and Shetland is also a threat which both· 
local authorities have taken all possible steps to guard against. 

The development of local energy resources has some visual impact but 
present limited scale, this is not negative, and indeed can even be a 
factor. Development on a large scale might be a different matter. 

on the 
positive 
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6. Institutional Infrastructure 

Since energy supply is dominated by large national and international companies, 
local authorities in the islands have only a limited current role, and limited 
expertise, in energy planning. They are perhaps most active in promoting 
insulation schemes, and in inter-island transport subsidies. However, in 
different circumstances, they could take on a wider role especially in the three 
archipelagoes of Orkney, Shetland and the Western Isles, each of which has its 
own all-purpose authority. 
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Orkney - Energy Use 

1. Liquid Fuel 

Whilst the island of Flotta stores and loads onto tankers some 15M tonnes per 
annum of crude oil, all of this rav energy is exported, and some 27,000 tonnes 
of refined products are imported. Orkney's highly mechanised agricultural 
sector, and its fishing and ferry fleets, are heavy users of oil products. Most 
oil products are imported by coastal tanker. There are no particular problems 
about this but the oil companies operate a zonal pricing policy which makes oil 
products more costly in island locations. In addition, the lack of competition 
between oil companies in a small market place means that consum~rs do not 
benefit from rebates available in the centres of population where competition is 
intense. This is more important than zonal pricing in determining the level of 
prices in the islands. 

More specialised products, such as aviation fuel for the inter-island air 
service, have to be imported in special barrels and obviously this adds greatly 
to the expense. 

Delivery of liquid fuels to the smaller islands involves additional handling and 
expense. The cost of carrying liquid fuel tanks (barrels in the case of petrol) 
and tankers on the inter-island ferry service is paid by Orkney Islands Council. 

2. Electricity 

For many years, Orkney's electricity was generated in a diesel powered station 
in Kirkvall. Over the 70's and SO's, the smaller islands, which had previously 
relied on local generators, were connected to mains supply by submarine cable. 
In 1983, Orkney was connected to the National Grid by a 40 kilometre submarine 
cable across the Pentland Firth. The Kirkvall station is maintained on standby 
to meet peak demand and in case of problems with the cable. 

Orkney has some 9,000 consumers and peak demand is around 25HW. Growth is 
mainly in the domestic heating market and in fact peak demand is at night, from 
night storage heaters, using low tariff electricity. 

In addition to the local generating station, Orkney has 3 large aerogenerators, 
ranging from 300KW to 3MW. These prototypes have been in operation since 1983 
and results are still being evaluated. Several small aerogenerators are in use 
as well. 

The Flotta oil terminal has also installed 9MW of generating capacity using 
spare gas supplies. To date, supplies from this sources have been irregular. 

Whilst local generating capacity is developing, Orkney is highly dependent at 
present on the National Grid connection. Current replacement cost of this 
cable, reputedly one of the longest submarine cables laid, is £20M. 

Generation at the Kirkvall station from diesel is expensive and a return to this 
source might threaten the uniform pricing policy. 
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3. Gas 

As in the case of oil, substantial quantities of methane, ethane, propane and 
butane are exported from the Flotta oil terminal. Distribution of piped gas to 
consumers in Orkney has not been considered economic <although there was 
previously a town gas system in the main town, Kirkwall>. Bottled gas is re
imported to the islands and this is a costly operation. 

4. Solid Fuel 

Apart from some limited supplies of peat, which are mainly exploited by hand by 
householders for their own use, there are no local supplies of solid fuel. Coal 
is imported in bulk to the islands by coastal shipping. Extra handling costs 
make supplies to the smaller islands expensive, although one or tva of these 
islands receive direct deliveries by ship at the same price as supplies to the 
Mainland of Orkney. 
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COIQIISSIOR OP TUB BORQPJWI COIOIIJtfi%IBS 

SYJIPOSIDJI 

BNBRGY ISSDBS IB ARB B C ISLANDS 

November 11-13 1220. Crete. Greece 

Energy Situation in Shetland 

General Information 

The Shetland Islands - or Shetland as it is usually called by its 
inhabitants - is a group of about 100 islands of which 10 are 
inhabited and are unconnected by bridges. The total area of 
Shetland is 1,468 square kilometres and the population is 
approximately 23,000. The main port on the mainland of Great 
Britain serving Shetland is Aberdeen, some 338 kilometres 
distant. The only town in Shetland is Lerwick with a population 
of some 7,500. It is approximately 1,088 kilometres from 
Brussels and some 3,000 kilometres from Athens. 

The main industries are fish catching, fish processing, fish 
farming, knitwear, tourism and oil. 

Description of Energy Sectors 

Since Shetland is so far away from the mainland of the United 
Kingdom, there is no connection to the electricity grid of Great 
Britain. All the inhabited islands except 2 are served by an 
electricity grid system with power coming from a diesel fuelled 
power station in Lerwick, the capital of Shetland. The 
generating capacity of the power station is 66.4 megawatts, and 
normal power output ranges from 10 megawatts to 36 megawatts, 
depending on the time of day, the season and the weather. 

Four inhabited islands in the group remained unconnected to the 
Shetland grid in 1982. These 4 islands were considered uneconomic 
to connect to the grid by the electricity generating authority 
then called the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board, and since 
March 1990 called Scottish Hydro-Electric plc. 

Until 1982 the island of Fair Isle had a community electricity 
supply, powered by 20 kw and 5 kw diesel generators which were 
very expensive to run. In that year a community scheme was 
provided with electricity coming from a 60 kw aerogenerator with 
the diesel generators as back up. Funding for the new scheme 
came partly from the European Regional Development Fund, partly 
from Shetland Islands Council and partly from the Highlands and 
Islands Development Board. The original diesel generators were 
recently replaced with two new ones of 60 kw total capacity. 
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Alternative Sources of Energy 

In addition to the aero and hydro generators in Foula and Fair 
Isle, Scottish Hydro-Electric plc recently erected a 750 kw 
aerogenerator connected to the local grid; it is not_ yet fully 
commissioned. 

Shetland is one of the windiest places in the world and therefore 
provides an ideal test bed for wind and wave powered equipment. 
No local research has been done to date on either wave power - or 
tidal power which is also abundant. Because of the prevailing 
high wind speeds and proximity to the sea, the atmosphere is 
salt-laden and therefore corrosive to metals. This unique 
combination of factors means that alternative energy equipment 
which is tested and found satisfactory in Shetland is likely to 
perform well in any other location. 

Shetland also has some very extensive peat deposits which could 
be further developed. At present local peat is widely used as a 
domestic fuel, but none is used to generate electricity. A few 
years ago a proposal by the electricity supplier to establish a 
peat-fired power station in the island of Yell was shelved 
because E E C finance was refused. This project could be 
reconsidered. 

E E C Finance 

The present electricity generation and distribution systems 
within Shetland could not have been funded without E R D F 
grants. Unfortunately, these grants may not be available in 
future because Hydro-Electric is to be privatised in the near 
future and will become ineligible for E R D F grant under the 
present rules. Similarly finance for the replacement of old 
external ferries to the U K mainland is unavailable because the 
operator is a private company. This is hampering the provision 
of ferries best suited to the islands' needs. 
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In 1983 the Out Skerries were connected by submarine cable funded 
partly by Shetland Islands Council (£160,000) and the E F C's 
European Regional Development Fund. 

In late 1988 the island of Papa Stour was connected t~ the grid 
by means of submarine cable, again partly financed by Shetland 
Islands Council (£69,000) and the European Regional Development 
Fund (£252,000 out of a total cost of £506,000). The remaining 
island of Foula is some 20 miles from the Shetland mainland and 
is unlikely to be connected to the grid on the basis of present 
electricity distribution technology. 

In 1990, Foula, the last island to be provided with a community 
electricity scheme, received a supply from an innovative system 
with electricity coming from a 60 kw aerogenerator, or a 18 kw 
mini hydro system with pumped storage facility and with 23 kw 
diesel generator back up if neither the wind or hydro generator 
is operational. 

Funding for this unique system came partly from the E E C (Energy 
Demonstration Project), partly from the Highlands and Islands 
Development Board, partly from Shetland Islands Council, and 
partly from the contractors, Windharvester Limited, who 
underestimated the cost of the project, and therefore met the 
shortfall. 

Energy pricing by Scottish Hydro-Electric plc is by way of a 
common tariff throughout its area. Prices for electricity on the 
islands of Foula and Fair Isle are fixed by the local bodies 
managing the electricity schemes at levels which cover the 
running costs plus a contribution to a Sinking Fund which will be 
used to fund capital expenditure when major items of plant 
require replacement. 

Energy Issues 

Shetland is rich in primary energy sources, although ironically 
these are largely unavailable to the local population. Shetland 
is a large producer of crude oil with a production of 40 million 
tonnes in 1989 plus some 730,000 tonnes of butane/propane gas, 
but none of this production is available to local consumers. 
Refined products of crude oil eg petrol and diesel have to be 
imported from refineries on the U K mainland. Propane and 
butane, although available at the oil terminal, have to be 
imported from similar sources because there is no loading 
facility for the products. Importation inevitably adds to the 
cost of local fuels, compared with those to consumers on the U K 
mainland. The Sullom Voe Terminal which processes oil and gas 
has an installed capacity of some 125 mw although normal output 
is considerably lower; however all electricity produced is used 
within the terminal, there being no connection to the local grid. 
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SYMPOSIUM: ENERGY ISSUES IN EC ISLANDS 

ENERGY ISSQES FOR THE WESTERN ISLES OF SCOTLAND 

by 
Derek JlCKim 

Western Isles Islands Council 

1 LOCATION AND GEOGRAPHY 

The Western Isles Islands Area covers a chain of islands 
running approximately north-northeast to south-southwest 
and at its closest about 30 miles and at its furthest about 
60 miles from the north-west coast of the mainland of 
Scotland. This chain, which is populated throughout its 
length, is approximately 130 miles long ( 210 km), 
equivalent to the distance from Inverness to Edinburgh, 
Milan to Bologna. The total area of the Western Isles 
amounts to some 300, 000 hectares ( 3, 000 Jan2) or one-third 
of the size of Crete. The main islands which make up the 
Western Isles are, north to south, Lewis, Harris, North 
Uist, Benbecula, South Uist, Barra. The total population 
of the Western Isles is at present approximately 31, ooo -
two-thirds of whom reside in Lewis, the remaining one-third 
living in Harris, Uist and Barra. The town of Stornoway 
and its immediate environs has a population in excess of 
8, 000 persons, accounting for about one quarter of the 
Western Isles total. The remainder of the population is 
distributed in much smaller units throughout the islands 
generally on the coastal fringes and typically in linear 
crofting townships. The physical geography of the islands 
varies north to south as well as east to west. The 
northern half of Lewis consists of a large area of peat 
moorland. Southern Lewis, together with Harris, makes up 
the main upland area of the Western Isles. In Uist, the 
terrain changes from east to west with a prominent 
mountainous ridge running north to south on the east side 
and the flatter low-lying machair areas of the west coast 
bordering the Atlantic. Barra also shows some of the 
characteristics of Uist, with the high rocky land being to 
the east and centre of the islands while the west side 
resembles the Uist machair land. 

The climate is greatly affected by the Atlantic Ocean. The 
warm air from the North Atlantic Drift helps to modify 
temperature and keeps the islands relatively free from snow 
and long periods of frost. Rainfall (about 1,000 to 
2,000 mm per year) is persistent. One of the main 
characteristics of the climate of the islands is the wind 
speeds which are experienced. Severe gales reaching force 
12 on the recognised scale of wind velocity ( 1'- 12) are 
often experienced in the winter months. 
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2 ELECTRICITY 

The Western Isles is supplied with electricity by the North 
of Scotland Hydro Electric Board from 'diesel' power 
stations at Stornoway, Lewis {30mw) and Loch Carnan, South 
Uist {12mw) and from small hydro-electric power stations at 
Gisla, Lewis ( o. 5mw) and Chliostair, Harris ( lmw). The 
Stornoway, Gisla and Chliostair stations serve Lewis and 
Harris; Loch carnan serves Uist and Barra - Berneray, 
Eriskay and Barra being linked to the Uist network by 
submarine cables. A gas turbine station (22mw) at Arnish, 
Stornoway, commissioned in 1982, provides standby capacity 
for the Lewis and Harris network. Most areas receive a 
three phase supply. The main high voltage network in Lewis 
has been upgraded to provide spare capacity for areas in 
which further small scale development is likely to take 
place. 

A small number of properties are still unconnected to a 
public electricity supply. There are plans to provide 
supplies in some instances but the contribution required 
from individual property owners towards the total cost of 
provision may act as a deterrent. 

The most significant development in recent years has been 
the linking of the mainland national grid to Harris and 
South Uist with submarine cables from Skye. These links 
have been completed with EC assistance and also involve 
considerable lengths of new cabling onshore. When in 
operation fully, the new cable links will permit the power 
stations at Stornoway, Arnish and Loch Carnan to be reduced 
to standby duty except at peak times. Some concern has 
been expressed locally about the start-up time in the event 
of a break in the submarine cable and also with respect to 
the capacity of the submarine cable in relation to peak 
loads. Nevertheless, the cable link does open the 
theoretical possibility of power exports to the mainland in 
the future. 

While the economics and logistics of wind generation of the 
bulk of the islands' electricity needs are presently 
unfavourable, there has been some interest in the 
aerogeneration of electricity at a smaller scale. The 
Western Isles Islands Council has been involved with the 
installation of a 60 kw wind turbine used in combination 
with a diesel generator in a new Community School in 
Benbecula. This latter project attracted a grant of 
£28,800 from EC DG XVll as a demonstration project. 

The Hydro Board has considered the building of a 
demonstration peat-fired power station of 3-8mw capacity in 
Lewis. An evaluation was made of the cost of constructing 
and staffing a peat-fired station and also of the amount of 
peat available and the cost of harvesting it. The Board 
investigated the possibility of EC and other grants which 
might be available for a demonstration project. However, 
to date, such a project has not proved feasible. 
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The sea area off the west coast of the Western Isles has 
been identified as being the area in the United Kingdom 
with the greatest potential for the exploitation of wave 
energy. The technical feasibility of a large scale wave 
energy project linked to the national grid is still in some 
doubt, although the submarine cable link to the mainland, 
recently completed, could be an important asset. 

Tidal energy has received little attention either in the 
Western Isles or at a national level. Research and 
development work on small scale tidal energy devices has 
continued in recent years and the Western Isles are 
considered to be highly suitable for the installation of 
pilot scale tidal (and low head hydro) devices producing 
between 10kw-500kw approximately, although no projects have 
yet been followed through. 

3 GAS 

Within the Western Isles, only the town of stornoway has a 
piped mains gas supply, the gas being produced from liquid 
butane brought to the Island by sea tanker. Although most 
of the town is served by the supply, there are no plans to 
extend the area covered to include the adjacent housing 
areas of Plasterfield, Manor Farm or stile Park. The 
gasworks in Stornoway is classified as a major hazard by 
the Health and Safety Executive and, as such, restricts 
certain types of development in its immediate vicinity. 
Due to restrictions on sea transport, bulk gas is not 
available on the islands. 

4 OIL/COAL/PEAT/BOTTLED GAS 

Apart from electricity, oil is the main source of power for 
industrial and domestic purposes and is imported to the 
Islands via Stornoway, Loch Carnan and Castlebay by sea 
tanker and thereafter distributed by road tanker. 

There are reserves of oil in the seas around the Hebrides, 
but, to date, this has not yet been exploited for both 
technical and economic reasons. 

Coal is imported, primarily for domestic use, by puffer 
through the main seaports. 

Peat is an important source of domestic fuel throughout the 
Islands. Until recently, all peat was hand-won, but over 
the past few years, some experiments have been carried out 
into mechanised peat cutting, particularly in Lewis. 

Bottled gas is in widespread use throughout the Islands, 
both for commercial and domestic use. 
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5 PASSIVE SOLAR ENERGY 

The location of the Western Isles at latitude sao N 
produces extensive use of active solar devices for water 
heating or electricity generation. The Western Isles 
Islands council has successfully carried out work on 
passive solar heating of flats and houses. There is scope 
for further development in this area and also for energy 
conservation in terms of design. 
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1. REGIONAL ENERGY PLANS 

This paper describes Regional Energy Planning activities 

carried out by the Energy Policy Unit for three Greek 

Islands complexes namely the Region of Crete, the Prefecture 

of Lesvos and the Prefecture of Cycladesl. 

The regional energy planning activity in all three plans 

presents some common characteristics of an organisational, 

structural and methodological nature. On the organisational 

front, the plans are financed by the Directorate - General 

for Energy (DG XVII) of the Commission of the European 

Communities (CEC), in the context of its Regional Energy 

Programme. The formulation of the plans is always carried 

out in close and, as it has been proved, fruitful col

laboration with the competent local and regional author

ities. 

On the other hand, all the three REPs concern island regions 

of Greece with many common structural characteristics. The 

studied regions experienced social, demographic and 

economic dec! ine in the past. Some reversal trends observed 

in recent years are based on unbalanced growth of only one 

economic sector, that of tourism. The energy profile of 

the islands is dominated heavily by oil products, used also 

for electricity generation at autonomous power stations. 

1 The Cyclades project was carried out in cooperation 
with LDK - Consultants, Engineers and Planners 
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On the bright side, the local energy potential, mainly in 
renewable energies, is significant and, in some cases, 
greater than the regional energy needs. 

The methodology developed and followed in the formulation 
of the plans presents some common characteristics, too. 
The diagnosis of the present energy and economic situation 
supported by on-site sampling surveys is a first step, 
followed by feasibility analyses of specific technical 
solutions, consistency checks with the use of integrated 
energy-economy models and formulation of a coherent Reg ion a l 
Energy Plan with a horizon the year 2000. The REP~ are 
compatible with regional socioeconomic development 
objectives and with national and Community energy policy 
objectives. The plans are accompanied by specific 
organizational, financing and time schedule proposals that 
will facilitate their implementation. 

The experience gained, however, in the path from Cyclades 
through Lesvos to Crete has been used constructively and 
is reflected in the evolution of the form of the REPS and 
the specific proposals associated with each of them. 

2. EVOLUTION IN REGIONAL ENERGY PLANNING 

EPU has now developed through its activity in three suc
cessive REPs an integrated methodological procedure for 
regional energy planning. The analytical tool is an 
integrated modelling system Qf epergy supply, energy demand 
and energy-economy modules tnat pas b~en enriched to tackle 
employment and environmental i~sues. The planning procedure 
is supported by institutional, ox-ganizational and financial 
proposals that are of crucial importance for the imple
mentation of Plans. 

Perhaps more important is the evolution that characterises 
the form of the implementation proposals associated with 
each REP. The classical scenario approach gave way to 
specific energy intervention programmes and this is turn 
to integrated operational programmes, thus responding 
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immediately to emerging new financing possibilities for 

the implementation of Regional Energy Plans in the context 

of the Flanking Policies of the Community's Structural 

Funds. 

This progressive evolution will become evident in the brief 

description of the three REPs that follows. 

3. REP FOR CYCLADES 

The Cyclades is a group of over thirty dispersed islands 

in the middle of the Aegean Sea. High cost, low reliability 

and scarcity of energy have contributed to the underde

velopment of the region in the past, yet the region is 

endowed with renewable energy resources, whose potential 

is many times greater than the region's energy needs. 

Consistent alternative scenarios of energy supply, energy 

demand and ·economic growth were developed, using an 

integrated methodology computerized in the Cyclades 

Modelling system. Energy, economic, technological, 

environmental, employment and social implications of each 

option and scenario are thoroughly examined. The best 

options that are included in the final Plan were selected 

with the help of a multicriteria analysis method, taking 

into account the opinions·of the people of cyclades and 

its representatives. 

The REP for Cyclades is accompanied by three sets of 

proposals, referring to energy interventions, organiz

ational aspects and time schedule respectively, in order 

to facilitate its implementation. An Energy Office within 

the Nomarchia and an Advisory Committee will organize and 

supervise the implementation of the Plan. The investment 

interventions will require a total of 20-25 billion Dr85 

(about 135-170 MECU) for the 1985-2000 period and are 

structured in five sectoral application programmes, con

cerning: 

windgenerators of a total capacity of 3.9-12.2 MW for 

the production of grid-electricity 
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energy-intensive development of the farming and fishery 

sector, involving mainly heating by low enthalpy geo

thermal energy of 650-800 hectares of greenhouses and 

2 hectares of fish-farming units 

15 sea water desalination plants of total capacity of 

5750 m3jday in combination with windgenerators and low 

enthalpy geothermal energy 

energy efficiency measures and solar collector appli

cations in buildings 

other energy applications (e.g. biogas, photovoltaics). 

In summary, the methodological aspects of the scenario 

approach and the integrated energy-economy and multi

criteria analysis was the main feature of the REP for 

Cyclades. 

4. REP FOR LESVOS 

The Department of Lesvos, consisting of the islands of 

Lesvos, Limnos and Agios Efstratios in the northeastern 

part of the Aegean Sea, possesses the characteristics of 

underdevelopment. The population is declining, the GDP 

growth rate is the lowest in Greece and the economy depends 

heavily on one cultivation, that of olive trees. 

The energy picture does not help the situation. Although 

the contribution of biomass is significant, oil products 

are the exclusive conventional energy form with a rapidly 

increasing share and future economic growth will have to 

rely on them in a busines!$-as-usual development path. 

However, the region is endowed with a large potential of 

geothermal, wind and solar enf!rgy, whose exploitation could 

contribute towards the economic development of the region. 

The Lesvos Integrated Modellin9 System (LIMS) ensured the 

consistency of energy demand, energy supply and economic 

projections and provided a detailed evaluation of the 
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economic 1 energy 1 employment and environmental consequences 

of the Plan. The REP for Lesvos consists of a set of 4 

sectoral energy intervention programmes and a set of 

specific organizational and financing proposals that will 

facilitate its implementation. The investment interven

tions will require a total of 20 billion Dr85 (about 135 

MECU) up to the year 2000 and concern: 

intensive cultivations of 125 hectares in greenhouses, 

aquaculture and drying of farm products, through the 

exploitation of low enthalpy geothermal energy 

a rational use of energy in buildings programme, pro

moting the penetration of integrated woodstoves, 

electric night storage heaters, heat pumps, fluorescent 

lamps and solar water heaters 

installation of a 0.75 MW geothermal power station, 6.5 

MW of grid-connected windgenerators and 1. 55 MW of 

autonomous windgenerators 

exploitation of energy possibilities in the olive oil 

branch. 

An Energy Office within the Nomarchia and the proposed 

Lesvos Energy Committee will organize and supervise the 

implementation of the Plan. A promotion campaign has been 

outlined for the 1st phase of the Plan 1988-1992 with an 

estimated cost of 227.4 mDr, about half of which could come 

from Community sources. The main investment effort is 

expected in the 2nd phase 1993-2000. 

In summary 1 the change in emphasis from methodology to 

implementation is the evolutionary characteristic of the 

REP of Lesvos. EPU has promoted the implementation of 

the major interventions of the Plan. As a result, the 

establishment of the Polichnitos Geothermal Company, the 

operation and expansion of geothermal cultivations and the 

establishment of specific windgenerator applications are 

now at an advanced stage. 
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5 . REP FOR CRETE 

The region of Crete is located in the far southern part of 
the Aegean Sea and consists mainly of the island of Crete. 
After a downward trend of population growth in 1961-1971 

decade, the trend reverses dramatically in the next decade 
due to the exploitation of primary and tertiary activities. 
It indicates an overall index of the intensive development 

in the region. 

The consideration of the past trends and the present 

Pituatipn of the energy and economic regional system leads 
to the major conclusion that the rapid development of the 
tertiary and rural sector is followed by high growth rates 
of energy demand. In parallel, the energy supply of the 
island is heavily dependent on oil products, which exhibit 
also penetration rate increasing against traditional energy 
forms. Furthermore, the extremely rapid development of 
electricity Qemand reflects to significant problems on the 
expansion of power stations. These disturbances attributed 
to the present growth path should be affected by corrective 
interventions. 

Crete exhibits a considerable :potential of renewable energy 
sources, adequate to cont;r.:-ibqte tq alternative energy supply 
projects and to support loc~l qev~lopment. Wind and solar 
energy, biomass in the form of olive kernel waste, briquettes 
and firewood and hydroelectricity are available in large, 
or nevertheless in exploitable~ quantities. Possibilities 
also exist for the more effici~nt lJSe of energy in buildings, 
industry and the rural sector~, 

The exploitation of regionql ~n~):"gy potential and the 
possibilities for ration&l en~r9y use interventions 
inspired the launching of t}l;i.§ p;roject for a "Regional 
Energy Plan for Crete". The main economic development 
possibilities are parallelly gpnside.red and in some cases 
they could be combined with looal en~rgy resources to energy 
driven growth for the region. 
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A rather exhaustive prefeasibility investigation was 
carried out for the appropriateness of energy technologies 
to be applied to the local energy supply conditions and to 
the local energy consumptions habits. Emphasis was placed 
on applications that could lead towards energy security 
augmentation and energy driven development and that could 
comply with the specifications of the General Secretariat 
of the Region of Crete. 

The Energy Plan for Crete consists of seven energy 
intervention programmes, 4 of which are focused on local 
energy resources exploitation and 3 are dealing with 
rationalization of energy use. The anticipated development 
actions in the programmes are integrated within the planning 
period 1990-2000. More specifically the proposed energy 
intervention programmes are: 

1. Exploitation of local energy resources interventions 

wind energy applications 
solar energy applications 
small hydros 
biomass applications 

2. Rational energy use interventions 

RUE in buildings 
RUE in the industrial sector 
RUE in the rural sector 

It is evident that there are common actions between pro
grammes of the two above mentioned classes. Since the Plan 
has not been yet accepted, the study team preferred to keep 
the integrated character of each proposed programme. By 
this way the regional authorities can select to launch a 
subset of the programmes without any compatibility problems. 
The proposed Energy Plan incorporates a combination of all 
the above mentioned interventions. A summary, comprising 
the main characteristics of the energy intervention pro
grammes for Crete, will follow. 
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5.1 wind resource applications 

Wind energy production, is wind resource site dependent. 
For crete, four basic wind class regions can be distinguished 
exhibiting annual mean wind speeds from 5.0 to over 9 mjs. 
WECS are mainly displacing electricity produced by con
ventional fuels, whereas sometimes they satisfy heating 
loads. Possible users of WECS should be considered the PPC, 
local authorities, private self-producers and farmers 

(windpumps) . 

The microeconomic analysis depends on the type of the WTG 
and on the potential inve~tor. The criterion of payback 
period (PBP) is used for the economic viability evaluation. 
A discount rate of 5% ts considered. 

PAYBACK PERIOD (YR) 

Grid connected WTG 8.1 - 24.4 

Autonomous WTG 10.9 
Wind pump very high 

The situation is improv~d i+ grants in the range of 30-50% 
are considered. The prohibitive figures for windpumps are 
attributed to the subsidized agricultural electricity rates 
with which the comparison is achieved. 

The projected penetration of wind energy in 2000 is planned 
to be: 

--·- ''. 

PROJECTED PEN!lTRATION OF WECS, 2000 
~ - R •• --·~ .. --·' 

Capaoity Elec. Production 
(MW) (GWH) 

Grid-connected WTG 60 180 
Autonomous WTG 5 20 
Windpumps 6 25 

TOTAL 71 225 
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The overall investment cost of the wind energy programme 

is estimated to 17.7 bDr89, whereas if information, 

training, demonstration and other support activities 

included, the total programme cost is estimated to reach 

up to 20 bDr89. 

5.2 Solar energy applications 

Crete exhibits the greatest solar radiation in Greece. The 

practically exploitable potential concerns the coverage of 

water heating and space heating in buildings, of heat 

production in industry, of heating in greenhouses and of 

electricity production by photovoltaics. The most common 

appliance is the flat solar collector used already for 

water heating. 

The microeconomic evaluation for Crete's conditions was 

based on the payback period (PBP) criterion and a discount 

rate of 5% was considered. Reference values of PBP for 

typical applications are: 

ECONOMIC VIABILITY ASSESSMENT 

PAYBACK PERIOD (PBP) 

Thermosiphonic solar system 4.7 - 7.8 Years 

Forced circulation solar 16 - 17 Years 

heaters 

Swimming pool solar heater 9.7 Years 

Passive solar 2.5 - 8.5 Years 

Photovoltaics 52 - 200 Years 

If investment grants were considered then the above values 

become half for forced circulation solar heating systems 

and photovol taics. Generally, the viability of solar devices 

is satisfactory with the exception of photovoltaics. 

The projected solar energy exploitation for 2000 by each 

application category is presented below: 
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PROGRAMME OBJECTIVE 2000 

Domestic hot water solar 615 TJ 

collectors 

Forced circulation solar 85 TJ 
heaters 

swimming pool solar heater 4.5 TJ 
Passive solar 2 TJ 

TOTAL 706.5 TJ 
~·· . 

Photovoltaics 320 KW 310 MWh/YR 
-·-

The estimated overall cost of the intervention programme 

is expected to reach 15 bDr 89 from which 13 bDr are required 

for investments. The anticipated financial support from 

state and Community resources through grants and subsidies 

is estimated to about 20% of the total programme cost. 

5.3 Hydraulic resource exploitation 

A series of studies from different institutions have been 

carried out for Crete's hydroelectric potential. It is 

estimated that the technical exploitable hydro electricity 

in crete is in the order of 600 GWh corresponding to 

installed capacity 200 MW. This estimation is based upon 

preliminary research for many sites at present. A total 

number of 48 sites are suitable for rapid exploitation 

contributing to about 180 GWh per year under 60 MW installed 

capacity. Electricity produced from small hydras will 

normally substitute diesf§ll oil used in gas turbines. 

Furthermore, irrigation, town water, aquaculture and other 

development projects can. l:l~ combined with electricity 

production. 

A vigourous implementation plan for small hydro projects 

is proposed to take place by the target year 2000. 
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SMALL HYDRO IMPLEMENTATION BY 2000 

Hydro capacity 60 MW 

Electricity production 178 GWh 
Generation cost 

- Grants excluded 5.4 Dr89/KWh 
- Grants included 4.1 Dr89/KWh 

The estimated overall cost of the intervention programme 

is estimated to 10.5 bDr89 from which 9. 7 bDr will be 

directed to investments and the rest to information and 

other activities. The financial support from the state and 

the Community, under the existing grant regime, is expected 

to be the half of total required cost. 

The main coordination, organizational and information 

subjects will be undertaken by the General Secretariat of 

the Region assisted by regional institutions and consultant 

firms. The m~in carriers of the investment effort are the 

PPC and the local authorities. 

5.4 Biomass applications 

The main renewable energy resource which is exploited at 

present, is the biomass in the forms of firewood and 

olive-kernel. Significant possibilities are traced for the 

exploitation of animal waste, urban waste sewage and 

industrial wastes. 

The prospects of a more intense utilization of biomass 

waste depends on the resolution of the technical problems 

associated with the harvesting, the fuel handling and the 

economic viability of the proposed interventions. Firewood 

consumption is considered that have reached at a saturation 

level. 

The transportation and storage problem of solid biomass 

waste may be resolved by densification methods -using 

briquetting technology. Therefore, the proposed programme 

is concentrated on biomass waste densification techniques 
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and direct combustion, rather than pyrolysis and industrial 
process techniques, which are still at a demonstration 
level. 

It is estimated that 14 5 briquetting units could be installed 
until 2000 based on the olive oil (65), vine (45), carob 
(15), banana (20) cultivations. The annual biomass agri
cultural waste which could be processed is accounted to be 
in order of 180000 tons. 

The overall intervention is expected to increase biomass 
energy consumption by 2103 TJjyear in 2000, which is more 
than present olive kernel utilization. The estimated overall 
cost of the intervention programme is in the order of 2.3 
bDr89. The major amount corresponds to the projected 
investment cost, whereas 125 mDr is expected to be directed 
to information and training activities. 

5.5 Rational Use of Energy in buildings 

Rational Use of Energy interventions in buildings in Crete 
are generally classified to: 

good energy housekeeping and energy management 

equipment replacement! a~dition and system retrofit. 

Good energy housekeeping will be based on the diagnostics 
of short energy audits. Capital expenditures are not 
required with the exception of specific equipment service 
cost and minor workhours spent. Actions should be con
centrated on specific electricity end-use, space heating 
and water heating. The implell\E;\ntation of good energy 
housekeeping techniques i.n the bu:i.ldings sector should save 
5-10% of the annual final energy consumption. 

The microeconomic evaluation of equipment investments 
stressed out that oil produQts. conservation associated 
applications have payback periods ranging within 1-7 years. 
Electricity conservation investments are moderately 
beneficial with the exception of power factor correction 
which exhibits considerable profitability. 
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The objectives for the year 2000, under the assumption that 

the proposed vigourous RUE programme will be initiated as 

soon as possible, are: 

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES 2000 

ENERGY SAVING (TJLYR} 

DOMESTIC 

Good housekeeping 52 

Investment intervention 1063 

TERTIARY 

Good housekeeping 47 

Investment intervention 117 

TOTAL 1279 

The estimated energy savings correspond to 19% of present 

final energy consumption in the domestic and tertiary 

sectors. The overall accounted cost of the proposed 

intervention is 25 bDr89. The financial support, which is 

expected to derive from state and Community resources, is 

estimated to only 2 bDr89. 

5.6 Rational Use of Energy in the industrial sector 

Energy conservation possibilities in the industrial sector 

of Crete are examined from the point of view of improving 

the overall energy system efficiency on the island while 

aiming toward reduction of oil dependence. Rational Use of 

Energy (RUE) interventions are dictated by the Small and 

Medium size of Enterprises (SME) and the conservation 

possibilities for each sector. However, the proposed 

activities could be divided into two categories: 

good energy housekeeping 

equipment replacement and system retrofit 
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Good energy housekeeping includes diagnosis of existing 

energy situation and opportunities for better management 

and organization of SMEs. The main activities to be carried 

out comprise: 

energy audits by which energy system diagnosis and 

exploitation of energy conservation opportunities are 

achieved. 

energy management which aims at rational management of 

energy consumption, economic operation of the system 

and strict maintenance procedures which do not impede 

with production volume. 

monitoring and control by which i~teractive processes 

are established in order to correct the operation of 

large systems 

minor equipment replacement where low cost equipment 

is replaced or added for the improvement of energy 

consumption . 

. 
Three categories of investment interventions are con-

sidered: 

replacement of ~ out equipment the energy efficiency 

of which has dropped, because of long time use 

integration with energy conserving equipment; by 'the 

addition of such equipment the overall system energy 

efficiency is improved. 

change over to new energy technologies, where better 

energy andjor economic operation can be achieved. 

The objectives for the year 2000, under the assumption that 

the proposed vigourous RUE programme will be activated as 

soon as possible, are: 
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PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES 2000 

ENERGY SAVINGS (TJ/YR) 

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 

. Good housekeeping 75 

. Investment intervention 291 

TOTAL 366 

The estimated energy savings figure corresponds to 15% of 

present final consumption in the region's industry. The 

overall accounted cost of the proposed intervention is 

expected in the order of ~ bDr89. The financial support, 

which is expected to derive from state and Community 

resources, is estimated to cover about 40% of total cost 

or 1.2 bDr89. 

5.7 Rational Use of Energy in the rural sector 

According to the present situation characteristics and the 

perspectives of rural sector energy consumption, the 

rational energy use interventions should emphasize on water 

pumping and the increasing needs for space heating in 

greenhouses. Concerning water pumping the main effort should 

be concentrated upon the replacement electrical and gasoline 

fired waterpumps with windimills. On the other hand, 

greenhouse heating should be oriented to direct combustion 

of briquetted biomass waste. Parallelly, good housekeeping 

and maintenance practices should be generally implemented 

to existing mobile equipment. 

The investment cost of a typical windpump ranges within 

650 - 750 KDr89. The payback period remains unattractive 

under the prevailing electricity tariffs in the rural sector 

nowadays. However, this subsidization regime is expected 

to alter, so that windpumps will become competitive. With 

reference to greenhouse heating, the thermal energy cost 

of biomass waste briquette is accounted to 1425 Dr89/Gcal 
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in comparison to 2604 Dr89/Gcal for fuel oil, which is the 

most competitive fuel. It is evident that this intervention 

is exhibited economically attractive. 

It is estimated that the implementation of a vigourous 

programme for RUE in the rural sector in connection with 

the aeolic and biomass programmes the following objective 

could be achieved in the planning period 1990-2000. 

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES 2000 

ENERGY DISPLACED CAPACITY 

TJ/YR 

WINDPUMPING 90 6 MW 

GREENHOUSE HEATING 1200 5000 STREMMAS 

TOTAL 1290 

The conventional energy substitution corresponds to about 

80% of present final energy consumption in the rural sector. 

The overall accounted cost of the proposed programme is in 

the order of 2.95 bDr89. The financial support from state 

and Community resources is expected to cover 50% of total 

cost or 1.4 bDr89. 

s.s Alternative major energy supply options 

The prospective major energy supply options for the island 

of Crete are rather downgraded in the study because they 

are not principally influenced by regional authorities. 

Two major projects, namely electric interconnection with 

the mainland and LNG supply a~e considered. The former one 

is studied by PPC since 1986 and important speculation has 

been developed on the sizing of the linkage. The LNG 

perspective is timidly aroused recently and an initial 

assessment is presented in the study. 
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5.9 Implementation of the Plan 

The construction of a collaboration framework among the 

involved regional institutions and the local consumers 

should precede. Towards this goal and generally towards 

the promotion of the Energy Plan implementation, the General 

Secretariat of the Region and the forthcoming Prefecture 

Govrnments should play the predominant role. 

Three stages of action should be distinguished promotion; 

development including design, financing and construction; 

operation maintenance and management. All the three stages 

should be successfully coordinated and motivated by the 

proposed Energy Office. 

The Energy Office is expected to be the motivating 

institution towards the Energy Plan's implementation having 

the main role of actions supporting the sectoral programmes 

success. The EO will be placed at the General Secretariat 

of the Region and keep direct contacts with the Energy 

Development Offices of the Prefecture Governments. The EO 

gives advice to the RA on the evolution of the Energy Plan 

and reestimates the selected programmes to be launched. 

The energy investment programmes can be financed from public 

and European Community resources. The recently launched 

Regional Operational Programmes of the EC could contribute 

towards the improvement of energy infrastructure and the 

expansion of renewable energy supply projects. The 

possibilities of financing through the Integrated Medi

terranean Programmes are rather restricted, as this pro

gramme terminates on 31/12/1992. The VALOREN programme 

could be exploited as it is designed to help some regions 

in EC with energy economic problems. The Thermie programme 

could support dissemination and innovatory projects on 

renewables, rational use of energy and utilization methods 

of solid fuels. 

The Development Law 1262/82 is currently being subject to 

change by the parliamentary congress. The existing· 

attractive status for energy investments on RUE, renewables 
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and oil substitution is expected to be kept and to be 

improved, as specific emphasis will be placed on energy 

environmental implications. The form of third party 

financing is under speculation to be used for the financing 

of small medium enterprises initially. However, organiz

ational, financial and lack of experience problems should 

be relaxed at this stage. 

s.10 summary of results 

ln orde~ to evaluate the energy, economic, employment and 

environmental impacts of the Pl~n, an integrated modelling 

system was developed and used. The REGional energy PLANning 

model of CRete (REGPLAN-CR) is a dynamic, annual step, 

time-forwared set consisting of three modules: 

an economic module based on a dynamic input-output 

formulation, 

an energy demand module, 

an energy supply module, based on an energy flow diagram 

representation of the regional energy supply system. 

Tow scenarios were composed in order to evaluate the Energy 

Plan implication. The Reference scenario is used for 

comparison purposes and assumes a business-as-usual 

evolution of the Region. The Plan scenario takes into 

consideration the above mentioned proposed intervention 

programmes, anticipates additional investments of 54 bDr89 

and affects an increase in tne average annual growth rate 

of the gross regional produot in the planning period 

1990-2000 to 4.84% against 4.70% in the Reference case. A 

total of 3400 new jobs are created although the proposed 

interventions are not labour intensive. The average annual 

population growth is 1.06 against 0.90 in the Reference 

scenario. 

Total final energy demand is expected to reach 69310 TJ in 

the year 2000 against 70170 TJ in the reference case 

representing an overall increase of 75% from the 1990 level. 
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The share of renewables in total energy provisions increases 

from 15.25% in 1987 to 17.72% in 2000 against a decrease 

to 8.66% in the reference case. 

The overall contribution of renewables in electricity 

production is estimated to 471.2 GWh, which corresponds to 

19.36% of the foreseen electricity production in 2000. The 

electricity imports through the interconnection cable are 

accounted for 60.77% of electricity supply in 2000. The 

contribution of renewables and imports will effect sig

nificant oil products savings in electricity generation, 

which at present is based exclusively on oil products. 

The ratio of oil products imports to GOP in the reference 

case is 27% greater than in the Plan in 2000. This fact 

stresses that the implementation of the Plan contributes 

significantly to the reduction of the dependence of regional 

economic development on oil products. 

The implementation of the Plan is expected to lead to an 

improvement of environmental conditions in the region. Oil 

substitution in electricity generation and rationalization 

of energy use a~e the two main poles for air pollution 

reduction. Generally, the penetration of renewables is 

accompanied with positive environmental effects. The 

disadvantage associated with briquette burning is not 

expected to cause any significant environmental problem. 

5.11 concluding remarks 

The Energy Plan for Crete is a proposal for local energy 

resources exploitation that complies with reduction of oil 

products imports. The Plan is also compatible with energy 

driven development of the less favoured areas of the region. 

Hence, the regional socioeconomic and the national and 

Community energy-economic objectives are targeted. 

The Plan is structured in such a way that the implementation 

phases are facilitated. Seven energy intervention pro

grammes with detailed technicoeconomic description, com

prehensive guides, concrete targets and time schedule form 
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the core of the Plan. Responsible bodies are identified 
and organizational actions are proposed for each activity 
within each programme as well as for broader activities in 
the framework of the Plan. Financing sources at regional, 
national and Community level are examined and specified 
for each proposed intervention. 

The success of the implementation of the Plan rests heavily 
on the efforts to be put by the responsible regional and 
local authorities coordinated by the proposed Energy Office 
and the Development Offices of the Prefecture Governments, 
in particular, considering the relevant lack of experience 
in medium- to long-term activities. The responsible 
authorities should be assisted in their efforts, especially 
in the initiation phase, by competent bodies in the field. 
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EVOLUTION 
IN REGIONAL ENERGY PLANNING 

1. CYCLADES 

• Scenario approach with multicriteria analysis 

• Integrated energy-economy development at 
macro level 

• Exhaustive list of possible interventions 

2. LESVOS 

• Specific energy intervention programmes 

• Implementation promotion of the major 
interventions of the Plan 

• Analysis at prefeasibility study level 

3. CRETE 
• Emphasis on the motivation role of reg. authorities 
• Prefeasibility analysis on most interesting 

intervention programmes 

• Organizational, financial & technical guides 

ENERGY ISSUES IN EC ISLANDS EPU/NTUA 
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SYMPOSIUM: ENERGY ISSUES IN EC ISLANDS 

ELKEPA ACTIVITIES ON ENERGY ISSUES IN GREEK ISLANDS 

by 

M. Deligiannakis 

General Director ELKEPA 

It's a pleasure to address this.Conference, that takes place 

in my own hometown and deals with "the Energy Issues in EC 

Islands". 

The energy problem has been one of the most complicated, 

unresolved and critical issue all over the world. The regulating 

factors of this issues (e.g. the prices) are characterized by 

high instability. The traditional sources of energy are not 

unlimited while their extensive use creates serious ecology 

problems. 

Although the use of energy has become more rational (conservation 

of energy, substitution of conventional fuels and development 

of renewable sources of energy like solar, wind, biomass, 

geothermal etc.) this does not give the essential solution of 

energy problem. Therefore efforts have to be increased. 

In the case of the islands the energy issue has a special 

dimension in comparison with continental. This speciality is 

mainly caused by: the increased carrying cost of conventional 

fuels and products, the high cost of connection of islands grid 

to the continental one, the strong peak of electric load during 

the peak period of tourism in islands etc. 
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On the other hand we must consider the usually rich local energy 

potential of Greek islands, especially the renewable sources 

of energy i.e. solar energy, wind potential in most of them, 

geothermal energy in some of them etc. Consider that solar 

energy peak coincides with tourist period peak. 

Concequently, the exact estimation and exploitation of this 

energy potential is very important ·for the local energy need. 

Hellenic Productivity Centre (ELKEPA), has developed remarkable 

activities on the topic of energy, through the Institute for 

Technological Applications ( ITE), (where a specific unit 

operates in order to promote energy issues) and in the islands 

through the local offices in Heraclion of Crete, Mitilini of 

Lesvos and Hania of Crete. 

ELKEPA is trying to connect the increase of productivity with 

the development of energy technology offering the following 

services. 

Training and specialization programmes. 

Feasibility studies - Surveys. 

Design and installation of Demonstration plants. 

Awareness. 

Training - Specialization 

ELKEPA organizes and carries out - through ITE and its local 

offices - training programmes in energy issues in order to 

develop specialized scientists, who will develop the applica

tions of modern technology, as well as modern processes and 

methods. 

These programmes - whose subjects are based on the local needs 

and prospects of development - target executives, technicians 
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and unemployed engineers. These programmes combine lectures 

and practice (the latter of which occupies more than 50% of 

course time). 

Since 1988, 14 programmes attended by 268 persons, have been 

carried out, in Crete and Aegean Islands, on the following 

subjects: 

Renewable sources and conservation of energy in Industry and 

Buildings, passive solar systems and bioclimatic Architecture, 

wind energy, geothermy, application of renewable sources of 

energy in Agriculture and energy design of greenhouses. 

Feasibility Studies - Suryeys 

ELKEPA though ITE and its regional offices (in islands) carries 

out feasibility studies, in order to detect applications and 

products which can be developed by islands production enter

prises. ELKEPA also offers consulting services for the solution 

of concrete local technological issues with the application of 

advanced energy technology. 

Also ELKEPA with the collaboration of trainees of its local 

offices programmes has carried out 19 surveys on the following 

energy issues: 

Hot water production systems retrofits in the form of central 

active solar systems. 

Estimation of energy conservation retrofits potential in 

existing building envelope. 

Space heating passive solar systems and passive cooling 

techniques in new buildings. 

Evaluation of wind potential and possibilities of use of 

wind energy for the small and medium size enterprises in 

Crete. 
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Energy performance study of Greenhouse with various energy 

sources (solar, geothermal, heat recovery). 

Exploitation of bioenergy in Crete. 

Energy performance study of caw - house. 

Energy performance of hydrodynamic in Crete. 

Design & Installation of Demonstration Plants 

In the framework of Mediterranean Integrated Programmes ELKEPA 

through ITE, has undertaken design and install pilot plants in 

Crete, in the subject of biotechnology. 

This project will lead to the design and standardization of 

special waste treatment plants. These wastes are very common 

in Crete (olive mills waste, raisin plants waste, solid waste, 

sludge of municipal waste). 

In addition to their treatment these waste can be used for the 

production of energy. 

Awareness 
ELKEPA, through ITE and its local offices informs on the 

importance and the possibilities of energy and advanced tech

nology transfer and applications by organizing lectures, one 

day seminars, conferences etc. 

Recently, ELKEPA has undertaken, through ITE in the framework 

of Valoren Programme, the creation of a network in order to 

provide consulting services in energy issues all over the Greece. 

The first two offices of the network will be in Mitilini and 

Heraclion. 

This network will exploit the databases of ELKEPA and the 
databases ELKEPA has access to, in order to provide information 

for technical and economic features of energy systems, devices 

suppliers, pilot plants, bibliography, special scientists etc. 
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ELKEPA has even developed specialized gradually enriched 

libraries in its local offices, equipped with books, journals 

etc. (in Greek and foreign languages) on energy issues. 

ELKEPA in order to contribute to the effort for conservation 

of energy in Greece has undertaken through ITE the development 

of a portable energy audit lab, an improved form of the well 
known energy-bus. 

Using this energy-bus we can measure and record energy infor
mation. The study of these information will lead to the statement 

of measures (listed according to their cost) and retrofits of 

energy conservation. 

This portable lab, because of its possibility to move, is 

perfectly adapted to the islands requirements. This lab is 

adapted to the form of small and medium size industries and 

handicrafts which exist in islands. 

I wish every success to this conference. ELKEPA is very 

interested in the conclusion and the proposals of the conference. 
ELKEPA will do its best for the application of these proposals. 
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ENERGY POLICY AND ISSUES IN THE AZORES 

1. GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AZORES 

The Azores are an autonomous Region of Portugal 

comprising nine dispersed islands (fig 1) with a total area 

of 2333 Km2 and a population of about 257000. The 

archipelago is located one third of the way between 

continental Portugal and north america. The islands are 

therefore very isolated from any of the two continents. 

In the economy of the Azores the primary sector 

(agriculture, cattle, raising and fishing) is still of 

critical importance accounting for about 25% of the 

employment and 25% of income. The secondary sector is very 

dependent on the primary sector (dairy, fish processing, 

cattle feed and agroindustry) and accounts for about 24% of 

employment and 26% of income. The tertiary a little less 

than 50% of income. Within the tertiary sector the tourism 

industry is growing but is still at a fairly undeveloped 

stage. 

The unemployment rate in the islands has been very low 

for the past few years (well below 5%). This, however, might 

be associated to a strong emigration to north america and to 

a low participation rate of women in the labor force (about 

35%) . Underemployment is also a commom fenomenon in the 

primary sector. 

Per capita income in the Azores stands at 60% the 

national level. Portugal itself has one of the lowest income 
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levels of the EEC. 

2. THE ENERGY SECTOR IN THE AZORES 

The energy sector of the Azores can be best 

characterized by the energy balance. Figura 2 contains 

estimated values for 1988, converted to tap's. Endogenous 

sources account for about 10.8% of the total energy 

supplyed. The major part of this energy comes from biomass. 

Hydroelectricity is the second most important source 

followed by geothermal (at an experimental stage) and wind. 

In terms of endogenous sources the pictures should change 

considerably in the near future with the implementation of 

the industrial stage of geothermal energy production. 

From figure 2 one can also conclude that 89,2% of the 

energy used in the islands comes from imported sources. 

About one-third of this energy was used for transformation 

into electricity. The rest was consumed by final users. 

Fuel-Oil and diesel fuel was the most used type of energy. 

On the final demand side one can conclude that biggest 

use is for transportation and industry as a whole. In the 

structure of final consumption electricity accounts for 14%, 

diesel for 36%, fuel-oil for 10%, gasoline for 14% and LNG 

for 12%. This structure does not differ considerably from 

the situation in 1982. From 1982 to 1988 total demand grew 

at an average rate of 3.7%. 

Table 1 presents some comparative statistics for the 

Azores, Portugal and the EEC. One fact that is readily 



AZORES 

ENERGY BALANCE (ESTIMATES) 
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evident is the lack of diversity of primary energy sources 

in the A%ores. Of the external dependence of these islands, 

petroleum products account for 89.1%. For the same years per 

capita energy consumption in the EEC stood at 3.2 tep's as 

compared to 1.1 for Portugal and 0.7 for the Azores. 

TABLE 1 - Primary Energy By Sources (%) 

EEC avg. Portugal Azores 

(1985) (1986) (1988) 

COAL 23.2 11.9 0.0 

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 45.0 63.0 89.2 

NATURAL GAS 18.0 0.0 0.0 

NUCLEAR 12.0 0.0 0.0 

HYDRO/GEOTHERMAL 1.5 15.7 2.4 

OTHER 0.3 9.4 8.4 

External Dependence 43.3 75.1 89.1 

External Dependence on Petroleum 31.6 63.0 89.1 

Currently the supply of liquid fuels is made from 

continental portugal to the islands of S. Miguel and then 

distributed to the other islands. This transport is made by 

a small vessel contracted exclusively for this purpose. Two 

islands, because they do not yet adequate ports receive the 

fuel in small containers. 

Liquefied gas is supplied from the mainland to three 

islands, bottled and then distributed to the remaining 

islands. 
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As is evident this system is very expensive and would 

raise prices considerably in the smaller islands were it not 

for the regionally adopted policy of maintaining prices equal 

in all the islands. 

It is the competence of the Regional Government of the 

Azores to set energy prices. The policy followed has been to 

tax gasoline and diesel fuel subsidise fuel for the 

production of electricity as well as liquefied gas. This 

policy pe~its a reduction of the impact of insularity both 

on the lower income consumer and on industry. Of course, this 

comes at the expense of foregone revenues that could 

otherwise be channeled to other programs. Prices in the 

Azores are, due to this policy, slightly lower than prices 

at the national level but have kept pace with them. 

3. THE IMPACT OF ENERGY COSTS IN THE AZOREAN ECONOMY 

Because most of the energy consumed in the Azores is 

imported and because these islands are dispersed, small and 

far from the continent, costs are very high. In spite of the 

fact that practiced prices are near the national levels 

there are costs that the economy bears to maintain them as 

such. One way the other the end result is than less 

resources are available for other uses in development 

programs. 

The realization of the impact of the external 

dependence on energy has led the Government to develop all 

possible endogenous sources and to create incentives for 

conservation. This policy has led to investments on research 
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and investments on the use of wind, hydro, geothermal and 

wave energy. Biogas is also produced by the private sector. 

The geothermal resources are the most promising at this 

stage because of the impact they might have. It is estimated 

that by 1992 this source might account for 60% of all 

electricity consumed in the biggest island (which accounts 

for more than 50% of all consumption) . The geothermal 

project is also expected to advance to two other islands. 

The geothermal project is expected not only to reduce 

energy dependence but also to facilitate the appearance of 

activities that might benefit from the use of the warm water 

that is produced in the process. 

In any scenario, the energy sector and infrastructure 

in the A%ores will always be dificult to administer and 

expensive. In fact there are nine separate, very small 

markets which do not permit economies of scale in the 

production of electricity or in distribution of any of the 

forms of energy. This, naturally, is reflected in a very 

negative impact on the development capabilities of these 

islands and demands that the authorities be continuously 

alerted to all developments in this sector. 

4. ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

The A%ores have 

environmental problem 

not, to 

related to 

now, faced any major 

energy production or 

consumption. As far as biomass is concerned consumption 

levels have not endangered the necessary equilibrium in 

forests. Hydroelectric production through the use of 
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generally small creeks have not had any adverse effects that 

might be registered. The burning of various fuels, because 

of the islands dispersed nature and the influence of 

continuous winds have not caused any significant polutinq 

effect. The only concerns that are now expressed refer to 

the exploration of geothermal sources given than the 

drilling might affect the water supply and the steam and 

warm water might affect the ecological ballance at the 

surface. All of these aspects have, however been taken into 

consideration in the choice of technology used both for the 

drilling and for the disposal of the steam and of the warm 

water. 

5. THE AZORES ENERGY PLAN 

An energy plan is being elaborated for the ~ores to 

serve as a tool for the setting of policy for the sector. 

This plan, which is supported financially by the EEC, will 

seek to identify and simulate the relationships between the 

economy and the energy sector, taking into consideration the 

dispersion of the islands and their small size. The model 

will be fed by a data bank and a simulator will permit the 

creation of development scenarios and the consequences for 

energy demand and supply. It will include a macroeconomic 

module, a module for the energy sector and a sub-module for 

electricity. 
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6. COMMUNITY FUNDS AND THE ENERGY SECTOR 

Since portugal joined the EEC in 1986, various projects 

on the energy sector have been contemplated with aid from 

various programs financed by the Regional Development Fund. 

These projects have been presented by the local authority 

for the sector, by the local utility and by the private 

sector. These projects have contemplated studies, and the 

production and distribution of electricity. The local 

electrical utility has also contracted various loans with 

the European Investment Bank. 

7. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

Under the portuguese constitution the A%ores are an 

autonomous region with a considerable set of attributions in 

the definition and execution of economic policy. Energy 

policy is one area which has been conducted by the Regional 

Government even though some boundaries are established by 

the Central Government as far as taxes are concerned. Aside 

from the brackets established for taxation of some energy 

sources it has been up to the local authorities to determine 

price levels, investment policies for the sector, research 

and diversification policy, administration, etc. 

One might say that as far as energy planning and policy 

the Azores have had a considerable amount of autonomy. Even 

though some adjustments are being made in the price fixing 

mechanisms for the various petroleum products it is expected 

that the Regional Government will maintain the autonomy it 
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now has for the sector. As such the decision-making capacity 

is not an issue at this point. 

8 . THE INTERNAL MARKET AND ENERGY SUPPLY OF THE AZORES 

The Azores are requesting that the Community support 

policies to minimize the impact of increased energy costs on 

economic activity and on the standart of living in the 

islands. This request is based on the recognition of the 

need for specific measures to adress the development 

problems of these islands, on the fact that they will not 

benefit from most of the impact of the internal market and 

of the trans-european energy distribution networks and on 

the policy of social and economic cohesion within the 

Community. This is, we consider, a central issue both for 

this region and for the EEC. The region is asking that the 

Community undertake a specific mesure to eliminate the 

additional cost of suppllying energy to the various islands. 

The Commition has, in this respect, realized that any 

measure to improve the energy balance of the Azores should, 

on the one hand concentrate on their endogenous potential 

and, on the other compensate the additional costs of 

imported energy products. This can be partially attained by 

recourse to existing programs such as VALOREN, JOULE, 

THERMIE or others financed by the Regional Development Fund. 

The specific characteristics of the Azores demand, however, 

that additional measures be taken. 

The Commition has also considered that it would be 

acceptable to have state aid finance the additional cost of 
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supplying energy to the islands as well as to have an 

exceptional fiscal treatment for energy used in the 

production process. 

This is an important development but, as far as the 

islands are concerned, it is clearly insufficient. On the 

one hand the solution of the problem is attributed to the 

home country, on the other the tax exemption or reduction 

will, in the case of the Azores, come at the expanse of the 

regional budget given the current fiscal setup. 

The need for the search of specific solutions for the 

problems of islands is also highlighted when we come to the 

analysis of the trans-european networks. In the case of 

energy the Commision has realized the 

the distribution and transportation 

better obtain a well functioning 

need to strenghthen 

networks in order to 

internal markets and 

economic cohesion. Specific mention has been made of the 

need to: 

introduce a transportation network of natural gas 

to Greece and Portugal; 

an maritime pipelines for gas between Ireland, the 

United Kingdom and France and also between Italy 

and Corsica and Sardenia; 

connect hand pipelines for gas between Spain and 

Portugal, on the one hand, and Spain and France on 

the other; 

improve the network of electricity distribution 

covering France, Spain and Portugal; 

to establish a network for the transport of 

electricity between Ireland and the United Kingdom 
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I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

* Guadeloupe archipelago is located in Caribeen Sea, 
7000 Kms from continental Europe, and 1700 Kms from 
central America. 

* It is a French Department. 

* This archipelago is composed of one main island 
and five little dependancies. 

* The total population is about 385 000 inhabitants, 
on 1700 km2. 

* Main economic activities are tourism, buildings 
industry, agriculture (sugar cane, bananas, rum). 

* We must remark that exportations are only one tenth 
of importations. 

II - ENERGY IN GQADELQUPE 

* Energy in Guadeloupe in mainly imported from 
neighbouring contries Trinidad, Venezuela, 
Martinique. , 

* Only 8 percent of the total consumption is 
produced locally, from renewable energies : 

- geothermal energy 
- solar energy 
- biomass energy 

* The total energy consumption comes to 385000 toe, 
that is to say one ton per inhabitant. 
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The increasing rate is 7 % per year. 

* Electricity represent 30% of this energy 

- 600 Gwh/year 
- P max : 100 Mw 
- total installed power : 250 MW 

- cost price is 3 times the sale price 
~ ~ 

1,5 F/Kwh 0,5 F/Kwh 
' 

NB (1) 1 ECU = 7 F 

NB (2) : in little islands, cost price is about 3F/kwh (gas
oil). 

That is what the national company looses a lot 
of money in Guadeloupe : about 600 millions francs, 
almost 100 millions ECU each year. 

In view of these elements, our Agency works hard 

1°) to devellop using of efficient energy 
equipements ; 

2°) to devellop renewable energies utilization. 

III - ENERGY RESOURCES OF GQADELQQPE 

There is no possibility for fossil energies resources. But 
many possibilities with renevable energies, which are 
already in exploitation. 

The following figures show you the different renewable 
resources in substitution of electricity, in operation and 
in position to,be in operation next ten years. 
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In operation Next 10 years TOTAL 

- Geothermal 4 MW 10 MW 14 MW 

- Solar Thermal 8 MW 18 MW 26 MW 

- PhotovoltaJ:c 0,3 MW 1 MW 1,3 MW 

- Wind 1 MW 1 MW 

- Biomass 6,5 MW 6,5 MW 

- Hydraulic 25 MW 25 MW 

- Waste 3 MW 3 MW 

TOTAL 18,8 MW 58 MW 76,8 MW 

About the next ten years 58 MW, 20 will be in operation at 
t~e end of 1992, because of two hydraulic turbins. 

These figures have.to be compared to the actuel electric 
grid maximum power which is 100 MW. 

Actually, renewable energies and energy management 
represent 120 persons' permanent activity. 

IV - ENVIRONMENT PRQBLEMS 

Generally, energy savings generate pollution reduction. 
For geothermal equipement, it was necessary to take care 
of sulphur gaz emission. 

For hydraulic equipement, negociations with National 
Office of Forest and National Natural Pare of Guadeloupe 
have leaded to an agreement for increasing the minimal 
flow saved in the rivers, in relation to the legal minimum 
flow. ' 
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But hydraulic equipement allows a strong reduction of air 
pollution, because of saving about 20 000 t of oil, which 
will not be burnt each year. 

Otherwise, we develop, for large air-conditionner systems, 
utilization of efficient double stage compressors, using 
R 22 freon instead of R 502, dangerous for ozone layer 
(Montreal Protocole). 

V - PLANIFIGATION 

Energy politic is built by our Agency, in connection with 
Regional Council. 
Electricity de France is also associated. 

Our objectives are : 

- control of consumptions 
- developping of renewable local energies. 

VI - FINANCING CONSIDERATIONS AND INSTITQTIONAL FRAME 

Energy management are supported in Guadeloupe by public 
financing from : 

- AFME 
- Regional Council 
- Europeen Community, through VALOREN programme. 

A general agreement was dealt between AFME and Regional 
Council for five years (1989-1993), and Valoren programme 
came to intensify financing means necessary to realize the 
regional programme of energy management. 

Others partners, as EDF, Department Council etc ... joined 
to us. 

All the public actions are driven by AFME, in relationship 
with private operators. 
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VII - DIScuSSION POINTS 

In Guadeloupe, renewable energies are : 

- a development pole, generating jobs and reducing 
importations ; 

- a strategic factor because of decreasing 
dependance towards outside regions and giving a 
better security in operation. 

Valoren programme was a very important support to this 
development ; it represents : 

. 20 millions F from EC for 

. 200 millions F of investments. 

But we think that energy programmes have to be driven 
during long periods. 

Investments are important, new technologies are long to be 
efficient, understood, and disseminated, mentality are 
long to be changed. 

' 
That is why we think that it is not the moment to press on 
brakes. 

Valoren programme has contributed to give a strong 
expansion to renewable energies in Guadeloupe. 

Its flexibility was a big asset for its good execution. 

As you have seen, with sufficient means, it's possible to 
change noticeably the energy dependance in this 
archipelago. 

That is why, Guadeloupe Regional Council and AFME are 
demanding for a VALOREN II programme. 

Thank you very much. 

Marc FRAGER 
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SYMPOSIUM ON ENERGY ISSUES IN E.C. ISLANDS 

CHAIRMAN 1 S SUMMARY AND PRESENTATIONS 

by Dr. John Twidell 

Director, Energy Studies Unit 
University of Strathclyde, 

Glasgow, Scotland. 

This summary follows the presentations made for the 9 island groups. 
Further presentations in this symposium will consider the 
commonality and range of immediate difficulties for the islands, 
such as the reliance on oil and the consequences of separation from 
mainland resources. However the purpose here is to take a step back 
from daily difficulties of island life to consider more fundamental 
factors. 

1. EQROPE TODAY 

History will record 1989/90 as unexpected drama. For the third time 
this century events in mainland Europe have led to continental and 
hence worldwide political change. The almost complete collapse of 
traditional communism and the lessening of Soviet dominance have 
transformed European national groupings. The European Commission 
must obviously concentrate effort and money on relationships with, 
and support for, the countries of the previous Eastern Europe. 
Already a new term is being used - Central Europe. The concept of a 
continental influence will be encouraged, built upon the traditions 
and industry of countries having little contact with the sea. 

This new requirement to support Central and Eastern European 
economic reconstruction will be a change of emphasis for the 
Commission. Previously the strategy had been to strengthen the 
western and southern boundaries of Europe, most recently by the 
inclusion of Portugal, Spain and Greece into the Community. 

The islands of Europe are predominantly on those western and 
southern boundaries. There have been most important and successful 
Community programmes of support from which all the islands have 
benefited. The changes in Central Europe must necessarily mean that 
the proportion of financial support coming to the islands is likely 
to decrease. 

With regard to energy, the European Commission has given a lead to 
the development of local and indigenous sources. The support 
therefore for renewable energy has been adventurous and stimulating 
with the commission's influence for the islands usually being far in 
advance of that of the national governments. Since renewable energy 
is best harnessed in rural areas, there was quite properly a bias to 
projects on islands, especially for wind and photovoltaic energy 
demonstrations. In such situations fossil fuels are more expensive 
in real terms than on the mainland, the environment is vigorous and 
so the economic payback for renewables is the more favourable. 
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In the former Eastern Europe, conventional fuels are used 
inefficiently with much environmental pollution. The Commission 
must now rapidly improve and clean up these systems while 
maintaining essential industry. This will be an expensive process 
with the short term requirements offering fewer opportunities for 
renewables. 

In all, the events of 1989/90 will detract attention from the 
European islands and may well reduce financial support. It is 
important therefore to argue the case for the islands in a vigorous 
and coherent manner. 

2. THE CASE FOR ISLANDS 

For the purposes of this conference, "islands" are island groups 
with a distinct regional character. Their administration is such to 
favour local autonomy and a close link of such developments as 
energy with the need for local employment and the cycling of local 
cash expenditures. In practice every island has its own 
distinctiveness of environment, resources and, above all, culture. 
Such matters appear extremely attractive if life on the islands is 
well resourced, both to the islanders and to those on the mainland 
continent. There is a real sense in which the islands to mainland 
Europe are like the flowers to a garden. Keeping to this analogy, 
some interesting comparisons can be made with regard to policy for 
energy supplies and use. 

2.1 New yarieties 

The range of island circumstances, especially with regard to the 
natural environment and the skills of the people, mean that local 
resources, and the means to utilize those resources, vary from 
island to island. For renewable energy this means that certain 
energy systems are particularly appropriate on some islands and not 
others. For instance wind turbine generators, small scale hydro 
power, photovoltaic power, remote location/autonomous systems, 
biomass utilization, wave power, tidal power and even geothermal 
sources will never be universally appropriate, but will certainly be 
appropriate as specific technologies on individual islands. 

When a renewable energy system is appropriate on a particular 
island, it is likely to make a proportionately large contribution on 
the local scale. Examples are the wind turbines on the small 
Scottish island of Fair Isle and on Orkney. on the national mainland 
the same systems would have not been significant and their 
proportional contribution would have been trivial. 

For these and many other reasons, islands are excellent places to 
harness new proven types of local scale technology. Islands are the 
places to both foster new varieties and to appreciate them. 
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2.2 Clean "disease free" areas 

In agriculture, islands are important places for breeding and 
propagation, free from mainland disease or contamination. There is a 
sense that a similar benefit exists with modern technology, that now 
has to reach improved standards of environmental acceptability. 
Islands are places to appreciate the natural environment and to find 
values absent in the turmoil of mainland living. Thus islanders are 
quickly conscious of unacceptable pollution or developments which 
spoil cultural inheritance. For instance there are limits to the 
installation of diesel fuelled power generation because of fumes and 
noise. Undersea power supply cables appear beneficial, but they 
remove local employment and local cash flow. 

Renewable energy technologists claim that their technology is 
largely free from chemical pollution, makes use of local natural 
resources and thereby fits into the local environment. With their 
sensitivity for both their environment and their economic wellbeing, 
islanders are in a good position to judge such claims. Once tried 
and found acceptable on islands, technologies are likely to move to 
the mainland as improvements to the general environment. 

2.3 Embryo development 

What may be called inappropriate, small scale and trivial on the 
mainland, may be significant on islands. An example is the 
generation of electricity from photovoltaic "solar cells" to provide 
autonomous power not linked to a central grid. On an island such a 
system has to be developed and used to its full potential. All the 
information has to be present, although the size of the structure 
and the power may be small. 

such complete, yet small scale, developments on islands can be seen 
for the mainland as perfect "embryos" which may be thereafter 
developed. Thus mainland finance can be used to develop the small 
scale system, with the knowledge that success on the island gives 
the information for later replication at larger scale. For the 
island the development has economic value in its own right, and for 
the mainland there is the gaining of complete experience. 

2.4 Dissemination of knOWledge and experience, 

There is no benefit in producing a successful development unless 
the information about it is distributed for others to replicate the 
sucess. Because of the isolation of islands, this information 
transfer has to be considered carefully. There must be a framework 
for the information to pass to other islands, and indeed to the 
mainland. It is for this reason that the initiative of the CEC 
Directorate General for Energy is welcomed in bringing this European 
Island forum together. The Directorate's role may be compared to 
that of the Seed Merchant, who supports the growth of new varieties 
and then sees to their marketing and distribution with a carefully 
prepared catalogue of information. 
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3 SUMMARY 

For the islands of Europe, this first energy conference has allowed 
exchange of information and mutual encouragement that cannot be 
obtained by each individual island with its own mainland national 
agencies. The Symposium has allowed a preliminary exchange of 
information that will hopefully grow into a full exchange of 
technological and institutional experience. The role of the 
Directorate will be essential in facilitating such exchanges across 
the vast distances of ocean that separate Bornholm from Sardinia, 
an7d Guadalupe from Crete. 

John Twidell. 
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SYM=lOSI..M: ~y ISSI ES N EC ISI...At-..DS 

Energy problems facing the EC i.=lands 

Inventory of iSSues- raiSed during tne previous se~Sion 

by 

Prof. HEr~RI 8AGUENIER 

<CEEETA> 

The problems brought up by the energy needs in the Islands of the E1.Jrooean 

Economic Community are specific enough to justify a special approach and 

treatment. This idea, all of I.JS had before going to Crete, was confirmed by all tha 

speakers basad on their •:Jwn experiences as community •:Jr nation-al officers, Cit'~ 

Hall representatives, resaarch centres or l.Jniversity resaarch centras membres, r::Jr 

local energy agencies or electr1cal producti•Jn and .:Jis::ribution companie:. Thi:: 

common idea, that can .seem abv1ou.s for some, is ·3lobal :nough to •::omori.se 

aooroaches which are ~::onvergent in a certain aspect and divergent in another, 

depending on each person1s references. That is why, in this first summar,~ at..tamot 

<made too shortly after the event> instead of making a rather boring .=ummar!d cJf 

each speech, we are going to grouc the conclusions (on the 1dentified oroblems .;.no::J 

proposed solutions> in two categories: 

I. the convergent solutions 

II. the divergent or specific solutions 
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1. The convergent solutions 

• The islands'situation signifies the absence or insufficiency of access to 

the large energy transport and distribution s1::1stems (gas, electricity, oil/•:lil 

subproducts ... ) bringing overcasts to the islands <the smaller the region the 

higher tha overcast. - ~ee presentation about the Greek Islands). This first 

"main idea11 was emphasized by Mons1eur Senetakis in the opening speech and 

afterwards retrieved b1::1 almost every speaker. 

• The islands'Eituatian generates a double condition of dependency em 

external imports and on oil ( freauently only on oil subproducts). This 

situation weakens the stocks safety not only in case •:lf international cris1.=, 

but also in the everyday life •:lf certain small islands <see presentation about 

the Graek Islands). This external dependency keeps exchanges with the 

foreign markets permanently J.Jnbalanced. The presented figures showed .;. 

dependency rate nearing 90~~ <It .is very difficult. to compare situations when 

different energy eauivalents are I.JSed and non-marketable consumptions .;.re 

taken into account, specially biomass.> <French example about the electr1city 

eauivalence). 

• The electricity production, transport .and .jistributian ~ystems are heavil~ 

burdened by the .absence <impossibility ·:lr prohibiti·v·e .::osts) ·:lf netwcirk 

interconnections to the mainland or between the different 1slands 1n the 

ar•::hiPelago (for example, Canar'=' Islands, Azores, Madeira ... ). To the usual 

overcasts reasons related to market dimens1an, we can add the 

·::haracteristics coming from the electricltY demand ~tr1.Jcture itself. So (for 

example in Bornholm, Greece, Scottish Islands ... ) the heavy burden •:lf 

household and terciary consumption, a direct conseouence of the increase •Jf 

terciary sector's importance in the islands~ economies <verified in ,jifferent 

stages by all intervenients>, shows itself on the load diagramms that var•:~ 

according to the season, sometimes even on the .jay. The energy power 

companies are, therefore, constrained to invest large amounts of money to 

eauip to the peak and sometimes they are not able to satisfy demand <Greek 

example, small islands of Canary, Azores and ~1adeira>. 
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• Due to the weight of tourism in the economy of the majority of the islands, 

the constraints on environment will increasignly decide energy options, thus 

creating possible new overcasts (for example, the elucidative statement of 

Bornholm representativei. 

• All the intervenients emphasized endogenous resources importance .3.nd the 

significant contribution some of them already have <for instance, ~~ood, 

Lesbos and Hadeir.a; wind, Scotti:;h islands; hydroelectrical, Made1ra .3.nd 

Azores .. .) or could have (hydroelectrical in Cors1ca) in the future. Th1a 

almost consensual diagnosis (apparently the PPC representative had :;orne 

doubts) does not imply a consensus on the choosen actions to undertake (see 

the divergent opinions between Mr .McKenna .and Mr .Helim ~1endes •::>n the 

programm VALOREN and the representative of Guadeloupe). The correlation 

between emphasis on endogenous potential and its use were ecually pointe•j 

out by all intervenients. 

• The common energy market, CEE and its members want to .achieve, ·=an be 

ouite opposite towards the islands1interests. That is why the Comis.=ion 

representatives insisted on the economic and social •:ohesion and presented 

t.ha different commun1t.~ support schQmes 1
. The other intervenients also 

pointed out the need for specific support schemes, ·3.lthough differing ·=>n 

organisation and even goals. 

• Price and costs problems .are top issues. There is .a consensus .3.bOJ..Jt the 

existence of such problems, but not in tt-1eir resolution <territorial ;;:antimJit!:::i 

principle in the majority •::Jf the presented cases for electricity, out 

over•::osts partially supported by consummers in the Portuguese Autonomous 

Regions; very different taxes on oil subpr.:;,ducts ... L Questions on prices .3.nd 

costs cannot, in the majority's opinion, burden consummers. Allow me to po1nt 

out the unanimous silence surronding the auestion of who should bear the 

over costs to relief consummers of them. 

1 ~ representative from tne commiSSion came up witn tne idea of using tne benefitS from tne transEuropean 

netHorkS in order to Support certain overcoStS in tne Storage on those regions. 
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• At last a consensus of all present in continuing this debate, a will shown 

in the proposal of the Canary Islands' representatives at promoting .another 

similar event. to be held on their region. 
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2. Divergent and specific conclusions 

Surely none of the intervenients previously assumed that his conclusions could be 

divergent or specific, thus this analysis cannot be separated from a comparative 

analy3is entirely ·~n the responsibility •:Jf the speaker. Natur.ally, it 1s eas1er to 

found differences between the approaches concerning solutions than o:;oncerning 

the identification of problems. 

Our statements will be grouped according to the possible characterisation •::jf an 

energy policy in an islands' region from: 

- an institutional basis 

- the objectives 

- the methodologies and the courses of action of the energy progr amm.=. 

• Starting from an institutional basis, the different interventions sho~'lled a 

high variety of situations which <if you permit me a personnal remark) is (Jnly 

implicit in the exooses. The Autonomous Regions of Madeira and Azores have 

a complete autonomy in what .:;oncerns energy oolic!:1 and the local 

gouvernments l1ave the control of the local Electrical company. They also set 

'.JP the prices and taxes, while, for instance, French ·:iepartments, e\.t'en when 

grouped in Regions, have nearly r;•:J lnfluence o::jVer the supply system •Jr 

prices <see intervention of Hr. Alfonsi). The French example shows the 

contradictions, emchasized by some interven1ents, between a price system for 

consummers not reflecting costs and the valorization ·=>f the endogenotJs 

cotential. Crete's examcle highlights the need for the definition of an 

institutional succort to beggin energy planning. Another institutional .aspects 

were pointed aut, as for i3tance, difficult3 the econom1c agents face LA~hen 

trying to valorize local resources <small hydraulics in Corsica). 
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• The goals on energy policy expressed, implicitly or explicitly, throughout 

the various exposes, do not differ much. The traditional seoaration line 

between giving more importance on demand over supply and vice-versa was 

refind. That. is why the "8ornholm11 approach leads to a permanent search for 

energy effectiveness in order to diminishes the growing needs of supply, 

while the approach presented by the electrical company of Crete oretends .an 

increase of capacity instead of a temporary elimination •=>f peaks. Speaking ·:::lt 

these different approaches, it is convenient to draw the .attention •=>n the 

Commission representatives'positions in giving priority to energy 

effectiveness .and to renewable energies, following the goals defined by the 

Council. According to some intervenients, the goal3 in energy policy can be 

controled by political goals. To exemplify this idea, Mr .Alfonsi presented the 

problem of interconnection to mainland networks as one of the ways to 

reduce the potential economy of Corsica. The representative from GuadalmJPe 

showed the contradiction between social concern <not to burden consummers) 

and the goal of valorizing endogenous potenttal. 

• The planning methodologies and its many ways of implementing energy 

policies aimed at resolving the presented islands' problems, are extremel'd 

,jifferent specially because •:if the various institutional basls and ·:;~al3, but 

also because of the variety •:>f tools I.J3ed tu carry aut these policles. 

The Commission recresentatives presented the main ~-·:J\Jl3 ala.bor=.tad i-'Jithir, 

the Community energy policy goals and =ocial .and aconomical ·:ahealan. :.n•j 

some •=>f the oeakers emchasized the difficultie: (Mr l1·:Kenna.) felt in the 

execution of certain programmes <VALOREN>, which can be resolved 

<intervention of Mr J1aniat.oooulos and r··1r .Gerini) by reforcing promotion and 

diffusion of new energy techniaues and imcroving .assistance to ener·3Y 

planning. 
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The positive exposes of t-1adeira, Guadaloupe, Azores, Bornholm and the other 

negative exposes, showed that the existence of implementation structures, 

namely communitarian, is essential <The VALOREN results stated by Madeir-~, 

Azores and Guadalouce ~toihere local strr.Jctures exist •::antrast with the 

absance of rsal results in the other eligible islands). The 'v'ALOREN1 example 

shows ouite well that the croblem of financing, however imcortant, is not the 

•::inly one to be solved. 

1 
or" the d&monStr"ation pr"og,.amms (30% of the unuse .. r.u•!let). 
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SYMPOSIUM: ENERGY ISSUES IN EC ISLANDS 

Progress report of the Study 

"Energy situation for the EC Islands non connected to an energy grid" 

by 

COWiconsult, CEEETA and EPU 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to evaluate the effects of the Internal Market within the energy 

sector in regard to the particular situation of the EC islands, the Task Force 

for European Integration has recently launched a specific study for those is

lands which have no possibilities to be connected to an energy grid. 

The European Community is aiming to complete an Internal Energy Market for 

Europe by 1992. This must be done taking into consideration security of energy 

supply, environmental impacts, and the promotion of new energy technologies. 

The goal of having an Internal Energy Market is to reduce energy costs and 

prices, and increase EC industries• competitiveness worldwide. The energy 

market will be characterised by greater competition and transparency of costs 

and prices for those involved in it. 

The present means of attaining this goal are varied - reducing those boun

daries which prevent utilities engaging in inter-state electricity and gas 

exchanges; community coordination of national planning, investment, produc

tion, and distribution of energy, for example. 

With this in mind, the community must face the ·needs of those EC islands which 

are not connected physically to mainland energy systems. These islands are 

characterised by a heavy dependence on oil, higher fuel transport costs from 

main terminals, higher inter-island distribution costs, diseconomies of small

scale power generation, reduced fuel choice, and a highly uneven demand for 

daily and seasonal energy. These factors lead to greater energy costs for 

those islands. 
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This study considers the extent to which the internal market goal will apply 

to those islands. It will look at a framework of technological, political and 

financial solutions to their additional energy cost problems and to the 

security of supply. It will aim to be applicable to the wide variety of member 

islands. The solutions put forward will then lead to a range of policy ideas 

for the European Commission. 
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2. THE EC-ISLANDS 

The strict geographical definition of an island is not applicable for the 

project goals. We have chosen instead to concentrate our effort on those 

islands, which are not likely to be affected by the prospects of the internal 

market. 

The lack of connection to a main energy grid, an isolated location from the 

mainland characterized by long sea transportation distance, and limitation in 

harbour facilities are some of the important selection criterias used. 

Consequently we have not included in the scope of this study the islands close 

to the shore which are presently connected or will be connected in the near 

future. Other considerations have also been taken into account, mainly the 

level of energy dependent economic activities. 

A general trend for these EC islands is the reduction of population. 

As with preliminary classification criteria we have focused on the following 

set of economic and energy issues: the more or less isolated character of 

their economies, as a result of their distance from the mainland; the type of 

economies developed; and the effects of their geographical situation on their 

energy situation. Using these criteria, several groups of islands were con

sidered: 

Islands with comparable economic activity level with the mainland and 

with comparable energy consumption. Most of these islands are close 

to the shore and connected to an electricity grid. Some have better 

access to the gas network. These islands will profit in some degree 

from the predictable benefits of the internal market. For these 

reasons they will not be included in the scope of this study. As 

examples we can mention the island of Bornholm (DK), the Sicily 

(Italy) and the Ionian islands (Greece). 

Islands with a recent economic revival based on tourism for which 

energy supply is needed for transportation, electricity and greater 

water supply during the high season. Despite the difficulties of 

supplies and the additional cost of energy, the important fact in 

energy matters is the reliability of the supply. This is the most 
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important aspect in maintaining the service level required by 

tourism. Examples include the Island of Creta, the Canaries and 

Baleares Islands. 

Islands for which their economy and survival is based on the tradi

tional primary sector, e.g. agriculture, breeding and fishing. 

Those islands are generally located at long distances from the 

mainland or other economic poles, which limits the possibility of 

income from tourism and which is also the reason for the accumula

tion of several drawbacks. High energy prices, poor competitiveness 

of export production on the world market, and weakness of trade and 

cultural relations to the mainland are such problems. 

For these islands economic factors such as energy prices are par

ticularly crucial to the survival of the islands' society. This is 

because they are dependent on external trade and a rise in energy 

prices raises production costs, which reduces their competitiveness 

overseas. Different kinds of subsidies are proposed by the EC to 

alleviate the effects of these unfavourable conditions. Examples are 

the archipelago of Azores (Portugal), some smaller and less acces

sible Greek islands, and the French DOM. 

There is another kind of hierarchy among the different islands as a group. 

Size of local population, differences in economic activities, level of ser

vices, and harbour facilities are also important factors at the local level, 

determining the reliability and the price level of energy supply. 

Common for the second and third categories of islands are the following 

factors: 

high and increasing dependence on oil products to cover current 

energy needs with electricity relying almost exclusively on just oil 

(Figure 1 and 2). 

substantial seasonal or daily peaks of demand for energy, resulting 

from seasonal activities (tourism) or low energy demand during the 

night due to the absence of a heavy secondary sector. 
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substantial higher than national costs for the transportation and 

storage of oil products as well as for electricity generation (small 

size of local energy market and dependency of the small islands on a 

main island) 

low security and reliability of the energy systems. 

A list of the islands is presented in table 1. 

Corsica and Sardinia are presently connected together and will be in the near 

future connected to Italy.For that reason they will not be included in the 

final scope of the study. Some of the Greek islands from Aegan Archipelagos 

are connected together, making a larger energy system, but still remain in the 

scope of the study. 

The population of the island of the project represent about 7.5 millions 

people (5,5 millions without Corsica and Sardinia), i.e. about 2% of the 

population of the Community and the following member countries are 

represented: France, Greece, (Italy), Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom. 
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3. THE CONCERN OF THE INTERNAL MARKET FOR THE ISLANDS 

The general objectives concerning the free access and exchange possibilities 

on the main continental energy grid and the overall coordination of invest

ments are of very little concern because of the specific isolated situation of 

the islands. 

On the other hand the aims dealing with price transparency and harmonization 

of VAT and other taxes are of great importance for the future energy situa

tion on the islands. 

A harmonization of excise taxes and VAT will lead to predictable lower oil 

prices in the southern member states, which on one hand can be considered as a 

positive measure for the islands in terms of economic impact, but on the other 

hand as a more unfavourable measure, because of the possible increase of 

consumption and thus a delay in the penetration of renewables and energy 

savings measures. 

Transparency of price structure will expose the subsidies and means allocated 

to the islands' oil and power sector. Transition to a •true price• policy will 

affect especially the small or stagnant industrial se~tor on the mainly 

agricultural islands and the growing tourism sector on the prosperous islands. 

Facing the challenges of the internal market for energy, alternative solutions 

have to be elaborated to alleviate the predictable social and economic draw

backs when and if price transparency and true pricing might be blindly ap

plied. 

To reduce the gap of the weight of additional costs three different ways can 

be explored: 

an enhanced penetration of energy savings technologies to compensate 

for the lack of cheap energy supplies (Figure 3). 

an enhanced energy promotion of local and renewable energy sources in 

order to force as many oil products as is economically possible out 

(Figure 3). 

appropriate transition measures for fuel supply of islands when 

carrying out harmonization of taxes and VAT applied on fuels. 
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4. ADDITIONAL COSTS 

The distinguishing feature of the energy situation of the EC islands is the 

extra costs they face in energy supply. There are two main sources of addi

tional costs: 

Transportation, storage and distribution of oil products 

Electricity generation 

Oil must be transported from a terminal on the mainland to the islands by ship 

and be stored before distribution to consumers. This adds between 10 and 20% 

to costs depending on the distance from mainland and harbour facilities. These 

additional costs are then increased when the oil is distributed to subsidiary 

islands. The final cost may be 40% higher than that of the mainland. Such 

transportation, and the small size of energy markets on islands, lowers the 

choice of fuels available for energy uses and production, which is also a 

constraint. 

Electricity production differs from that of the mainland in size and range of 

alternatives. The mainland networks use nuclear, coal, hydro, diesel or gas 

electricity generation, with power stations reaching up to 4 gigawatts in for 

example the UK. Islands are limited to diesel generation, and very small

scale hydro or renewable energy generators. The smaller scale of technology 

raises costs, and contributes to a further difficulty - an uneven shape in the 

electricity load profile. This means there is a very low "base load" electri

city demand, as well as a large peak to demand. This requires capacity which 

is little used outside peak hours. Island diesel electricity production costs 

are thus three times that of mainland thermal. production, whilst the capital 

charges and operating expenditures are twice that of mainland diesel produc

tion. The cost relations are illustrated in figure 4 and 5. 

The example based on the 2 islands of Madeira shows obviously the emphasis of 

the problem for the subsidiary islands. Porto Santo has an installed capacity 

of 6.6 MW compared to the main island Madeira (100 MW). The cost difference is 

about 80 ECU/MWh. 
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5. TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS 

Because of the very short period of return needed for investments made within 

the field of energy and electricity savings (ranging from 1 to 2 years on the 

continent, and likely to be under 1 year on the islands) an enhanced implemen

tation of such measures seems to be particularly appropriate to the case of 

the islands. 

Fuels savings and a possible delay in the installation of new output capacity 

are the direct benefits of such measures. To conduct an energy savings pro

gramme successfully, an organizational and financial structure is needed even 

more when the recipients are mainly medium and small industries, hotels, and 

individual consumers. 

The other technological way to reduce the physical and economical dependency 

on'oil products is to promote the substitution of oil products by use of local 

and renewable energy sources and the application of renewable energy technol

ogy. Investment level and power production cost is shown in figure 6 and 7. 

The most promising renewable energy technologies are presently wind turbines, 

mini hydroelectricity and thermal conversion of biomass. Though some of these 

technologies have been commercialized for more than 10 years. The particular 

conditions of the islands, i.e. their relative isolation and need for suc

cessful operation, means implementation must proceed with great caution. 

To emphasise the items discussed in this paper, a very rough assessment of the 

total capacity output of the islands generation system has been simulated. 

As an example the additional costs bound to power generation are between 100 

to 200 millions ECU/year with reference to the present oil prices. In com

parison with this amount a reduction of 30% electricity consumption would 

result from a total investment of 400-600 million ECU and provide a net 

benefit of 40-60 ECU/MWh saved, for a saving potential ranging from 1000 to 

1500 GWh. 
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6. SUBSIDIES 

There are several different models for subsidies in order to alleviate the 

islands costs. 

The levelling of additional energy costs can be obtained by application of 

differential rates of VAT and excise duties, which means a corresponding 

reduction of national or regional budgets and a limitation of other possible 

development programmes. That is the model applied to fuel supply by the 

regional Government of Madeira. 

The levelling can also be obtained through a so-called jointly common tariff 

policy with the mainland. In this case the cross subsidising of energy con

sumption on the island is supported by the large number of consumers on the 

mainland. This model has been applied by centralized power utilities like EDF 

in France and the natural Creata utilities. This solution does not place the 

alternative supply system in a competitive position even though they can 

propose lower production costs than the actual electricity cost. Furthermore, 

the practice introduces social and economic distortion between islands from 

different member countries. 

The third possible subsidies source consists of direct participation in 

investment or operation of an energy system, granted by national and community 

funding, like the EC Structural Funds and other means allocated through pro

grammes like THERMIE, Save, Valoren, Integrated Mediterranean Programme. 

At this stage of the study it is not possible for us to outline the possible 

practical solutions to be considered, but it might be stressed that a greater 

effort of coordination and cohesion of the Co~unity actions is needed. 
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7. SUGGESTED MEASURES 

The result of the preliminary considerations made needs to be an economically 

practical strategy comprising the following elements. 

a comprehensive effort to save energy and electricity and reduce the 

dependence on oil products. 

a directed but careful investment in the most reliable renewable 

energy technologies on the most favourable sites, answering the 

demand for new output capacities. 

an appropriate transition policy for price structures and taxes 

applied to the energy supply for these islands. 

This strategy might be supported by follow-up measures, which already exist, 

have to be improved or created. 

The actions of energy planning engaged on behalf of regional, national or 

community authorities have to be continued and followed-up during the im

plementation stage. Experiences from Bornholm (DK) and Madeira (P) show the 

important role of the "open energy committee", regrouping the main actors 

involved with and concerned by the energy (local and regional authorities, 

planning organizations, utilities, trade and industrial representatives, 

consumers• organizations). These "open energy committees" are able to act as 

catalysts for new ideas, new technologies and their dissemination. Integration 

of energy planning and other development planning activities have also to be 

promoted. 

Promotion of the "Energy service" concept to replace the traditional concept 

of energy supply, constitutes another important action to be developed on the 

island. Such a concept suggests the possible need to establish a new "energy 

office" in charge of providing that kind of service. 

The cohesion and coordination of financial measures applied (e.g tax har

monization, uses of EC-funding, subsidies •.. ) in order to reduce the economic 

and social distortion between island and mainland and ·among the islands 

together is a community task that needs to be fulfilled. 
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Furthermore, the general on-going Community task for ensuring the quality and 

reliability of energy equipment has to be improved on the islands through 

training activities focused on local crafts in order to improve their level of 

skills using the new technology. Increasing information on successful pro

jects, as proposed by THERMIE programme is an absolute necessity to promote 

the change in energy systems. 

Finally, the need for transparency within the fields of financial engineering 

and monitoring of the programme te be implemented in the islands, has to be 

fulfilled. 
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Hale Mainland Area in k.-2 Population Dens1ty 
1nhab./katl 

Cors1ca France 8,681 240,000 27.6 
French Guyanna France 91,000 73,000 0.8 
French Polynesya France 4,000 150,000 37.5 
Guadeloupe France 1,779 320,000 179.9 
Kerguelen Islands France 6,993 90 0.0 
Hart1n1que France 1,100 328,000 298.2 
Hayotte France 374 54,000 144.4 
New taledon1a France 19,058 145,000 7.6 
Reun1on France 2,510 525,000 209.2 
St P1erre &. H1quelon France 242 6,700 27.7 
Wa111s &. Futuna France 255 11,000 43.1 

SUB-TOTAL France 135,992 1,852,790 13.6 

Crete Greece 8,312 502,000 60.4 
Northeastern Aegean Greece 3,827 195,000 51.0 
Southern Aegaen Greece 5,209 234,000 44.9 

SUB-TOTAL Greece 17,348 931,000 53.7 

Azores Portugal 2,335 251,400 107.7 
Hade1ra Portugal 796 265,000 332.9 

SUB-TOTAL Portugal 3,131 516,400 164.9 

Baleares Islands Spa1n 5,014 730,000 145.6 
Canary Islands Spa1n 7,273 1,685,000 231.7 

SUB-TOTAL Spa1n 12,287 2,415,000 196.5 

Br. lnd1an Ocean Ter lJ( 60 0.0 
Ca)11Bn Island lJ( 259 18,300 70.7 
Montserrat lJ( 103 12,000 116.5 
P1tca1n IJ( 5 65 13.8 
Sa1nt Helena IJ( 419 6,600 15.8 
South Georg1a lJ( 4,092 20 0.0 
Tr1stan da Cunha lJ( 104 300 2.9 
Turks and Ca1cos Isl lJ( 430 7,700 17.9 
V1rgin Islands lJ( 153 11,000 71.9 
Western Islands U<, Skotl. 7,280 31,000 4.3 
Shet14nd Islands ll<, Skotl. 1,427 24,000 16.8 
Ascencion ll<, St Hel 88 1,350 15.3 

SUB-TOTAL lJ( 14,420 112,335 7.8 

Sard1n1a Italy 24,090 1,605,000 66.6 

SUB-TOTAL Italy 24,090 1,605,000 66.6 

GRAND TOTAL EtRCPE 207,268 7,432,525 35.9 

~----------------------------------t~le1 
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Primary Energy Demand 
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Electricity Generating 
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Principles for Energy Policy 
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~------------ rl~3 
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Electricity Cost Structure 
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Electricity Cost Structure 

Diesel generation 
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Investment Level Technologies 
3 ~--------------------------------~ 
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~---------------fig 6 . 
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Investment Level Technologies 
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DIRECTION OF FUTURE CQMMUNIJY ACTIVITIES 

Presentation of the main Commission activities designed to help solve 
the energy prob I ems of the Conunun I ty 's Islands; some of these are 
already well defined and are operational while others are being set up 
or are still In the planning stages. 

1. Regional energy orogremmlng actlyltlos 

Continuation of energy programming activities with the emphasis 
shifting towards new priorities, namely: 

energy planning In the outlying regions and particularly In border 
areas and on Islands; 

feasibility studies with a view to preparing the ground for energy 
projects and Investment; 

energy programming and management In urban areas. 

Of these priorities, the first two are of direct relevance to Islands 
and have featured In the past In energy planning studies and, with 
effect from this year, In feasibility studies. Following the call for 
proposals launched In 1990, the Commission adopted three feasibility 
studies concerning Islands (out of a total of ten feasibility studies 
selected). These related to the Installation of wind farms on Crete, 
the application of geothermal energy In agriculture on the Island of 
Lesbos and the saving of energy In alr-condlt lonlng systems In the 
Cyclades. 

A budget In the region of ECU 3 million will be available In 1991 for 
energy programming activities. 

The 1991 call for proposals will be launched at the end of this year or 
In the New Year. 

2. Tochnologlcel doyoloomont ectlyltlos In the fields of renewable 
sources of energy and energy savings, as well as solid fuels and 
hydrocarbons. 

Continuation of technological development activities with a more marked 
bias towards marketing and the market. 

The Thermle programme, which Is the successor of the Energy 
Demonstration and Hydrocarbon Technology programmes and which wl I 1 
cover the period 1990-1994, enables the Commission to provide financial 
assistance for two types of measures: 

ImplementatIon of energy projects In the areas referred to above, 
Including Innovative projects, projects which Involve the 
application of tried and tested technologies In a new environment, 
and specific projects defined by the Commission; 
promotion of the new energy technologies and dissemination of 
experiments and results. 
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The Thermle programme gives priority to projects situated In the 
less-favoured regions, and In particular to those submitted by small. 
and medium-sized enterprises. 

A call for proposals for 1991 projects was launched In August and will 
close on 7 January 1991. 

In addition, a network of "focal points" has been set up by the 
Commission with a view to stepping up Its promotion and dissemination 
activities. 

A budget of some ECU 125 mil I lon has been earmarked for Thermle 
projects In 1991. 

The Thermle programme, like the demonstration programme which preceded 
It, Ia managed by energy sector rather than on a geographical basis. 
However, this by no means excludes projects carried out on Islands; 
Indeed, projects of this kind, as well as projects carried out on the 
ma 1 n 1 and wh 1 ch can be taken over and adapted for lsi ands, make up a 
significant part of the programme, especiallY In the renewable energies 
sector. 

3. Actlyltloa doalgnod to lmproyo onorgy offlcloncy 

In October 1990 the Commission adopted the Save programme In a bid to 
promote energy efficiency In the Community. This programme, which Is 
to run for an Initial five-year period, provides the framework for 
specific measures which the Commlslon has planned In the following 
three fields: 

technical assistance measures which will Involve first and foremost 
the laying-down of standards which reflect energy efficiency 
requirements for buildings, domestic appliances and transport; 

financial measures, In particular the promotion of financing by 
specialized Institutions and organizations which will be ensured a 
return as a result of the energy savings achieved; 

measures relating to user behaviour, Involving Information and 
training In a bid to make businesses more aware of the problems and 
change consumer habits. 

While these Incentive measures to ensure efficient use of energy relate 
to the entIre CommunIty, they are none the I ess of Importance for the 
Community's Islands. 

A new programme a long the II nes of the Save programme Is p 1 anned to 
promote alternative sources of energy. 
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4. Strengthening of regional energy structures 

Whether the aim Is to carry out regional energy programming studies, 
process the resu Its and assIst In the pI ann I ng, settIng-up, 
construction and monitoring of technology projects, to Improve the 
spread of Information and the dissemination of the technologies 
demonstrated, or to set up pilot awareness projects at regional level, 
the existence and operation of regional energy structures Is a growing 
necessity, regardless of what form they take (regional branches of 
national bodies or organizations set up by the regional authorities). 

Some reg Ions a I ready have theIr own energy departments, but a 1 arge 
number are still without. 

The Commission believes strongly that Its activities In the energy 
sector must be carried out In conjunction with those of the national 
and regional authorities, as the latter are on the spot and can make a 
more balanced assessment of the problems Involved and the solutIons 
considered. 

Discussions are In progress to examine the means to be deployed with a 
view to the setting-up of regional energy teams and providing back-up 
for their activities. 

These discussions, together with a study which has been launched on 
this matter, should produce some practical results by the end of 1991. 

5. Polley regarding furthest oytlylng Islands and regions 

A new policy Is gradually being Implemented with regard to the 
Community's furthest outlying Islands and regions. It began with the 
Poseldom programme adopted by the council In December 1989 (Programme 
of opt Ions specIfIc to the remote and I nsu I ar nature of the French 
overseas departments) and Is being continued with the preparation of 
similar programmes for the Azores and Madeira on the one hand and the 
Canary Islands on the other, the latter having recently opted for ful 1 
Community membership. 

This new approach Is designed to enable Community rules and pol lcles to 
be adapted on an ad hoc bas Is to take account of and offset the 
specific handicaps suffered by these Islands and regions, namely their 
low level of economic development, geographical remoteness and distance 
from the Community market, bearing In mind their traditional links with 
neighbouring non-member countries. 

In this context Madeira and the Azores have asked the Commission to 
look Into ways of offsett lng the extra transport costs for energy 
products coming from the mainland, which are currently met from the 
Islands' regional budgets. 

The Commission Is keenly aware of this problem and Its final decision 
will take Into account all the adaptations and measures which are 
appropriate to these Islands. Indeed, one of the Innovative aspects of 
the programmes concerning the furthest outlying regions Is their global 
approach to problems and solution. 
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However, the Commission would once again stress the need to step up 
energy product lon from locally-based sources, mainly from renewable 
energy sources, and to make substantIa I energy savIngs, In order to 
ensure that any aid programme which may be adopted does not result In 
an Inflation of subsidies as a result of an Increasing consumption of 
petroleum products. 

It should further be pointed out that the adaptatIons and measures 
authorized In connection with these programmes are not Intended to be 
applied to all Islands, but will be confined to the furthest outlying. 

6. Othor actlyltlos 

would like to draw attention to two other maJor Commission 
activities, namely: 

upstream of the activities carried out by DG XVII, the research and 
development work carried out by DG XII In the context of the Joule 
programme, some of which directly concerns or has Important 
Implications for Islands. This Is particularly true In the case of 
development work on renewable sources of energy; 

downstream of DG XVII•s activities, the assistance granted to 
Islands by the structural Funds In accordance with the priorities 
established by the governments (Community support frameworks) and 
the Commission (Community Initiatives), which have already been 
outlined for us by the representatives of the Directorate-General 
for Regional Polley. 

• • • 
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SYMPOSIUM: ENERGY ISSUES IN EC ISLANDS 

SOME SUMMARY COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

by 

D. P. LALAS 
CENTRE FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES 

GREECE 

1. THE PRESENT SITUATION 

The purpose of this brief comment is not to abstract the detailed 
presentations of the general conditions and energy consumption 
patterns and problems noted in EC islands. This is ably done and 
presented elsewhere by the raporteur of the meeting. Rather, what 
is attempted here is an ennumeration and brief elaboration of some 
basic points for action which seem to be common to all islands. 

Let us first examine the basic defining parameters of economic 
activity and resulting energy demands in these islands. The main 
sustaining activities of the economies of almost all of the EC 
islands are agriculture and tourism. These activities and par
ticularly the latter in conjunction with the limited existing 
facilities have generated an increase of energy demand of about 
3-10% per year, a rate which is expected to remain unaltered in the 
foreseeable future. 

Agricultural activities are mostly distributed and often require 
energy in isolated areas, far from existing or planned power grids. 
At the same time, power demand levels are relatively low. Both the 
nature of this activity and the abilities and proclivities of the 
people involved mitigate toward the use of renewable energy sources 
to cover all or part of the energy needs. 

The other activity, tourism, also comes with its own particular 
demands. Foremost among these, is the need for environmentally 
benign energy supply and utilization but with a close second the 
strongly uneven distribution of the load level over the year. In 
many islands the energy demands rise by at least tenfold during the 
tourist season which is typically the summer. 

The main energy consumption is found in the transportation sector. 
Transportation energy needs (and costs, if not subsidized) are high 
because of the distances and difficulties in transporting people 
and goods as well as the fuel itself to remote locations and o~ten 
under adverse weather conditions. 
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The indigenous energy supply of all the islands represented, 
and indeed of the vast majority of all EC islands, comprise 
some form of renewable energy source with wind and biomass being 
the most common. 

In addition to stating all the similarities found between the 
conditions on the EC islands, one should also mention the 
differences. The most important of these differences are the 
size, the climate and the mix of needs and capabilities. Thus 
the size covers the spectrum from a few tens to a million people 
and from a few to a few hundreds of kilometers while the climate 
varies from arctic to the tropical with the subsequent opposite 
heating and cooling requirements. 

2. WHAT CAN BE DONE IN THE FUTURE 

The problems that were identified in the individual island 
presentations are many as are possible remedies which in general 
are better known to the local residents. What is required here 
is the discerning of energy needs that can and should be addressed 
by organizations of broad enough interest and scope such as 
CEC. Further, this needs to be carried out keeping firmly in 
mind the generally expressed resentment of all island repre
sentatives to far-off central government directives which have 
been composed by bureaucrats with little or no knowledge of 
local conditions and large estimates of self-importance. 

The areas of action can be divided in two, those that are specific 
and those that cut across many fields. The specific ones are 
easily identified from the details of the presentations given. 
They include: 

Efficiency of transportation 
Improved communications to alleviate travel 
Improved off-grid power systems 
Energy-efficient fresh water supply 
Integration of diverse energy sources 
Elimination or reduction of environmental impact of 
energy production and use 

The above list is neither complete nor original. It clearly 
includes items of concern, now and in the past, to all islands 
albeit at different degrees of importance to each. It is also 
a list that is almost self-evident given the details of the 
presentations of this symposium. 

Beyond the specific areas listed above and the ever-present 
request and possibly well-justified need for more funds, there 
remains the need for energy planning. Work on this has been 
carried out for a number of islands and a prime example has 
been presented in this symposium by Prof. Samouilidis. Still, 
in my opinion, the results of such work have not been utilized 
sufficiently in the past and the utilization of the energy 
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policies proposed for the islands remain less than optimal. 
Many reasons can be found for this which vary from island to 
island. 

There exists though one reason which, in my estimation, is 
over-riding and has to be discussed further. This reason is the 
reduced capability of the local authorities to make full use 
of the results of these energy strategy studies. Implementation 
is hindered by delays which change the initial conditions of 
the study, by incorrect or incomplete input data, by lack of 
funds, by concealed local political and social considerations, 
and by limited capabilities of local administration. 

such shortcomings at the local level are exacerbated by the 
difficulties of, on one hand, influencing from afar decision 
makers of the central administration and, on the other, of having 
to deal with the local residents and their reaction to possibly 
unpleasant actions. 

3. A MODEST PROPOSAL FOR ACTION BY CEC 

Several of the problems mentioned have already been the target 
of both national and CEC programs. For example, a number of 
innovative applications of renewable energy sources, mostly wind 
and solar, have been financed by the Demonstration Program and 
lately by THERMIE. Additional energy-related projects have been 
financed by VALOREN while some research aspects of wind turbines, 
solar collectors, photovoltaic cells and heat exchangers have 
been investigated with the aid of JOULE grants. 

This assistance and interest for energy problems of the islands 
should be maintained in the future calls for tenders of THERMIE 
as well as SAVE and ALTENER. 

There is need though for a new initiative to address the crucial, 
in my opinion, problem of local expertise and capabilities. 
such an initiative should encompass: 

Training for technical personnel of state and especially 
municipal authorities charged with energy utilization 
matters. 

Development and implementation of energy planning tools for 
use at the local level by local technical personnel on a 
routine basis. 

Training of maintenance technicians for new energy 
technologies to be used on islands. 

Collection and reduction of data necessary for rational use 
of energy and energy production. These data sets should 
become available to both local authorities and private 
individuals. 
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Exchange of experiences, both successful and unsuccessful 
along with their evaluation. 

The level of this initiative, to actually be effective, remains 
to be investigated as are additional items to the main ones 
above. In a fundamental way, they address the question of 
implementation which still remains the plague of a number of 
brilliant technological advances. 
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DENMARK 

Mr IB ANDERSEN, Technical Director, County of Bornholm - Technical Depart
ment, Ostre Ringvej 1, 3700 Ronne I DENMARK, Tel: 451531952123, Fax: 
451531952142 

Mr PETER BACH, Danish Energy Agency, Landemaerket 11DK 1119 Copcnhag~n/ 
DENMARK, Tel: 45131/926700, Fax: 45/31/238310 

Mrs ELSE BERNSEN, COWiconsult, 45 Teknikcrbycn 2830 Virum/ DENMARK, 
Tel:45/45/972111, Fax: 451451972112 

Mr JORGEN .JESPERSEN, Head of Environmental Division, County of Bornholm 
- Technical Department, Ostre Ringvej 1, 3700 Ronne / DENMARK, Tel: 
45/53/952123, Fax:45l53/952142 

Mr .JEAN PAUL LAUDE, COWiconsult, 45 Tcknikcrbycn, 2S30 Virum / DEN
MARK, Tcl:45l45/972111, Fax: 451451972112 

Prof. NIELS· I. MEYER, Technical University of Denmark, Physics Laborawry 3, 
Building 309,2800 Lyngby I DENMARK, Tel: 45/42/881611, Fax: 45/42/882239 

FRANCE 

Mr FRANCOIS ALFONSI, Conseiller a I'Assemblcc de Corse, 6, rue Capitaine 
Livulli, Aiacciu Corse j FR, Tel: 331951513969, Fax: 33/95/512623 

Mr MARC FRAGER, Delegue Regional AFME Guadeloupe, French Agency for 
Energy Management, Forum Jarry 97122 Baie- Mahault, Guadeloupe / FR, Tel: 
590267805,Fax:590268715 

Mr GEORGES ANDRE MORIN, DATAR, 1 Aveneu Charyyyies- Floquct, 75007 
Paris/ FR, Tel: 33/1140651028, Fax: 3311143065901 

GERMANY 

Mr SCHUlZ .lANDER, Rudiger, Lawyer, Managing Director of Encrgiccrzcu
gungswerke Helsoland GmbH, CIO SchleswagAktiengesellschaft, PO Box 260, D-W 
2370 Rendsburg /GERMANY, Tel: 4914331/2012220, Fax: 49/4331/2012166 
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GREECE 

General Secretaries and Heads of Large Organisations 

Mr G. SENETAKIS- Representative of the Government, General Secretary for the 
Region of Crete, 712 02 Heraclion-Crete I GR, Tel: 301811246334 - 246333, Fax: 
301811222506 

Mr G.E. APOSTOLAKIS, Secretary General, Ministry of Industry, Energy and 
Technolob'Y· 80 Michalakopoulou Str., 101 92 Athens I GR, Tel: 301117700561 -
7706491, Fax:30I1177724'd5 

MrS. MILIGGOS, General Secretary for the Region of Northern Aegean, 57 Xth 
November Street, 811 00 Mitilini I GR, Tel: 301251127601-28935, Fax: 301251/27601 

Mr Th. STAIKOS, General Secretary for the Region of Ionian Islands, 491 00 Kcrkyra 
I GR, Tel: 301661145245, Fax: 301661146911 

~1r D.APOSTOLAKIS, Member of Greek Parliament for l-lcraclion, 9, Mastraxa Str., 
Heraclion-Crete I GR 

Participants 

Dr Z. AGIOUTANTIS, Technical Universtity of Crete, Mineral Resources Engin
eering, 127, Eleftheriou Venizelou Str., 73132 Chania-Crete I GR, Tel:30/821/54370, 
Fax:30I821I53571 

Mr A. AGGELAKIS, Civil Engineer, 46,25 Augoustou, 71202 Heraclion-Crcte I GR 
Tel:30I8li289512,Fax:20I81I229991 

Mr G. ALIVISATOS, ETBA S.A., 18, Panepistimiou Str., 106 71 Athens / GR, 
Tel:30il 13230771 

Mr G. ANTONAKIS, Industry Dept., H. Polyte.chniou Sq., 741 00 Rethymno- Crc
teiGR 

Mr M. Apostolakis, Electrical Engineer, 9, Mastraxa Str., Heraclion-CreteiGR 
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Dr V. ASSIMAKOPOULOS, National Technical University of Athens, Enerbry Policy 
Unit, 42, 28th October Street, 106 82Athens I GR, Tel: 301113637235-3691428 Fax: 
301113637312 

Mr I. BALANTINAKIS, Hellenic Productivity Centre (ELKEPA), Dept. of Hera
clion, 1 LasseasStreet- Therissos, 71305 Heraclion-Cretc I GR, Tel: 3011811256474, 
Fax:30I81I260982 

Mr N. BELIVANIS, Director of the Hellenic, Productivity Centre (ELKEPA), D~pt. 
of Heraclion, 1 Lasseas Street - Therissos, 713 05 Heraclion-Crete I GR, Tel: 
301811256474, Fax:30I8ll260982 

~1rs A. BENETAKI, Monitoring Committee of IMP- Crete, 2, R. Chourdou Str., 
Hcraclion-Cretc I GR 

Mrs E. BREDAKI, Monitoring Committee of IMP - Crete, 2, R. Chourdou Str., 
Heraclion-Oete I GR . 

Mr C. CAM PANOS, Public Power Corporation (PPC-DEI-I), Technicians' Union, 33 
Marni Str., Athens I GR, Tel: 301115230100, Fax: 30111523498 

Prof. Ch. CHALDOUPIS, University of Crete, Physics Dept., Crete I GR 

Mr Th. CHAMODRAKAS, PPC - DEH, 32 Arachovis Str., Athens, Tel.: 
301113638949 

MrS. CHARITAKIS, Public Power Corporation (PPC-DEH), Crete I GR 

Mr G. CHATZIDAKIS, Mayor of Ag. Nicolaos, Ag. Nicolaos-Cretc I GR, 

Mr A. CHOURDAKIS, Development Consultant, Union of Local Authorities of 
Lasithi, 13, El. Venizelou Sqr., 72400 Neapoli-Crete IGR, Tel: 301841132345, Fax: 
301841125493 

Mr D. CHRISTAKIS, University of Crete, Tel: 301841158090 - 59926, 
Fax:30I84ll44176 
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Mrs Chr. CONSTANTOPOULOU, Information Office of the Commission of the 
European communities in Greece, 2, Vas. Sofias Str., 106 74 Athens I GR, 
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